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nautics and Space Administration, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio. The
NASA Project Manager for the contract was Mr. John Aydelott. This is the final
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May 25, 1975. Convair program manager was M. H. Blatt.
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SUMMARY
i
Capillary acquisition systems were investigated for replacing the hydrogen peroxide
propellant settling system on the Centaur. The Centaur D-IS, a Centaur designed
to be compatible with Space Shuttle, was used as the baseline vehicle.
The study defined candidate integrated capillary acquisition and vent systems for the
Centaur D-1S liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen tanks. Detailed designs were prepared
for the most promising systems. These designs were used for performance compari-
sons with the baseline peroxide settling system. A development plan was then prepared
for the recommended capillary systems.
Initially, candidate concepts were investigated for accomplishing fluid acquisition,
capillary device thermal conditioning and fabrication, boost pump thermal conditioning,
and propellant duct thermal condttiont_. These candidates were tabulated and
compared and the most promising candidate recommended for addttionel study.
A decision tree was fornmlated to rank the possible sys_m combinations and to
determine the critical decisions to be answered Ln determining the optimom system
approach. The most desirable system was determined to be a start basket refilled
by settled propellant using un_-_oled boost pumps and propellant ducts, with thermal
subcooling for providing boost pump NPSH.
Work was then directed towaxd answering the critical questions: Can capillary device
refilling be accomplished with settled propellant ? Can a successful start sequence
be accomplished with uncooled boost pumps ? Can thermal subcooling (removing
heat from the fluid flowing to the boost pump) be used to provide boost pump NPSH ?
These questions were successfully answered, allowing selection of the refillable
start basket for detailed design. The other system selected was a bypass feed start
tank.
Capillary device sizing was based upon volumetric requtreme_s for the start
sequence, propellant settling, thermal conditioning flow, initialullage for the start
tank, 1Lqutd requtred to suppress pullthrough (restdmds), trapped vapor during
reflULng, and channel volume. Analyses were performed to determine the effect of
vibrations, feedline startup and shutdown transients, filling, abort, propellant
utiltzation_ and draining on capillary device design. Wicking was briefly investigated
for providing liquid flow for capillary acquisition device passive thermal conditioning.
Thermal subcooler sizing was performed using throttled tank fluid to cool the hot
side fluid flowing to the boost pumps. Thermal conditioning of the start baskets was
analyzed using an active cooling system employing cooling coils containing throttled
vent fluid. Non-vented start tanks were devised using fiberglass honeycomb insulation
to control pressure rise and cold helium pressurization to suppress boiling.
Eighteen design drawings and one isometric sketch were prepared for the LO 2 start
basket, thermal subcooler and start tank, and LH 2 start basket, thermal subcooler
and start tank. The drawings illustrate the locations of components, device contours,
support arrangements, attachment points, and assembly requirements.
Comparisons were made between the baseline Centaur D-IS settling system and
seven capillary device system options on the basis of reliability, hardware weight,
payload penalty, cost, power requirements and flight profile flexibility. The most
desirable capillary acquisition systems were determined to be passively thermal
conditioned start baskets using thermal subcooling to provide boost pump NPSH. A
development plan was prepared for passively cooled start baskets encompassing
technology development, hardware fabrication, flightqualtflcation, testing on a future
Centaur flight.
xiv
INTRODUCTION
; -"7
The objective of this study was to deftne candidate Lntegrated capillary acquLsitLon and
thermo_c vent systems for the Centaur D-1S ILquid hydrogen and ILquid oxygen
tanks. Detailed designs of selected acquisition systems were made to compare per-
refinance with the baseline system. The desirability of additional capillary device
development was determined, and the scope of this development program was defLned.
During low gravity coast, vehicle drag and disturbing acceleration may position
propella_ sway from the tank outlet. Engine start under these conditions will cause
vapor to enter the pumps, producing cavitation, poor engine operation, and possible
feed system failure. To elLminate these undesirable occurrences, means must be
provided to position 1Lqutd Ln the feedlLnes and over the tank outlet. The method
currently used on Centaur Ls to settle the propellants by using small thrusters to apply
a linear acceleration to the vehicle. This method, while well proven, imposes mission
constratnts tn waiting for propellant to be settled and weight penaltLes which are a
function of the number of engine burns. The use of a capillary or surface tension device
to trap propellants over the outlet in low gravity is a more advanced but less proven
technique. Weight penalty for the surface tensLon device Ls less sensitive to number
of engine burns and provides added mission flexibtltty tn allowing quick engine star_p.
The capillary devices must perform the function of retaining propellants over the tank
outlet for boost pump and engine startup. This study examined both the requirements
of a cryogenic capillary acquisition system in performing this function and the inter-
action of the acquisition system with related vehicle systems.
The systems interacting with the acquisition system are shown tn Figure 1-1. These
systems are the pressurization system, vent system, propellant gaging system,
main engines,boost pumps and propellant ducts.
Capillary acquisition systems fall into two main classes: partial acquisition devices
such as start baskets or start tanks that rely upon fluid settling for refill; and "total"
acquisition concepts such as liners or Ch,m_lA that cover a substantial portion of tank
area and maintain continuous contact with the main Liquid pool. A partial acquisition
concept operates by m._n_n4_4ng Liquid over the outlet in sufficient quantity to allow the
main liquid pool to be settled. The settled Liquid refills the acquisition device. During
engine firing, but prior to main liquid pool settling, vapor enters the acquisition device
volume. Capillary device geometry must be designed so that the entering vapor does
not create adverse liquid spilling from the basket away from the engine outlet or cause
difficulties in refilling the device with liquid. Total control devices are either main-
tained full of liquid during main engine burns or refilled between burns by capillary
1--1
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pumping, venting or mechanical
pumping.
Thermal conditioning of the capillary
device is a major design considera-
t$on. To maintain liquid over the tank
outlet, propellant vaporization and
bulk boiling within the acquisition
device must be prevented. Vaporiza-
tion can be caused by incident heating
through the tank walls, heating from
the engines, boost pumps, and feed-
lines, and by pressure fluctuations in
the tank due to venting or pressurant
cooling.
The pressurization system has a major
interaction with the aoquisttion device.
Since pressurization will be accom-
plished when the liquid is unsettled, the
use of warm pressurant will cause
rapid ullage pressure decay when the
cold liquid ts "settled" through the
pressurant. Cold pressurant should
be used in lieu of warm preesurant
to alleviate this problem.
The vent system influences the acqut-
Figure 1-1. Centaur D-IS Acquisition sition system design by causing forced
System Interfaces convection heat transfer to occur at the
basket surface and by causing tank pressure recktctions that could drop the saturation
temperature of the tank below the avquisttion device surface temperature. The
primary candidate for thermally conditioning the capillary device is to use throttled
vent fluid for cooling. In order to have sufficient cooling capacity to thermally
condition the contained fluid, liquid is supplied from the capillary device to the inlet
of the vent system cooling loop.
PropellaJ_ utilization systems such as the capacttanve gaging technique used on the
Centaur D-IS cannot sense any liquidtzapped in the capillarydevice above the settled
liquid. Means must be provided for eitherseparately sensing this trapped liquidor
empirically veziflnganalyticalpredictionsof the trapped liquidquantity. '
A primary consideration of the study was the interaotion of the boost pump and
propellant ducts with the capillary device. The method of thermal conditioning the
boost pumps and ducts directly affects feed system chtlldown and capillary device
1-2
volumetric requirements. Methodsof supplyingboost pumpNPSHwere a major
concern in studyingpressurization system alternatives. Feedsystem startup and
shutdowntransients may influence acquisLtLon system retention requirements.
Engine soakback heating contributes to feed system chilldown requLrements. Engine
vibrations may induce capillary devLce vibrations that eauseloss of rstentLon capab[ILty.
Stn_e the acquisition system Lnteracts with many other systems in the vehicle, com-
parison of acquisition systems cannot be done by merely looking at the acquisition
device alone. Considerations nmst be given to all changes to the vehicle caused by
the particular acquisition system being implemented.
I.i GROUND RULES
The baseline vehicle configuration for this study ts the Cent_ar D-IS as defined in
Contract HAS3-16786 and reported in NASA CR-134488, (Reference 1-1). The
Centaur D-IS is a minimum change D-IT configuration, modified to be compatible
with the Space Slmttle interface, operations and safety requirements. Approximately
950/0 of the existing D-1T componer_s remain unohanged for the D-IS. Figure 1.2
Lllustratesmodifications made to the existingD-1T to evolve to D-1S, D-IS(R)
(reusable Ce_u_r D-IS) and RLTC (Reusshle Large Tank C_r) conflsur'attone.
(These were the adva_ed Shuttle integrated Cent_lr versions existing at the LnitLation
of the stady). Several of the changes to the D-IT, as noted below, may affect the
deployment of a captUary acquisition system on the D-IS.
The propellant fill and drain system revision Ls nscessLtated by relocation of the
fill and drain disconnects from the tank skin line to the aft umbilical panel. Line
sizes were tnoreased to 3.5 inches (8.89 cm) for LO 2 and 4.25 Lnches (10.8 cm) for
LH 2 tn order to accommodate the 300 second abort dump requirement. A zero g
vent system was tnoorporated in each propellant tank due to the Centsur requirement
for tank venting in low-g while in the Shuttle payload bay. The sidewall insulation sys-
tem consists of two layers of double-aluminized Kapton with a flber_ass scrim spacer.
Isolation valves have been added to the perm_de vent and feed system lines for system
sating in the orbiter. Remote peroxide fill capsbility was also added.
Mtssion profiles for the study were the planetary, synchronous equatorial and low
earth orbit flight profiles of NAS3-16786, (Ref. 1-1), as given in Tables 1-1, 1-2
and 1-3.
Heating rates, nominal tank pressure levels, and other mission conditions were
obtained from NASA-CR-I34488 (Ref. I-I). Parameters not specified were generated
using analytical or empirical techniques consistent with the design of the Centaur
D-1T and D-1S.
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The baseltne D-1S thermodymuntc vent systems consist of coiled tube heat exchangers,
pump/mtxers, shutoff valves, regulators, and filters. The study evaluated modifi-
cations to this system required to thermally condition the contained fluid. This entailed
additional cooling loops in parallel with the main bulk heat exchanger.
The integrated propella_ acquts[tton and thermodynamic vent systems designed tn this
study provide pressure control, beth within the Orbiter payload bay and during the flight
mission profiles,for the same envtronmental condtttons used tn Contract NAS3-16786,
Ref. 1-1. The propellant acqutsttion and thermodynamic vent systems designed in this
study neither impose constraints on the operation of the Shuttle nor affect the Centaur/
_uttle abort compatibility.
I_IIlqCATIO_ TO D-IT
M01XFICATION5 TO D-IS
MODa_CaT_O_ TO O-lS(I_
CENTAUR D-IT ] ZX;s'rlNG VEHICLE
CENTAUR D-IS
NEW PROPELLANT FILL & DRAIN LOCATIONS
REMOTE FILL CAPAmLITY - I'_O2
ADDED PEI_OXIDE vENT LINES & FEED SYSTEM
ISOLATION VALVES
ABORT DUMP I_NF..fl
THERMODYNAMIC VENT SVSTEI_
EAP'I_N MULTILAYRR -qDEWAL L INS_L._...TION
CENTAbl D-15(R)
OIL LUBNICATED BOOST PUMPS
SUPPORTS TO PREVENT BULEHEAD REVERSAL
OPT_NAL
_OWER MORE EFFICIENT ENGINE CHILLDOWH
BOOST PUMP IDLE SPEED & PREETART PAUSE
a/_DE_ D_L"T L$C#LA_ON & C_-IEC"_ VALVES
_X,.E LARGE TANK CENTAUR (RLTC)
CRYOGENIC STORAGE OF HELIUM PRESSt_ANT
HYDRAZINE ATTtTUDE CONTROL SYSTEM
INCREASED MA/N TANK PROPELLANT VOLUME
EXPENDABLE
(M_J_ EXITING D-IT
COMPONENT_ USED)
RE_LE
(S57o EXISTING D-IT
COMPONENTS U_D)
REUSABLE
OTHER _K)DIFfCATIONS CONSIDERED WERE ELECT_C DRIVEN BOOST PUMPS
FOR D-IS(R) AND RLTC AND THE POSSIBILITY OF UENG PPO FOAM INSULATION
TO REDUCE HEAT INPUT AT THE INTERMEDIATE BULKHEAD/LH 2 SIDEWALL
INTERACTION.
Figure 1-2. Evolution of Centaur D-1T to Future Centaur/Shuttle Vehicles
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Table 1-1. Planetary Mission Profile
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Ma/a eml_me thrum_ 30. 000 il_ (I_6Z0 kgf). *Asmumem $[6. 312 lb m (1194_ kZm). LCI2.5. 4_9 lh_.; _ _eQ _l_rn). LH2 for full tank.
Max/emuu ACS thrust = 24 lbf (I0.91_0.- flOor, mum ACS a_.eferaEion before last burn = 4.86 _ _0 "4 _s. Main en_ne flow
- LO2 - _.4 |b/s4_ (2.5.6 k_sec), T.J[2 .. 22.2 lb/s4_ (Soi k_m,l_), I;SP= 443.S2 8_, Payload ,. 14,463 |b_ (654T kg.m) .
wef4_ = 4,438 Ibm (2013 kl_). ]_k,tz'na_ am_/oragim_ - 1.3_ g*_
Table 1-2. Synchronous Equator/a/Mission Profile
Lmt_ng
(T -0)
J_sa
Cr- e7)
215.460 (11684)
I'0 3
3,Z_9 (Z,qgql
_. 304 (11488)
I"0 3
S. _4 (?.q44) LH z
4T, 44T (91S41)
v_le
7.S73 (3621) LO 3
1.?Z3 (T8_) I_2
_6.783 112.1(121
Vehlele
308.4
132.3
Purer/tat
_ed, _m (kZm_
17, ZSS ('r8_4)
I,Q 3
S,_ (18Jm)
1.463 (308)
8, 00S ($_)
I,O 3
z.s04 (sin _=
tO, _3 (lZl00)
Veh_le
419 (190) _3
1T, 5_3 (795(I)
vehtole
tnit.f_! Pez'oe_
Full-
, | .
N
30. 3
31.8
Accelernfleu
Z
_mglne thrust 30.000 [bf (L_620 kgf). *A_munu 26,313 Ibm (11946°1Wm). LO z, 5.4S8 lb m (2478 kit.m). LH 2 for full t_nk.
Max/mum AC3 thrust - Z4 Ibf (10.9 kgf), _.t :'c:[mum ACS acc'elereZ/on be[ore las_: burn = 8.96 x 10-4 g's, ML'ct'ure r=flo - 5. 0,
Main engine flow r_e_ - LO 2 = 56._5 Ib/sec (25. ? kg/sec), IJ_2 = 11.03 ]b/scc (5.01 kg/scc), ISP = 443.35 sec, Payload -
12,199 Ibm (5538 kgm), Dry weighz = 4.r_04 Ibm (2090 kgm). Durno_ ",ccolcr:_o_ = 1.71 g's.
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Table 1-3. Low Earth Orbit Mission Profile
Evont/Ttme
(nd_)
Lo_nnS
(T" O)
MESl
(Ta 67)"
MEm
(T. 118)
25,480 (11584)
1,0 2
8,279 (73911
LH 2
25.304 (11488)
LO 2
S' 164 (2344)
42,048 (190901
Veh_le
2O, 195 (9188)
IX:)2
4,153 (18881
I,!12
_,U4 118264)
Vehicle
9,167 (4162)
2, Ol0 19131
73,568 (10246)
Veh_le
2,1a 1998)
X,O2
480 (295) •
ui 2
14,193 (6443)
Yeldole
1,031 14681
LO 2
393 liT8)
LH 2
12,698 (8795)
Veh_lo
93.6
191.32
120. 51
18.N
10.8
l>roi_Ll_t
Bura_t. Ibm (k;m)
5.052 (2294)
L_ 2
955 (4,54)
MI 2
10.918 14m)
2.930 (935)
T-li 2
6, 8"76 (3121)
u%
1.294 15871
I, 018 (489)
LO 2
2O4 (93)
Llf 2
814 (STD)
LO 2
118 (53)
_H 2
Find Mus
20,252 (9194)
I,.,03
4,209 (1911)
LH 2
. =6, 04_ (153_)
Vehicle
9,250 (4200)
2. O93 (sS0)
Lii 2
33.849 1103131
vehicle
2.288 (IOM)
?16 13251
LIt 2
14,397 (6538)
VehicLe
1,121 (509)
456 (_0T)
T-H2
19,910 (M611
Vehiole
417 11891
1.1:12
277 1126)
LH 2
11,967 15433)
Vehicle
lnit_l
Initial Poroe "e Aooel.
Full" g
a
D$
• 77
'1'6
36
27
8.4
11. 91
3.9
7.2
0.?1
O.84
1.35
2.11
?..M
Main onglne thrust - 30.000 lbf (13620 kgf), .Asammu 26,313 Ibm (11948 kgm), LO 2. 5,4S9 lb m (24'/8 kgm), LH2 for th_.l tank,
MnximumACSthrustf241bf(1O. 9kg¢), MaximumACSacceleruJ:/onbeloroSthburn" 1-89 x 10-39 '8, M/xlxtroraUo 5.298,
Maia Online flow rates - 102 - 5% 09 tb/se¢ (25.9 kg/soc), LH 2 = 10. TT lb/scc (4.89 kg/8eo), _SP - 443. 8 sec, Payload -
8260 Ibm 12842 kgm). Dry weight = 4901 Ibm (2225 kgm), Burnout acceleration = 2.51 g*s.
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2TASK I, CANDIDATE SYSTEMS
The objective of the screening of candidate systems was to identify possible methods
of accomplishing capillary propellant acquLsition for the Centaur D-1S and to evaluate
these systems based on weight, feasibility, and operational advantages to determine
which candidates compare favorably to the baseline hydrogen peroxide system.
In determining candidate systems for acquisition, concepts for capillary device fluid
containment, pressurization, thermal conditioning, structure and assembly, and boost
pump and feedline thermal conditioning were considered separately. Initially, all pos-
sible means of satisfying mission and vehicle requirements were identified for each of
the concept categories. Each fluid acquisition system candidate was conceptually de-
signed to meet Centaur D-1S mission requirements and was then evaluated based on
approximate system weight and operational advantages compared to the e_sting per-
oxide system. Candidates were screened only to the point at which they could be logi-
cally rejected. For example, if a system could not be conceptually designed to meet
Centaur D-1S requlreme_s, it was eliminated without determlntng system weight.
Further, if system weight e_eeded existing system weight by more than 20%, the
concept was rejected. If the concept still remaLned as a candidate, then operational
advan_ges or disadvaDL_eous compared to the existing system and to other candidate
acquisition systems were assessed.
Thermal conditioning and pressurization candidates were compared based on relative
advantages and dLsadvantages, complexity, and weight. Promising fabrication
alternatives were determined for screen Joining, screen-to-backup material Joining,
backup material selection, barrier material selection, load support and cooling tube
attachment.
Fluid aoquisition, thermal conditioning, pressurizattcm, and fabrication candidates
were combined into three system candidates requiring additional study. These candi-
dates were; refillable start baskets, bypass feed start tanks and channels refilled by
pumping. The work required to assess the feastbtl/ty of these candida_s was mapped
on a decision tree in order to most efficiently aUocate program resources. The de-
cision tree indicated that work in Tasks II, TTTand IV should concentrate on refillable
start baskets and bypass feed start tanks.
2.1 BASELINE SYSTEM
In order to make weight comparisons, a preliminary assessment of the baseline
Centaur D-1S system equivalent payload weight penalty was made. The payload
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sensitivity factors given in Table 2-1 were used to generate the equivalent payload
weight shown in Table 2-2 for the low altitude five burn mission. The weight penalty
includes propellant settling, feedline conditioning, main tank venting and tank
pressurization.
Propellant settling is accomplished by the H20 2 auxiliary propulsion system. The
settling force is provided by the four axial H202 engines which are used only for
settling. Settling imposes a large demand on auxiliary propulsion system weight for
the multiburn missions. In addition to settling, the auxiliary propulsion system
provides attitude control and drives the boost pump turbines. The total auxiliary
propulsion system hardware weight is 99 potmds (44.95 kg) for the planetary (one-
burn) mission, 153 pounds (69.5 kg) for the geosynchronotm (two-burn) mission,
and 207 pounds (44 kg) for the low-altitude (five-burn) mission. The total fluid weights,
for all peroxide usage, are 130 pounds (59 kg), 256 pounds (116 1_) and 472 pounds
(214 kg) for the respective missions.
Propellant settling thrust is also prnvtded durtng iMltght engine chllldown. Prtor to
engine start, liquid propellant ts drtven by the boost pump through the feedltnes and
hlrbop_mps. The resulting cooldown prevents excessive propellant heating (and
resulting vaporization) during the pump acceleration transients.
Table 2-1. Centaur D-IS Payload Sensitivity Factors
Criteria
Jettison Weight
Propellant Weight
LH 2 and LO2 Loss Before
Burn (Without Isp Effect)
LH2 and LO2 Lost After Last
Burn (Residual or RFP)
Auxiliary Propellant Used
Prior to Burn
Auxiliary Propellant Used
After Last Burn (Residual)
NO. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5
NO. I
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5
Mission
Ptanetary
- 1.000
+0. 646
-0. 646
-1.646
-1.000
Sync. Equatorial
-1.000
+0.587
-0.587
-0.946
-1.587
0
-0. 459
-1.000
Low Altitud_
- 1. 000
+0.420
-0. 420
-0. 510
-0. 771
-1.215
-1. 337
- 1. 419
0
-0.072
-0.352
-0.796
-0.917
-1.000
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Table 2-2. Baseline Acquisition System Weight Penalties
(Low Earth Orbit Five Burn Mission)
Weight Penalty Element
Peroxide System Hardware Weight
Settling Motors
H20 2 Bottle
Peruxide System Fluid Weight
Pressuraut for Peroxide
Residual Peroxide
Actu_l
Weight
Ibs (kg)
Vent System Hardware Weight
Vented Propellant
LO 2
LH 2
Equivalent
Payload Weight
Ibs (kg)
23.0 (10.44)
54.0 (24.52)
214.0 (97.2)
0.421 (0.2)
12. o (5.45)
23.0 (10.44)
54. 0 (24.52)
75.8 (34.41)
0.3 (0.14)
12.0 (5.95)
Peroxide System Total 165.I (75)
i
62.0 (28.1) 62.0 (28.1)
44. 0 (20)
44.4 (20)
Vent System Weight Penalty
i
18.5 (8.4)
26.8 (12.2)
417.0 (189.3)
13.54 (6. 15)
107.3 (48.7)
,, ,=,
417.0 (189.3)
13.54 (6.13)
Pressurization System Hardware Weight
Pressurant Used for Main Engine Burns
Pressurization System Weight
Penalty
430.54 (195.45)
m
Total Existing System Payload penal W 703.0 (319.2)
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Sufficiently subcobled liquid is provided at the boost pumps during this period by a
3 psi _20.7 k_N/m z) pressurization of the propellant tanks. This pressurization suffi-
ciently condenses bubbles formed in the boost pump sumps such that boost pump cavi-
tation is prevented.
Pressurization system weight ts therefore directly affected by start system destgn_
The D-1S pressurization system consists of the helium pressuraut, stored in bottles
at high pressure and ambient temperature, along with valves, regulators, plumbing,
sensors, and harnesses. Pressurization system dry weights are 257 pounds (117 kg)
for the planetary mission, 300 txxtnds (136 kg) for the geosynchronous mission and
417 pounds (189 kg) for the low earth orbit mission. For the worst case five burn
low earth orbit mission, the helium requirement is 14 Ibm (6.4 kg).
For the baseline system, the propeUant settling function accounts for approximately
77 pounds (35 kg) of hardware weight. This includes settling motors, associated
portions of the cluster assembly, H20 2 bottle supports, pressurization line and
propellant lines. In addition to the H202 system weight, 214 pounds (97 kg) of H20 2
and O. 3 pounds (0.14 k_) of helium are expended during the five-burn mission and
12 pounds (5.4 k_) of residual perc_Lde are loaded into the third bottle (added to the
acquisition function).
The baseline D-1S configuration also includes the thermodynamic vent systems which
maintain thermally destrattfled propellant tanks. This system is required for all
missions because of the extreme pressure rtse rates experienced tn small stratified
uUnges such as exist during the initial coast. Additionally, it is difficult to position
a small ullage bubble over the vent when the tanks are 95_0 full or _'eater. Also
means must be provided for venting the Centaur while in the cargo bay of Shuttle
wttbout disturbing the Sbuttle. LO 2 vent system weight and power are 29 pounds
(13 kg) and 80 watts. LH 2 vent system weight and power are 33 pounds (15 k_) and
12 watts.
Baseline system weights were determined for the auxiliary propttlston acquisition
function, the LO 2 and LH 2 tank vent systems, and the pressurization system require-
ments both for the auxiliary propulsion and main propulsion systems. Hardware
weight and _luid expended were translated into equivalent payload penalty using the
payload sensitivity factors shown in Table 2-1. Since outflow requirements and
resulttng pressurization system weights are greater for the five burn, low earth
orbit mission, this mission is used for establtshLng maximum acquisition system
payload penalties.
Payload sensitivity factors for pressurant are considered to be one. This assumes
that no pressurant is vented during the mission.
The Centaur D-1S baseline acquisition and vent system equivalent payload weight pen-
alties are shown in Table 2-2.
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2.2 FLUID CONDITIONING CANDIDATES
Possible capillary acqutsitLon devLce candidates for satisfying Centaur D-1S require-
ments were concelfamlLzed. These concepts were compared based on their advantages
and disadvantages as shown LnTable 2-3. Adoption or rejection recommendations axe
given for each of the concepts considered. Characteristics that could be advantageous
to the system are: refillable between burns, low development requLrements, ground
testabilLty, and low weight (LncludLng pressurization). Conversely, characteristics
that could be disadvantageous to the system are: high weight, need for orbital experi-
ment to prove concept, rel|ar_e upon settling for refill, requirement for separate
pressurization system, difficulty In ground checkout and requirement for moving parts.
As indicated in Section 2. 0 , concepts were retained for additional study if they did not
exceed the existing system weight of 703 lbs by more than 20_. The lowest weight
system using a pressurization system was the bypass feed start tank with a weight
of 709 lb m (321. 9 kg) The primary reason for the low weight of this system was the
lower pressurization system weight of the start tank system compared to the baseline
system and the other capillary acquisition systems. Other systems near the acceptable
weight range were the basic start basket 867 lbs (393.6 kg) and the channels refilled
by pumping concept 930 lbs (422.22 kg). Even though these systems were slightly
outside the weight limit they had the potential for using thermal subcooling for providing
pressurization system weight reduction compared to using cold pressurant. (Thermal
subcooling is discussed in Section 2.3). They were therefore retained for additional
study. The weight comparisons show that pressurization system weight was a signi-
ficant factor in total system weight.
Caution should be used in making weight comparisons between systems listed in table
2-3 since some systems have LO 2 vent systems and others use LH 2 boiloff to cool
the LO 2 tank. The type of vent system used is noted in each weight breakdown. The
Integrated LH2/LO 2 vent system (No IX) 2 venting) has a weight savings of 51.5 lbs
(23.4 kg) (107.3 lbs (48.7 kg) to 55.8 lbs (2§.31_g)) compared to using separate LO 2
and LH 2 vent systems.
Data used for developing the system weights are capillary device retention, outflow,
and thermal conditioning requirements determined in a manner similar to that in
NAS8-21465 (Ref. 2-1 and 2-2). Equations 2-1 and 2-2, generated for a maximum
g level of 2.52 g's at the end of burn 5 of the low earth orbit mission with a safety
factorof 2, wereused to determine retention requtremet_s for LH 2 and LO 2.
i. 86 4.85
LO 2 h = _ , feet (2-1), LH2, h=_ , feet(2-2)
' DBp DBp
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L02, h - D_p ' meters LH 2, h=--, metersDBp
whare:
h - rstatned head
DBp - screen bubble potnt tn mtcrons
Al-mtmsm screens wtth alumtnnm backup plate were used to the ltmit of almnimm
screen rete_lon (14 mtcrone for 200 x 1400 mesh screen). Below 14 mtcrons,
alumtmm screen Is unobtal_le. Between 14 mtcrons and 10 microns the lowest
weight and least expensive alternative is to use 325 x 2300 stainless steel screen
and alumimtm baclmp. Since 325 × 2300 is the practical lower limtt for screen
retention_'equirements below 10 microns require nmttipte screen layers.
Weight characteristics of screen devices as presented raTable 2-4 are based on data
generated tn NAS8-21465 (Ref. 2-1 and 2-2). These preliminary weights were used
only as rules of tlmmb tn determining whethe_ the candtdate acquLsttton devices would
exceed the extsttng system weight. Wetghts for each c-nmdate system were generated
as well as aecom_ vent system and pressurtzatioa system wetghts. System
wetghts were handled in a manner identtcal to that shown tn the Section 2.0 for the
existt_ system. Payload sensitivity factors were applied to each weight Item to
determine the equivalent penalty of the capillary acquisition system and other vehicle
system cha_es caused by the presence of that capillary acquisition system.
Table 2-4.
Screen Device
Start basket (perforated plate backnp)
Start basket (open tsogrtd backup)
Channels (perforated prate back,p)
Liner (perforated plate baclmp)
Screen Device Weight Characteristics
Aiumimun
I
1. _.a (s. o)
O. 90 (4.39)
o. ss (2.7s)
o. as (z. se)
Stateless Steel
2.5 (12,.2)
NA
1.12 (5.47)
O. 65 (3.17)
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A more detailed breakdown of the weight o_ the LO 2 and LH 2 basic start basket
concepts are given below in order to aid in unders_r_ing the weight comparisons
given in Table 2-3.
Weights are generated for both hydroge_ and o_gen tank capillary device configu-
rations. The hardware weight of the hydrogen system is
Capillary Device and CondiUoni.ng Coils
Feadltne Conditioning Hardware
Thermal CoDdltiontng Hardware
118.0 lb (53.6 ks)
5.2m (2.86 ks)
3.___X2m(t.4S ks)
126.4 lb (57.4 ks)
Oxygen system hardware weLght is
Capillary Device and Conditioning Coils
Feedlins Conditioning Ha_ware
Pressure Cos_rol and Thermal ConcUfloning Hardware
22. B lb (10.12 ks)
4.sin (2.04 ks)
6._.__s_ (s. 09 kg)
as. 6 tb (15.25 ks)
Acquisition System Hardware Weight = 126.4 (57.38 kg) + 33.6 (15.25 ks) - 160 lb
(72.6 kg)
Weight penalties for these devices nmst also include any weight increments resulting
from integration of the acquisition device with other vehicle subsystems.
Equivalent Payload Penalties
LLOgL_iVent System Hardware WeightPropella_ Vented
LH _2Vent System Hardware WeightPropellant Vented
Total Vent System Weight
33.0 lb (15 kg)
lS. 5 lb (8.4 ks)
29.0 11) (13.2 kg)
26._._..._8lb (12.2 ks)
107.3 Ib (48.8 ks)
Pressurization System Hardware Weight 487. 0 Ib (221 ks)
Pressuran£ Weight (Cold Helium)
Total Pressurization System Weight
112...___81b (51 ks)
599.8 lb (272 kg)
Assume that all helium remains Ln tank until the end of the mission.
Total System Weight = 599.8 lb (212 kg) + 107.3 Ib (48.8 kg) + 160 Ib (72. 6 kg) ffi
867. I Ib (394 ks)
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These were prellminary weLght estimates. More detaileddesign and analysis was
performed in Task IV (Section 5).
2.3 ACQUISITION SYSTEM THERMAL CONDITIONING CANDIDATES
Of primary importance In the screening of propellant acquisition concepts or devices
is the adaptability for thermal conditioning. Thermal conditioning, whether it be
an actively co_-rolled system or a passive system, is necessary for the maLnte_u_e
and control of liquid wtthLu the device. The formation of vapor and the re_tlting
displacement of liquid is cruised by either heat transfer to the device or a reduction
in pressure within the device below the liquid vapor pressure. Prevention of vapor
formation add possible screen dryout caused for either mason is the purpose of the
thermal conditioning system; [t therefore, includes beth heat transfer and pressure
control.
Thermal conditioning alternatives available for propellant acquisition device co_epts
are as follows:
1. Acquisition device conditioning
Cooling coils on device - outside
Cooling coilson devLce - inside
Cooling coils insidedevice
1 Entire tank conditioning
Cooling coils on tank wall - outside
CoolLng coils on tank wall - Lnside
Cooling coils on tank shield
3. Pressure conditioning
Suboooling by tank pressurization
Subcooling by start tank pressurization
SubcoolLng by cooling the fluid before it reaches the boost pump
4. [ntertank conditioning
Separate vent systems in each tank
LH 2 boiloff used to cool LO 2 tank
These concepts were evaluated based on fiLuctiol_l per£orma_e, system weight, ease
of fabrication and installation, development requirements, safety, testability,
reliability and cost.
The baseline D-1S vehicle incorporates a thermodynamic vent system that controls
tank pressure and destratffies propellant temperature. Throttled vent fluid is a source
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of coolant flow for thermal conditioning as long as liquid exists at the vent system
inlet. In this event, tank venting will provide a means of cooling the acquisLtion
device. However, the vent requirements of the main tanks are not sufficient to
provide adequate thermal conditioning of the acquisLtion device. For example, if
perfect mLxl_g of the LH 2 tank, exclusive of the aoquisLtion device, were to occur
during the 4.22 hour coast between the third and fourth burns of the five burn low
earth orbLt mlssLon, no venting would be initiated and no thermal condLtioning of the
acquisition device wotdd normally occur. Yet, during that period, sufficient heat
may enter the tank In the area of the LH 2 acquLsition device to vaporize 36 pounds
(16 kg) of LH 2.
It follows, then, that thermal coxxtLtionLug by liquid venting through cooling coils should
be actively co_krolled by acquisition device thermal demand or by imposing a prepro-
grammed steady- state or variable rate sufficient to handle worst case predicted heating.
Any additioml propella,_ vented (above normal tanking venting quantities) wLll be
assessed against the acquisition device.
Table 2-5 discusses the operation, design features, advantages, disadvantages and
recommendations for acquisition device thermal conditioning conoepts.
2.3.1 ACQUISITION DEVICE THERMAL CONDITIONING, Thermal condltionLng
can be accomplished by cooling the acquisition device itself or the liquid within the
device, thereby maintaining the required screen wetting. In this ease, start liquid
should be self-conditioned, operating independently from the baseline D-1S vent sys-
tem configuration. This approach is more desirable than using the thermodynamic
vent system fluid for cooling because its performance does not depend on main pro-
pellant orientation or main tank pressure excursions.
Relative to entire tank cooling, acquisition device cooling has the obvious advantage
of lesser size, oomplextty and weight. An additioml ad_ of acquisition device
cooling lies in the potential ability to subcool the start Liquid by a desired amount.
Should boost pump cooling prove incomplete or unfeasible, the subcooltng necessary
for the required effective boost pump NPSH (net positive suction head) can be pro-
vided by coolhlg the start liquid to the desired level. This represents a significant
reduction in the pressurization system requirements. It also represents a desirable
alternative to boost pump conditioning.
Acquisition device eoolLug can be aceompltshed Ln three ways; cooling coils attach_l-
outside the device walls, cooling coils attached to the hlstde walls, and cooltng coils
located Lnside the device but not in thermal contact with the device walls. Dh-ect
acquisition device cooling is recommeDded over em._ire tank condttto_ng and _erta_
conditioning. The recommeDded conoept Ls to use cooling coils outside the device on
the device walls (Table 2-5, Item 1.1).
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2.3.2 ENTIRE TANK CONDITIONING. The start 1Lquid as well as all the 1[quLd Ln
the tank can be maintaLned at a saturated state (slightly subcooled in the presence
of helium) if all external heating is Lntercepted at the tank boundarLes. This can be
accomplLshed by placLng coolLng coils over the entire tank wall surface as well as
between the tanks. The primary adv_e of cooling the entLre tank Ls that it results
Ln total tank pressure control, thereby eltmLnating the need for a separate thermo-
dynamic vent system and mixer. However, the Lnstallation of cooling coils around
the e_Lre tank structure has a major Lmpact on the desLgn, structural LntegrLty,
maintenance and handlLng procedures of the Cent_mr propellant tanks. Approximately
5000 ft (1524 m) of tubing are requLred Ln addLtion to flow balancLng manifolds, valves
and sensors. The hardware tradecff Ls likely to result Ln a hLgh weight penalty.
Another disadvantage of entire tank cooling is that the start liquid can only be main-
taLned at a state very near saturatton_ Minor heat leakage rem_ltLng from system
inadequacy can result in vaporizatLon wlthinthe capillary device adjacent to the tank
walls.
2.3.3 INTERTANK CONDITIONING. An addLtLonal consideration for thermal conditLon-
Lng using a propellant liquLd vapor cycle Ls Ln_ertank condLttoning. That is, using
hydrogen gas coolan_ from the LH 2 tank thermal condLtionlng system to condLtLon the
LO 2 tank or LO 2 propellant acquLsLtLon device. Hydrogen gas exiting the LH2 tank
coils at near LH 2 temperatare has an addLttonal heat capacity of 350 Bta/lb (8.2 ×
105 j/k@) when elevated to LO 2 temperatures. This exceeds the oxygen net heating
rates which are 85%, 25%, and 26% of hydrogen tank heatLng for the open payload bay,
low altLtude orbLt and synchronous orbit heating envLronmen_s, respectively. This
concept has the advantage of eliminatLng the thermodynamic vent system and mixer
from the LO 2 tank. Its applLcaflon is felt to be 1Lmlted to entLre LO 2 tank condLtioning
due to the combustLon hazard of routing hydrogen through tt/bes Lnside the LO 2 tank.
SLnce heat currently flows fromthe LO 2 tank to the LH 2 ta_ across the Lntermedtate
bulkhead, only the aft bulkhead requires cooling tubes. However, the aft bulkhead
structure Ls complLcated by the attachment of many supports and brackets. Heat
penetration interception would thus require special attention.
[ntertank condLtionlng is undesirable for acquisition device cooling because of the
complexity of attaching cooling coils over the entire aft bulkhead and the uncertainty
in the ability of the system to co_rol thermal stratification in the tank. Even though
this system can save 51.5 lbs (23.4 kg) over using separate vent systems, system
adoption Ls based purely on vent system tradecffs. This tradeoff would apply whether
or not an acquisLtton system Ls employed.
2.3.4 pRESSURI_ATION SYSTEM. The baselLne D-IS pressurizat_on system
uses ambient temperature helium injected directly into the LH 2 tank through a
diffuser. In the LO 2 tack, helLum Ls bubbled through the liquid to partially displace
ullage volume. DLrect injection of helium pressurant into the LH 2 tank ullage
is relatively efficient. The diffuser limits gas velocity, reduces heat transfer to the
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ltquLd, and allows a hlgh ullage temperature _-adlent to exist. Total helLum usage for
the five-burn mtssLon Ls supplied by three large bottles, resulting tn the baselLne total
system hardware weight of 417 pounds (189.3 kg) wLth 14 pounds (6.4 k_) of helLum
expended.
Pressurization with a propellant acqutsttion system Ln the tank differs from the above
method because of the zero-g environment. Wtth unsettled propellant, liquLd orien-
tation can be detrimental to the tnterfac[al heat and mass transfer such that direct
pressurization methods are not applicable. Pressurization system weLghts shown In
Table 2-6 are based on pessimistic assumptions regarding Lnterfacial behavior. The
pressurant was assumed to reach ILquid temperature durLng pressurLzatlon. The
resulting helium quantity makes ambient storage impractical and suggests that helium
be stored at LH 2 temperature within the hydrogen tank for main tank pressurization.
Ambient helium is used for auxiliary propulsion system(peroxide) pressurization.
Also, the advantages of bubbling helium through the LO 2 are no longer available at
zero-g because buoyancy forces are not present for bubble propagation and gas-liquid
mixing.
The pressurant quantttLes gLven Ln Table 2-6 for the acquisttLon system configurations,
are the helLum required to provide an additional partLal pressure equal to the _P's
shown. The pressurization results {n equLvalent 1Lquid subcooli_g. Three psi
(20.7 k_/m z) ts the amount of subeoolLng ourrenfly needed to satisfy boost pump _SH
under low-g conditions. Start tank pressurant weight is greater than the baseline D-IS
pressurant weight because the greater density of cold pressurant overrides the reduced
volume to be pressurized. For baseline system pl:essurization, total main LH 2 tank
volume is 36 m 3 (1270 ft 3) and helium is injected into the main tank at approxtmately
0.04 kg m 3 (0.0025 lb/ft3). For the LH 2 start tank, volume is approximately 1 m 3
(35 ft 3) and helium is injected into the start tank at approximately 3.52 k_/m 3 (0.22
lb/ft3).
Table 2-6.
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2.3.4.1 Start Basket Pressurization. With a start basket, pressurizatLon of the
entire tank by 3 psi (20.7 kN/m 2) will properly condition the liquid for successful
boost pump operation. The use of cold pressurant alleviates the danger of localized
screen drying and pressure collapse due to chilling. An additLonal 70 pounds (31.8 kg)
of system weight and 99 pounds (44.9 kg) of pressura_ weLght must be carried for
this configuration.
2.3.4.2 Start Tank Pressurization. Pressurization system requirements for two
start tank configurations (Concepts 13a and 13b of Table 2-3) are as shown in Table
2-6. The through-feed start tank requires a main tank over-pressurization for re-
filling the start tank during main engine firing. Main tank pressurization must be ini-
tiated prior to engine start in order to provide the necessary A1_ in time for the refill
valves to open. All pressurization for the start tank configuration is, therefore,
accomplished using helium stored cryogenically. The single, small bottle, ambier_ly
stored, (conservatively estimated at 4 pounds (1. 8 kg))satisfles the fum_flons of engine
valve operation, reaction control propellant pressurLzation, bleeds, purges, and leakage.
Start tank pressurization requirements shown in Table 2-6 were based on preliminary
conservative estimates of chtlldown flow plus settling times equal to five times free
fall with main engine settling thrust. These values are shown tn Table 2-7. The
hardware and residual weights shown in Table 2-6 for ambient bottle storage are
based on Centaur pressurization system values for existing hardware. These are
titanium bottles 7365 cubic inches (0.12 m 3) and 4650 cubic inches (0.08 m 3) Ln
volume. The respective weights for the large and small bottles [ncludLng brackets,
support line fittings and residaal helium are 81 pounds (36.8 kg) and 56 pounds (25.4 kg).
Hardware weight estimates for the cryogenically stored bottles are based on LN 2
formed stainless steel. Since specific bottle sizes are not currently avaUable,
system weight partials were developed from preliminary estimates made by Centaur
fluid systems design. The bottle hardware weight of 2. 346 pounds (1. 07 kg) per
pounds of helium required corresponds to a 100 pound (45.4 kg) bottle of 7365 cubic
inches (0.12 (m 3) volume with a maximum pressure of 2600 psia (17914 kN/m2). A
maximum final pressure of 50 psia (345 kN/m 2) gives 47.8 pounds (21.7 kg) of deliver-
able helium with a 2.2 pound (1 kg) residual. Ten pounds (4.54 kg) of supports and 1
pound (. 454 kg) of lines and fittings were assumed giving a hardware plus residual
weight of 113 pounds (51.3 kg) for every 47.8 pounds (21. 7 kg) of deliverable helium.
The bypas_s feed start tank (concept 13b, (Table 2-3) does not require main tank pres-
surization. After engine start, when propellants are settled under full thrust, main
tank outflow bypasses the start tank add is pressurized under its own head. At this
time the start tank outflow is terminated and the tank is vented below main tank
pressure for start tank refill.
2.3.4.3 _ Basket Self Yrossurlz_tion. For the start basket configuration, three
start methods are available wherein tank pressure alone is suffLcient to feed the boost
pumps for successful start. One ts to precool the boost pumps and sumps to liquid
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Tab[ e 2 - 7.
I
CrlterLa
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LO2
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LH2
LO2
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_:ngLne_r.s,rc
1 2 3 4 5
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23.2 (.88)
2.75 (.O78)
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2._3
40.8 !18.51
127 (57.7_
3.45
2. I0
108 (48.1y 102 (48.3)
187 (84.9_ 191 (8e.D
24.3 (.89) 23.5 (.57)
s._ (.081) 2.77 (0.78)
3.40
2.05
38.7 (15.7)
117 (53. 1)
102 (48.3)
188 (85.3)
temperature prior to start. Another is to subcool the liquid in the start basket thermal-
ly by cooling to vapor pressure 3 psi (20.7 kN/m 2) below tank pressure. The third
metbod is to remove the heat, necessary to subcool the liquid, while the liquid is
flowing to the boost pump. If any of these cases can be feasibly implemented, the
main tank pressurization systems can be eliminated. Table 2-6 gives pressurizatLon
system weights for this start basket approach. Only the helium required for other
systems (e. g-attitude control) must be provided.
2.4 BOOST PUMP THERMAL CONDITIONING
In order to minimize line chilldown problems and to provide quick engine startup the
baseline feed system conditioning concept considered maintaining the boost pump and
propellant duct filled wLth 1Lquid between burns. The main problem was to maintain
the boost pump filled with liquid between buz=s. Sixteen potential methods were
employed to cool the boost pump. These methods are identified tnTable 2-8 with a
description of the advantages, disadvantages and recommendation for each candidate.
Selected candidates were: wrapping the drive shaft area near the pump with cooUng
coils and purging the turbine rotor with cold helium. Wrapping the drive shaft area
with cooling coils was selected for analysis because it was the method least likely to
freeze the lubricants (alternative lowtemperature lubricants were identified in the event
this could not be prevented). Purging theturbine rotor withcoldheliumwas considered
because it didnot require pump modtflcstion and it cooled thehottest area of the power
package. A combination of thetwo methods was also investigated. Other concepts ident-
flied were rejected prior to analysis because they would require excessive boost pump
modification or were not as thermally efficient as the methods considered.
Methods th_ were too complex to be considered were purging the gearbox with helium
(because of grease in the gearbox) snd drilling purge holes in the drive shaft.
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The initial effort in Task HI (Thermal Analysis) was to identify sources of heat input
to the fluid stored in the boost pump. Heat input entered mainly from the turbine
and gearbox drtving the boost pump. Heat input also entered from the surroundings.
A thermal analysis of the LH 2 boost pump (described in more dstatl in Section 4.5)
was performed using both the existing boost pump thermal model and a model
developed specifically for determine the heat input to the Iiquid contained In the pump.
Pump heating rates were amaximumof 20 Btu/hr (5.86 watts). Inspection of the con-
figuration and the model revealed that the heat entering the pump alon E the drive
shaft could probably not be removed with the recommended concept. Ms/ntafning Liquid
in the boost pumps between hums requires cooling modifications that would probably
disqualify the system because of complexity. For this reason, effort was redirected
in determining methods of using an uscooled boost pump and propellant duct.
2.5 PROPELLANT DUCT THERMAL CONDITIONING
Propellant duct thermal conditioning concepts were devised to intercept heat input
due to; solar radiation, albedo, heating by warm components such as the engine,
peroxide bottles and electrical boxes, and heating of the LH 2 ducts by the LO 2 tank.
Table 2-9 lists the nine thermal conditioning methods that were initially considered.
Methods that maintained wet ducts between burns employed cooling coils, cooled
shields or cold helium puree to condition the liquid. Methods employing a dry duct
were similar to the existing Centaur procedure of flushing the lines wLth liquid
prior to main engine start.
The need for maintaining wet ducts between burns was obviated when methods for
maintaining a wet boost pump became too complex for consideration. Also the need
for providing a quick engine start up, which is the main advantage of a wet propellant
duct, could not be [derkified as an important advantage for Shuttle based Cenfmur
missions. Other pluses for a dry system are the lower complexity anti cost and
lower thermal conditioning fluid requirement when the ducts are not maintained at
cryogenic temperature.
2.6 FABRICATION CANDIDATES
potential methods exist for fabrtcatLug capillary acquisition devices. Areas of
major importance are; seiectingbarrier material and barrier backup material, attaching
barrier material to backup material, attaching cooling tubes to device surfaces and
supporting the acquisition device within the tanks.
2.6.1 BARRIER MATERIALS, Barrier materials normally used are screens or
perforated plates. For Centaur applications screens are preferred because of their
lighter weight, higher strength at small pore diameter and their potential wicking
capability. For the finest meshes (smallest pore size-lowest micron ratings)
screens are available only Ln stainless steel (304). Lighter weight aluminum (5056)
is preferred to stainless steel and w[U be used for the coarser mesh applications
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where it is available (alumim_m screen as fLnc as 200 × 1400 has been woven on
special order).
WLcktng screen Ls generally preferred over non-wicking screen because of itsability
to remain wetted when subjected to incLdentheat flux. Wicking, however, can retard
refillingby wetting the screen around a device before the vapor insidethe device can
be replaced with liquid.
Pleated screen may be required tn applicatLons where additional surface area is
required to re&toe pressure drop such as in channels or screened tubes within
a screened enclosure. The basLc structure and coolLng tube attachment methods are
more complex for pleated screens. Cooling the pleated screen is more difficult
because a good path does not exist between the cooling coils and extremities of the
screen pleat.
2.6.2 BACKUP I_kTERLALS. Fluid flow across the screens and the attendant
pressure drop will cause a deflection of the screens. During periods such as
propellant settling, certain design configurations may result in severe screen deflec-
tion, and backup of the screen may be recluLred. The candidates for screen backup
are described in the following paragraphs.
2.6.2.1 Open lsogrid. This is a structure machined from solid plate by numerical
control machining. The plate is usually machined fiat and bent to shape after
machining although it can be machined tn the final form. It derives its main strength
and stiffness from the I-beam or "flanged" ribs as shown in Figure 2-1 and ts the
most efficient, light-weight, load-bearing structure to date. The amount of "open
area" of this backup plate approaches the maxtnmm attainable. Material is usually
limited to alumtmm dtte to machtnabtltty. Stnoe this structure ts efficient and no
longer prohibitively expensive with N/C milling, it is a possible candidate for areas
_-- ........ -_/ . t_._.
r----_ -_ ...... _ _---_
"
Closed isogrtd Is a strong candidate for
resisting the crushing pressures imposed
upon the start tank walls.
Figure 2-1. Open Tsogrid Co_tguratton
2.6.2.2 Perfor_c_cl Plat@, For
relatively small areas of screen, such
as between struchtral framework,
backup can be provided by perforated
sheet as shown in Figure 2-2. The
main advantage of this material is
that it is readilyobtainable in a variety
of materials, gauges, hole sizes and
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Figure 2-2. ScreenBacked
Up with Per-
rotated Plate
ability to different conflsuraticns,
use as scremi backup.
open area. It Is relatLvely easy to work, although It
does not provide the rigtdLty of the Lscgrid without an
e_essive weight penalty. The open area will be less
than that of the isogrtd, creating additional pressure
drop and deflection. Since it ts sheet stock, however,
Lt can be rigidized by various methods, _ch as formtng
stiffe_=g flanges around the holes as the perforations
are made or forming stiffening flanges at the edges
where two panels are Joined.
Due to its simplicity, ease of constrttction, and adapt-
the perforated sheet is the primary candtate for
2.6.2.3 Konavcomb Comoosi_. It [s possible to build up a structure that has a large
amount of stiffness per unit weight by using honeycomb core with perforated face sheets.
For use in LO 2 or LH 2, an all-alumtnttm structure or an all-CRES or combination
of CRES and alumtmm can be built up by bra_.ing. The inherent disadvantage of this
structure is that two perforated sheets are involved, and the flow restriction will be
higher than for the other structures investigated. Also, the procurement of an accept-
able honeycomb may be an LO2 compatibility problem sinoe most are bonded. 1_the
structure is brazed, the bonding is destroyed and the honeycomb is not effective. The
disadvantages of this concept outweigh its advantages. It does not appear to be an
attractive candi_te for screen backing,
2.6.2.4 _ A large mesh wire screen can also provide stiffness for
screen backup as shown tn Figure 2-3. A typical 2 × 9 square mesh screen with a
0.08 [ach (0.20 ore)wire diameter will have a 70_ open area and will weigh about
0.83 lb/sq ft (4 kg/m2)for CRES or 0.28 lb/sq ft (1.3 kg/m 2) for aluminum. An
equivalent weight in perforated sheet will have a gauge of 0.04 int3h (0.10 ore) and
only a 50_ open area. Deflection tests were mnon samples of 1×1 mesh screen and
0.040" (0.016 am) gage perforated sheet with 3/8" (0. 95 ore) di_m_Ar holes. Results
indtcatsd that,for applioations where
E_ stiff_ss is of overriding tmportange,
coarse soreenm should be considered
as alternatives m perforated plate.
FreeSCntE_ The pezforated plate is slightly stronger
in tension and should be considered
for applications where tensile strength
and/or ease of fabrication ts most
important.
Figure 2-3. Coarse Screen Backup
2.6.3 ATTACTIMENT OF BARRIER
MATERIAL TO BACKUP. Candidate
methods of attaching screen to backup
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materials are welding, brazing, soldering, riveting, bolting, and bonding. These
methods are discussed in the following paragraphs.
2.6.3.1 Welding. Welding provides good thermal contact between the barrier and
backup material. It is a permanent method of attachment and has a high degree of
reliabUity. Resistance welding is easy and inexpensive but Lt leaves fayLng surfaces.
Fusion welding provides less com_rol of heat and is fiats not practical for fine mesh
screen. It Ls most practical for perforated sheet since the weld Ls fiat and procktces
no laying surfaces.
Electron beam welding minimizes the heat affected zone but it is an expensive method.
It requires a vacuum chamber which limits the size of the work.
Ultrasonic welding ts an experimental process most suited for welding foil or fine
mesh screen to heavy gsnge material. No vacuum chamber is required. The method
is nmch more expensive than resistance welding and therefore less desirable.
2.6.3.2 Brazing. Brazing provides good thermal contact and is structurally strong.
It can also be used to Jotn different ktnds of material. The main disadvantages are
wtcktng of braze material trite the screen and difficulty of cleaning flux out of the
braze JoinU. The technique doesn't appear to be feastble tn Joining screens, but for
special applications such as fastening cooling tubes to feedltnes or attaching a weld
flange to cooltng tubes for use inside the propellant tanks, brazing Lsa ltkely candtdate.
2.6.3.3 _. This is essentially the same as brazil, but does not provide
as strong a joint. It requires loss heat for Joining. Alumtmun material would probably
require copper plating. LO 2 soldering requires compatibility testing. Solderlngdoes
not appear to be a likely candidate for screen attachment.
2.6.3.4 Riveting. Rivettng provides a postttve means of fastening the screens to
etruchzre. It may cause screen distortion due to pressures required to set rivets.
This ts a more complex and heavier method than welding and should not be used unless
welding cannot be accomplished.
2.6.3.5 Bolting. Bolts are a less positive method than rivets but they do provide a
means of screen removal. Bolts will weigh even more than rivets. This method
should be used only in areas where the screen is to be removable.
2.6.3.6 Adhesive Bondtnlr. Adhesive bonding does not require e_eseive heat for
application and ts relattvely easy to apply, it does not provide good thermal contact
between bonded parts. Similar to brazing and soldertng, it results in e_essive
screen blockage for screen-to-acreen Joining. There are very few LO 2 compatible
adhesives. These would have to be tested tna typical application before bonding
could be considered as a serious candidate for screen attachment.
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Attachment of screen to the backup material will generally be done with resistance
welding. Bolting should be considered when the screen is requLred to be removable.
Resistance welding has been successfully demonstrated by GDC in previous fabrication
programs of capillary acquisLtLon devices. These demonstrations revealed that CITES
Dutchtwlll and CRES and alumtmun square weave screen can be seam welded and spot
welded. Screens can be welded together or to aluminum or CRES sheets although
welding CRES screens to aluminum sheet is not a structural weld.
2.6.4 ATTACHMENT OF COOLING TUBE TO DEVICE. The primary method for
integrating the acquisition device and thermodynamic vent system is to use vent
cooling coils in parallel with the bulk heat exchanger system used as the baseline
Centaur D-IS vent system. This parallel system uses coolLng coils attached to the
acquisition device. The cooling tubes may be attached by welding, brazing, bonding,
soldering or bolting. The method used must provide good thermal contact between
the tube and the screen/plate material. Bolting does not provide uniform contact.
BondLng is undesirable because it Lntroduces a low conductivity material between the
tube and device surface. Dip brazing Ls a primary candLdate for small size acqutsitLon
devices. Tooling should be used to provide good fit between the baclmp material and
cooling coils, in order to prevent screen clogging by the braze material the screen
should be attached to the backup material after the tube attachment Ls made. Soldering
could be used lint Lt Ls generally more time consuming and less controllable than dip
brazing or resistance welding. The primary candidate for large devices is resistance weld-
ing. Webbedextrudedtubes seam oroverlap spot welded to the device is the recommended
tube attachment method for devices with dimensions greaterthan about 30 inches (0.76 m).
Testing was performed to determine if CITES screen can be sandwiched between
aluminum sheets with a seam or spot weld through to tLe the alumlrmm sheets together.
It was found that a successful weld could be made using square weave screen of 150
mesh or coarser (so that the aluminum could flow through the screen during welding).
The technique was unsuccessfulwiththe very fine or closely woven twill screen. An
alternatLve attachment method Ls to weld the tube to the backup material before
attaching the screen to the backup material.
2.6.5 ACOUI_TION SYSTEM SUPPORTS. The acquisition system attachment to
the vehicle depends to a large extent upon the ¢onoept selected. For the IX) 2 system
device, a start basket or start tank fits Lnstde the barrel and attaches directly
to the tank by means of a flange welded to the tank aft bulkhead (The thrust barrel is
a cylindrical structure inside the LO 2 tank designed to distribute engine loads into
the tank structure.) Additional support can be provided by struts attached to the thrust
barrel. The flange welded to the tank will be CRES. For access into the maLn body
of the tank and for an aluminttm to-CRES transition (if alumtmnn is used in the
structure of the start basket or tank), the start basket or start tank will bolt to this
flange. If the acquisition system is of the channel design, bolts will provide
excessive weight dtte to the large area involved, and other means such as a bimetallic
strip (e. g., Detacouple by DuPont) will be used to attach the alumimun structure to
the CRES tank.
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The LH 2 acquisition device attachment would be similar to the LO 2 system [n the
case of a channel device. However, the start tank or start basket would be mounted
dLfferently. In this case, the only dissimilar metal connection will be a transition
section at the device outlet. This transition will be CRES and can be mechanically
attached to the acquisition system and welded to the tank outlet.
In order to prevent damage to the tntermedLate bulkhead, the LH 2 start basket or
start tank would be attached to the tank sidewall by struts. Clearance will be provided
between the acquisition device and the bulkhead to allow for expansion of the bulkhead.
Since access to the LH 2 tank Ls at the forward end of the tank, access panels through
the acquisLtion device are not required. InspectLon panels may be provided in a start
basket or start tank for cleaning and inspection.
2.7 BECOMMENDED ACQUISITION SYSTEM CANDIDATES
Tables 2-10 and 2-11 summarLze the results of TaskI. Recommended acquisition
device fluid condLfloning candidates and thermal conditioning candidates for the
capillary device, boost pump and propellant duct are described inTable 2-10.
Recommended fabrication candidates are listed LnTable 2-11.
In order to use program resources most efficiently, the recommended systems in
Table 2-10 were analyzed to determine which system combinations were most
desirable. These system combLnations were then focused upon for Tasks II and HI.
The process of dLscriminaflng between these systems has been formulated Lnto a
decision tree shown LnTable 2-12. DecisLoas have been structured so that answering
a question affLrmsZLvely allows adoption of a less complex, 1Lghter and less costly
system (on the left) while answering negatively forces adoption of the more complex,
heavier and more costly system (on the rLght). The main design drLvers, consLdering
the Centaur D-IS, D-1S(It) RLTC and other advanced versions of Centaur, are cost,
complexLty and weLght; wLth complexity and cost appearing to be the most Lmporta_.
The first decision to be made is whether settling can be used to mlccessfully refill
the capLUary device. If the answer is positive, a start basket or start tank system
can be used. If settling will not refill the capillary devices, channels refilled by
pumping will be studied. The system using channels refilled by pumping is heavier
than the start basket and start tank and is more complex because It has a lower state
of development, requires rotating machinery and will probably require an orbital
test to prove out its opers£_on. Looking at the left side of the tree, the next decision
to be made is whether thermal subcooling can be used to provide NPSH for the
contained fluLd and thus eliminate the need for main tank pressurtzatto-- If this
is answered affirmatively, the lighter weLght, lower cost, refillable start basket
system wLll be utL1Lzad. If thermal subcooling will not successfully provide NPSH
requirements, the start tank system will be chosen to minimize maLn tank pressurL-
zatton system requirements. GoLng down the tree, the subseque_ decLstons affect
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Table 2-11. Fabrication Candidates
Component or Process
i
Screen Material
Screen Mesh
Screen Pleating
Screen Backup
Screen Attachment
CoolL_ Tube Attachment
ii
2.
Fabrication Alternatives
Alumimm screen where available
CRES screen for low micron ratings where
alumimlm Ls not available
m
1. Dutch twill screen for wLckLng applications
2. Square weave screen where refilling is of
overriding Lmporta_e.
.
2.
Non-pleated screens are the baseline
Pleated screens where fabrication Ls not a
problem and surface area requirements are
high.
1. Perforated aluminum plate Ls the baseline
2. Coarse screen should be used if ex_a stiffness
is Lmportant.
3. Open isogrid offers increased strength.
1. ResLstanee welding is the baseline method
2. BoltLng should be used where the screen is
requLred to be removable.
1. Dip brazing for small devtces
2. Reststance welding of extruded webbed tubes for
large devices.
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Table 2-12. Centaur Propellant Acquisition System Schematic of Decision Making
Process (Decision Tree)
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feed system complexity. ItLs desirable to make no changes to the existLngboost
pumps and propellantducts. As shown on the tree, the next question in the leftmost
branch willbe whether a start sequence can be developed withoutcooling the boost
pump. Ifboost pump cooling is required then the need for feedlinecooling willbe
assessed.
On the right half of the tree, the concept using channels refilled by pumping is evaluated.
The first question is whether the system will successfully clear vapor from the channels
between burns. If this cannot be accomplished, none of the recommended capillary
systems will be satisfactory and the baseline peroxide system will win by default.
Ifthe system willclear vapor, the next question is whether thermal subcooling can be
achieved. Ifthiscannot be done, the need for thermal conditioningwillthen be
determined. SLnce the channels could be pumped fullJustprior to the start sequence,
itis possible thatactivethermal conditioning(otherthan the channel pumping) would
not be required. Other decisions are similar to those discussed in the lefthand
branch of the tree.
Each of the small circles at the end of each branch denotes a system. Numbers repre-
sent the preliminary ranking of the systems in terms of desirabflLty. The most
desirable system, for example, is (I)with the startbasket using thermal subcooling
and no boost pump or propellantduct cooling. This system appears to be several
hundred pounds lighterthan the baseline system. Itwillbe similar in complexity
to the baseline system because additionof the acquLsitionsystem willbe offsetby
elimination of the main tank pressurization system. System (2) also would be
potentiallyseveral hundred pounds lighterthan the baselinesystem but would be more
complex since cooling coils and purging would probably be required to cool the boost
pump. System (3) is more complex due to cooling coils required for the duct. Systems
(4), (5), and (6)are heavier than systems(l), (2) and (3) due to pressurization system
requirements. In terms of complexity, the start tank of system (4) has an extra tank,
three or four valves and a start tank pressurization system compared to the boost
pump and feedILne cooling of system (3). System (4) is thus at least as complex as
system (3) and is heavier in weight. SLmilar arguments can be made for the other
relative rankings given.
Priority was given in Tasks H and HI to answering the critical questions represented
in the decision tree; A. Can settling be used to successfully refill the capillary
device? B. Can boost pump NPSH be achieved with thermal subcooling? C. Can
a successful start sequence be developed without cooling the boost pump? These
questions were answered affirmatively and system (1) using a start basket with
thermal subcooling and an ancooled boost pump was selected as one of the systems
to be designed. In order to have two distinctly different systems for design and
comparison, the other system eventually selected was system (4), using a bypass
feed start tank and an uncooled boost pump.
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SECTION 3
TASK II, FLUID ANALYSIS
Start tank and start basket fluid analyses were performed in order to determine cap-
illary acquisition volumetric requirements and performance. Initially the critical
questions in Table 2-12 were addressed; (_an a successful start sequence be achieved
without cooling the boost pump? Cansettltng be used to successfully refill the capil-
lary device ? A successful start sequence was developed and a conservative analysis
affirming successful refilling with settled fluid was performed. Fluid analysis then
was continued by determining the effect of start transients and vibrations on capillary
device Liquid retention. Start basket and start tank sizing was then performed, based
on start sequence, thermal conditioning, residual,and channel volume requirements.
Wicking to provide flow for maintaining wet start basket screens was analyzed. Prob-
lems of filling on the ground and possible abort of Centaur while in the cargo bay of
Shuttle were addressed. The interaction of the propellant utiLization system with the
start basket was considered.
3.1 START SEQUENCE
Several staxt sequences ware evalu_ed for an initially dry sump, pump and propellant
duct. Both the existing start sequence on the C_ D-1T (identical to the baseline
Centaur D-1S start sequence) and concepts being considered for advanced versions of
Shuttle-based Centaur were evaluated. The baseline Centaur D-1S start sequence en-
tails turning on the boost pumps after the propellant is settled and opening the engine
shutoff valves when the boost pumps are up to speed. Chilldown of both engines with
both LH 2 and LO 2 occurs for a preset time determined prior to the mission.
The advanced concepts considered included the use of tricklechiUclown, dual speed
boost pumps, additionalvent valves, splitchttldown, preprogrammed chilldown time,
and chilldown time controlledby temperaatre sensors. The startingsequence select-
ed was based on modifications that would add mlnlmnm additionalcomplexity to the
existingCentaur and would not require requalLflcationof the engines.
The trickle chiUdown option flows through the engines at a low flow rate with boost
pumps not operating to maximize heat transfer between the fluid and the engines.
This saves propellant and redudes capillary device volume but it is not required for
cspiUary device operation. Since it would require engine requaltfication, trickle
chilldown was eliminated from consideration.
Dual speed boost pumps can allow low chilldown flow rates that make the chilldown
process more efficient. This concept has already been qualified and would save a
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small amountof engine chilldown propellants [30 lb (136 kg)3 for RLTC. This is
not enough to warrant the increase in complexity compared to the baseline D-1S
start sequence.
Split chilldown offers the option of shutting off the LO 2 or LH 2 being used for
chilling ff chllldown does not occur simultaneously. This option would save about
6 lb (2.7 kg) of payload for the five burn mission of D-1S (plus about one cubic
foot of capillary device volume). This savings does not warrant the added complex-
ity and possibility of engine requalification.
Temperature controlled chilldown involves sensing component temperatures in
order to determine when to close or open valves. The termination of sump and
pump chilldown will be temperature sensed in order to save propellant. This
change is relatively simple to implement.
Any engine testing required due to the recommended start sequence can be
accomplished within the scope of the anticipated D-1S engine. The anticipated
testing is to check out engine performance under the wider range of engine
temperature conditions to be experienced with the Shuttle-integrated Centaur.
The recommended start sequence using start baskets and propellant ducts is:
lo Open the fuel and oxidizer shutoff valves (upstream of engines) and
flow through the system until the pump and sump are chilled and
filled.
2. Close the fuel and oxidizer shutoff valve (optional).
3. Start the boost pump and chill down the lines through the
recirculation system. (If fuel and oxidizer valves remain open,
this fluid is dumped overboard).
4. When the boost pump is up to speed, open the shutoff valves and
use a normal chilldown sequence for the engine.
The start sequence selected resembles the existing Centaur start sequence as
closely as possible. The main difference lies in the fact that the existing
start sequence settles the propellant prior to start and therefore has the boost
pump full. The capillary device systems have a dry boost pump upon start
sequence initiation.
In order to chill the boost pump and sump and fill it with liquid, the engine
shutoff valve is opened to "vent" the feed system to vacuum providing the
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necessarydriving pressure. After theboostpumpis filled, the start sequence
proceeds identically as is currently employed.
Twooptionsexist in the current start sequence. One option uses the recirculation
system to return flow into the tank during boost pump start-up. The other option
dumps this fluid directly overboard through the engines by keeping the fuel and oxidiz-
er shutoff valves open during boost pump start-up. When fluid is dumped overboard
during the entire start sequence, engine chflldown occurs at a more efficient flow rate
than for the sequence where boost pump start-up and line chilldown fluid is recirculat-
ed. This would cause engine chflldown tosses to be lower for direct dumping. For
the present analysis, the compensating effects of efficient engine chilldown and pro-
pellant dumped overboard are assumed to be offsetting.
The capillary device must supply all liquid required during the start sequence before
the main Liquid pool is settled. Fluid requirements during steps 1, 2, 3 and 4 were
evaluated both for cargo bay heating conditions and orbital heating conditions, as
shown in Tables 3-1 and 3-2. The volumetric requirements are consistent with the
start sequence thrust profiles shown in Figures 3-1 and 3-2.
Table 3-1. Engine Start Sequence Capillary Device Requirements
(Maximum Cargo Bay Heating Conditions)
Sump and Pump Chilldown
and Vent
Sump and Pump Fill
Boost Pump Start Up
Engine Chflldown
7.10
105. O0
107.60
71. O0
290.70
4.24 ft3
Mass Requlx_d, Ib m (kg)
,u ,,• ,,-
LO 2
(3.2)
(47.7)
(48.9)
(32.2)
(132.0 kg)
(0.12 m 3)
18.9
9.4
24.2
65.0
LH2
(8.6)
(4, 3)
(11.0)
(29.5)
(53.4 kg)
(0.77 m 3)
,=
Chilldown requirements for the pump and sump were based on saturated liquid
entering the sump area and saturated vapor leaving, A payload penalty of 44 lb
(20 kg) results for the 5-burn mission compared to the existing start sequence
where the boost pump and sump chflldown fluid is recirculated. When fluid is
dumped through the engines, additional heat capacity of the vapor can be used to
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Table 3-2. Engine Start Sequence Capillary Device Requirements (Nominal
Orbital Heating Conditions)
Sump and Pump Chilldown
and Vent
Sump and Pump Fill
Boost Pump Start Up
Engine Chilldown
1.6
105.0
107.6
57.0
271.21bm
3.96 ft 3
Mass Required, lb m (kg)
LO2
(0.7)
(47.7)
(48.8)
(25.9)
(123.1kg)
(0. ii m 3)
7.1
9.4
24.2
48.0
LH 2
(3.2)
88.7 Ibm
20.53
(4.3)
(11.0)
(21.8)
(40.3kg)
(0.58 m 3)
chilldown the engines and reduce this chllldown fluid equivalent payload penalty by
10 lb (4.5 kg) for the 5-burn low earth orbit mission. (Some of the cooling capacity is
used to chilldown the lines, but since this fluid can be recirculated, no weight savings
results from this chilldown. ) If all the cooling capacity of the chilldown fluid can be
used, and the fluid leaves at the pump temperature, a minimum payload penalty of
18 lbm (8.2 kg) results. (No fluid is '_vasted" in chilling down the lines.)
Flow rates for the boost pump not operating are based on RL10 engine data for retro-
maneuver blowdown. Engine chiDdown requirements were obtained from D-IS mis-
sion profiles, taking into account that ground chill of the engines with helium would
not be used.
The work documented in this section indicated that a successfifl start sequence could
be developed for an initially dry boost pump and sump. This affirmatively answered
question C on the decision tree (Table 2-12). Tables 3-1 and 3-2 were used with
Figures 3-1 and 3-2 in order to determine the capillary device outflow volume re-
quired to settle the propellants. This is described in Section 3.2. Capillary device
refilling was then examined (question A on Table 2-12) by using capillary device pre-
liminary volumes and allowable refilling time (refilling time allowable = total burn
---r
time - settling time).
3.2 SETTLING
Examination was made of existing methods of predicting propellant settling time in
order to determine their applicability to Centaur D-LS settling with acquisition device
outflow. For the existing peroxide settling system, the settling process occurs at
24 pounds (106.8 N) of thrust. For the acquisition system, settling occurs during the
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stsxtsequence with thrust levels as shown in Figures 3-I and 3-2. Thrust buildsup
to a maximum of 30,000 pounds (133.5 kN) during the final stages of settling.
Capillary device volume is a _mction of the amount of time required to settle the
propellant since flow must be provided directly from the capillary device until s_tled
fluid begins to refill the capillary devices.
Propellant settling was examined for each Centaur D-1S mission and engine firing.
Several correlations were used. Initially, NASA/LeRC drop tower correlations were
utilized(Ref. 3-1 and 3-2) to determine liquidmotion down the tank side wall and col-
lectionin the outletarea. These correlations were found to be applicableto low Web-
er number flow regimes and for settlingfor providing llquid-freeventing rather than
for providing vapor-free liquidoutflow for engine restart. Similar conclusions were
reached for the results of LMSC drop tower testcorrelations (Ref. 3-3) and Centaur
settling predictions (Ref. 3-4).
McDonnell Douglas normal gravity test correlations (Ref. 3-5) break the settling
phenomena into several time intervals: the time to impact the aft bulkhead, turbulent
and laminar dissipationtime, slosh decay time, and bubble rise time. Test results,
obtained by stretchingdiaphragms over the liquidpositioned in the forward end of the
tank and then visuallyobserving fluidsettlingmotion when the diaphragm was pierced,
were presented in the form of slosh decay, turbulent dissipation, and laminar dissipa-
tion factors. Tests were run for simple cylindrical tank geometries. Two problems
exist in applying these results: the tank geometries for both tanks are more complex
than the test tank geometries and low gravity interface shapes and initial surface per-
turbations that could cause Taylor instabilities are difficult to control using diaphragms
to position liquid. Another problem is that values of the semtempirical coefficients,
to be used in the expressions quantifying the time intervals, cannot be determined from
the information presented. Either more test data, better correlation, or a more lucid
rationale for computing the required coefficients is required.
The simplified Marker and Cell Technique, SMAC (Reference 3-6), is a technique that
is applicable for evaluating point destgns. This technique embodies a finite difference
solution to the Navler-Stokes equations and is particularly useful in the high Bond num-
ber and Weber number regimes where geysertng and recirculatton become dominant.
Due to its running time and complex/ty, the SMAC model has limited predestgn
value.
Another method of computing settling time is an extremely crude appraximatlon some-
times used for predesign calculaUons. This method merely multiplies the free-fall
time (the time between inltiatlen of thrust and liquid impingement on the aft bulkhead)
by some constant, as high as five, in order to account for liquid geysering and energy
dissipation after liquid impingement on the aft bulkhead. The justification in using an
approximation of this type is that the constant can be chosen to yield a conservative
settling time value and that no better simple method is available at this time.
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Settling time waspredicted for the thrust levels in Figure 3-1 and 3-2 using five
times the free fall time. Each thrust period was treated separately with a computa-
tion made to determine the free fall distance travelled. When 25 times the initial dis-
tance between the liquid positioned in the forward end of the tank and the aft bulkhead
was travelled (25 XL) the settling process was considered complete. (After settling
was completed in the LO 2 tank, thrust barrel refilling times were computed. ) The
settling time was found by accumulating the distance travelled under free fall:
1
X L = _ at2
where,
X L = the distance travelled by the fluid
a = the vehicle acceleration
t = the duration of the acceleration
3.2.1 SETTLING CALCULATIONS. Calculations were perlormed for each burn of
the three missions. For the start sequence, the average thrust profiles were assumed
as shown in Tables 3-3 and 3-4.
Table 3-3. Cargo Bay Heating-Start Sequence
Period ATime Thrust
• i i
Sump and Pump ChiUdown 46 seconds 25 lbf (111.25N)
Boost Pump. Startup 20 seconds I0 Ibf (44.5N)
Engine Chilldown 30.5 seconds 130 lhf (578.5N)
T"
Table 3-4. Nominal Orbital Heating-Start Sequence
i
Period ATime Thrust
Sump and Pump Chilldown
Boost Pump Startup
Engine Chilldown
19 seconds
20 seconds
26.5 seconds
z5 mf (111.ZSN)
lbf (44.5N)
lbf (573.5N)
Settling distances for the start sequence were compared to 25 X L. If settling was not
completed during the start sequence, main engine thrust at 30,000 Ibf (133.5 kN) was
used to make up the remaining settled distance. The worst case for the LH 2 tank
proved to be burn 2 of the synchronous equatorial, 2 burn mission. For this burn an
additional volume of 9.54 ft 3 (0.27 m 3) was required in addition to the start sequence
volume of Table 3-2. This corresponds to 3.83 seconds additional main engine burn
time. For the LO2 tank, the worst case settling time also occurred for the second
burn of the two-burn mission. Additional volume of 1.41 ft 3 (0.04 m3) was required
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at main engine thrust (1.70 seconds of fullmain engine flow) to settlethe LO2 in
additionto thatindicatedin Table 3-2. These volumes were used for sizing the start
baskets and starttanks. (For cargo bay heating, startsequence thrust time is longer
due to the higher initialcomponent temperatures and resultantlonger chiUdown times.
This longer thrusttime is sufficientto settlepropeUants prior to initiationof full
main engine thrust).
3.2.2 THRUST B.ARREL REFILLING. Calculations were performed to determine the
time required to fill the LO2 thrust barrel. Calculations were inltIJtlly performed for
both low thrust levels and main engine thrust levels.
The thrust barrel for the baseline Centaur D-1T and D-IS is a cylindrical shell, 24. 73"
(0.63 m) radius and 16" (0.41 m) hich, placed symmetrically over the ouflst to distrib-
ute the load from the thrust structare, On the top surface of the thrust barrel are
1-1/2" (3.81 cm) and 4" (10.2 cm) diameter holes with a total flow area of 1. 18 R2
(0.11 m2). On the side of the thrust barrel, near the bottom are nineteen 9.4"
(6.1 cm) diameter holes and sixty-six 0.5" (1. 27 cm) diameter holes with a total flow
area of 0. 69 ft2 (0.064 m 2). This is shown schematically In Figure 3-3.
An analysis was performed for both stable(Bo < 0.84) and unstable (]30> 0.84) holes
on the top of the thrust barrel. For stableholes, surface tension wiU resistthe pas-
sage of vapor out of the thrustbarrel and retard the refillingprocess.
The analysis assumed that liquid covered the thrust barrel completely before refilling
commenced. The hydrostatic head must drive the liquid into the basket while per-
mittlng an equal volume of vapor to be ejected.
Av'_t'1t°Um QL = CAL VL = CA Vv V
4_I. 5" D
l:l fin.in 
For Bo > 0.84,AP_ across the top is zero.
the vapor pressure drop can be neglected.
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QL = C A L
dV
QL - _' dV = AcdH
A dH
C
• QL -------de-- CAL
dH dh
• m __._ D o
H = 16-h '" de dO
A dh
c
• _------- = CA Lde
A
c dh
dO= C.AL _-g
Integrating over the thrust barrel height yields
For stable Bond numbers at the top holes (Bo < 0. 84),
(8-i)
_PL = p-L h -AP_,whereAP_ = P J- h_gc gc
A dh
. c = CA L _/2gCa-_r)de
Ae dh 2_
de =-CA L _ h_(r' _8 =-CA L _2_
where,
Qv' QL = vapor and Liquid volume flow rate
Av, A L = vapor and liquid flow area
(3-2)
3- i0
C -- flow coefficient
W' VL = vapor and liquid velocity
i, f = initial and final
h = head
H
A
C
ApL,A%,
Pv' PL
= height of liquid in the thrust barrel
= thrust barrel cross sectional area
= liquid, vapor and-shrface tension pressure drop
= vapor and liquid density
gc = dtme_sioaal constant
g = acceleration
0 =time
For cases of interest to the Centaur D-Lq, Equ_d_ton 3-1 applies. The equation was
solved for thrust barrel refilling time under main engine thrust. Thrust barrel refill-
ing times proved to be too tong. For example, complete thrust barrel refilling time
was found to be 6.4 seconds for the fourth burn of the 5-burn mission. Time to refill
to the level of the top of the start basket was found to range from 3 to 6 sec for the
burn conditions of interest. For a 6-second refill time, outflow volume was equival-
ent to approximately 5 ft 3 (0.14 m 3) of additional LO2 capillary device volume. This
increase in volume would be detrimez_ml to refilling for several reasons. First, the
device height would have to be increased, making it difficult to submerge the device
in liquid when the tank is relatively empty on the fourth burn of the five-burn mission.
Second, the volume would increase approximately 75%, increasing device refilling
time accordingly. Third, the available time for device refilling would be reduced be-
cause of the engine burn time taken up by the thrust barrel refilling. (For the fourth
burn of the low earth orbit mission, total engine burn time is 18.9 seconds. )
For these reasons, thought was given to reducing thrust barrel refilling time by in-
creasing hole sizes on the top and sides of the thrust barrel. Side holes were in-
creased by an area ratio of six to 4.12 ft 2 (0.38 m 2) in order to get refilling time
down to about one second under main engine thrust. Using this side area for liquid
flow, the top area was increased to 3.48 ft2 (0.32 m 2) in order to maintain vapor
pressure drop at one-tenth the liquid pressure drop.
The new holes were analyzed structurally (Reference 3-7) to determine modifications
required. At this time calculations were performed to determine if main engine set-
tling loads would require beefing up of the LO 2 and LH 2 tank structure. No beefing
up was required to the tankage. For the thrust barrel, stiffeners are required on the
sides of the thrust structure and increased thickness is required for the ring and
membrane at the top of the thrust structure. Total weight increase was 11. 2 Ib (5.08
kg) for the thrust barrel modifications.
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Thrust barrel refilling calculations were performed for the new geometry, assuming
that vapor pressure drop is one-tenth the liquid pressure drop. Comparison of capil-
lary device outflow requirements for settling and thrust barrel refilling for each burn
for the three missions indicated that the worst case was the second burn of the two-
burn synchronous equatorial mission. Main engine settling time for this burn wiI1 be
1. 70 seconds_ requiring additional capillary device volume of 1. 41 ft 3 (0.04 m 3) at
main engine flow. Thrust barrel refilling volume is 1. 28 ft 3 (0.036 m 3) for this burn,
corresponding to 1. 54 seconds of main engine flow.
3.3 CAPILLARY DEVICE REFILLING
Settling calculations discussed in Section 3.2.1 were used to compute the time avail-
able for refilling. For each burn requiring refilling, settling time was subtracted
from total burn time to determine available time for refilling. The fourth burn on the
five-burn mission was found to have minimum refilling time for both LO2 and LH 2
tanks. For the LO 2 tank, refilling time available was 18.90 seconds -- 1. 54 seconds
for thrust barrel refilling - 1. 70 seconds for settling = 15.66 seconds. For the LH 2
tank, refilling time available was 18.90 seconds -- 3.83 seconds for settling = 15.07
seconds.
Refillingcalculationswere perfomed for the startbasket. Only hydrostaticpressure
was assumed as the driving pressure, no dynamic refillingwas assumed. RefilLing
was assumed not to start until settling was complete. Screen wetting was assumed to
exist during the entire refilling period. The screen retention pressure thus inhibits
refilling during the entire period. Capillary device refilling was computed based on
pressure differences between the inside and outside of the capillary device. Outflow
to the boost pumps was assumed to exist due to pressure differences in the feed sys-
tem. Thus, calculations are based only on enough flow to refill the capillary device.
3.3.1 LO2 BASKET REFILLING. For the LO_ start basket, calculations were car-
ried out incrementally. As shown in Figure 3-4, the LO2 basket was broken down
into three regions: a sump region, a cylindrical region and a conical region. Equa-
tions were formulated and solved for each region as a function of screen area. Screen
area will be reduced to approximately 50% with the use of perforated plate for backup
material. Additional reductions in open area will be principally due to attachment of
cooling tubes.
For the sump region, V = 1. 76 ft 3 (0.05 m3), flow for refilling occurs through the
cylindrical and the conical screens. 50 x 50 mesh was used as the basket screen
material. The channels, composed of 325 x 2300 screen, are designed to remain full
during the entire mission and thus do not have to be refilled by settling.
For the cylinder, dA s = _D dh
hL =h- hcr-h v
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Figure 3-4. LO2 Start Basket Refilling
for 50 x 250 screen, hL = 0° 0408 VL. 0.207 V_L
h_ = 2.17" or 0.18' (5, 51 cm)
for the worst case at the end of the first burn of the five burn mission, whereto =0.83.
where,
A = surface area
s
h =head
D = basket diameter
hL, htr, h = liquid flow pressure loss,
flow pressure loss
V ffiVO|Un_
surface tension retention head and vapor
Vv, V L ,, vapor and liquid velocity
In order to minimize the tripped vapor volume, a 2.17" (5. 51 cm) standpipe Is added
to the apex of the cone. h_r can be ignored in the flow equations if the standpipe height
is not added to the hydrostatic head.
EL=h-h, hfhL+h V
.'. hL_h v=0.0424V L+0.208VL2
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Solvefor VLinterms of h with the quadratic formula and substitute into
hf 1
Q=[ V L _Ddh, VL=-0.102+_/ 0.0104 +4.81h
0
(Where hfl is the height of the cylindrical section. )
hzt
Q=/ -0.102 + v/0.0104 +4.81(2.11)h ll.52dh
0
(3-3)
++ •
where, Q = volume flow rate
VL= Iklutd velocity
r = cone radius
8 = cone angle
For the conical section, a similar procedure was used to compute sump fiUing.
A s Cone area = 55. 1 dh for a 6 degree (0. 105 radian) cone
Q = VLA s
and
Q=/ (0.102+ _0.0104 +4.81 (2.11)h) 55.1dh (3--4)
I_"1
where hfl and hf2 are the bottom and top of the conical section. Integrating equations
3-3 and 3-4 provides a total flow rate for filling the sump.
sump volume
_m_p filling time was then computed from _t = . Refilling time
sump. .Q
varies linearly wlth the inverse of the flow rate @hich vanes directly and Linearly
with the screen open area ratio.
Filling the cylindrical region involves a double integration over the cylinder section
because the driving head is changing as a function of time as the cylinder is being
filled.
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For the sameexpression for Qsumpas usedbefore;
thus,
hflvL_Dcyl +_2j _VL_r d VL=/f dh dh is set equal to Q = -_- where V L =Q 7rA c
l#r
0 hfl
hf 1
dh
a'Ac _- =f
dh
+ O cone is solved incrementally as a function of time.
AVolume
Refillingtime - Q
For the conical section, a similar double integration is required.
hf 1
Solutions were performed as a function of screen open area for the three regions con-
sidereal. Results are tabulated as a function of screen open area in Table 3-5.
Table 3-5. LO2 Start Basket Refilling Time
Screen Open
Area (%)
12.5
25
50
100
Sump
0.608
0.304
0.152
0.076
Reflllln W Time (seconds)
Cylinder
3.856
1.928
0.964
0.482
Cone
9.0
4.5
2.25
i. 125
Total
13.464
6.732
3. 366
1. 683
System design calculations indicate that screen open area will be 32%. Thus, refill-
ing will take place satisfactorily. For the fourth burn of the low earth orbit mission,
complete refilling will not take place because the liquid level will not cover the basket
at the end of the burn. The basket will be filled with 7.9 ft 3 (0.22 m 3) of liquid which
will be more than sufficient to provide for thermal conditioning between burns four
and five and start sequence and settling requirements for burn 5.
The outer screen finally selected for the LO 2 start basket was 20 × 300 mesh. Calcu-
lations were not repeated over those described above because screen flow pressure
drop is lower for 20 × 300 mesh compared to 50 × 250 mesh and therefore refilling will
be accomplished in a shorter time. The only change made was a reduction in standpipe
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height to 1. 56 inches (3.96 cm) from 2.11 inches (5.36 cm) because of the lower re-
tention capability of 20 x 300 screen.
3.3.2 LH 2 START BASKET REFILLING. An analysis was performed using 50 × 250
screen and assumptions similar to tile LO2 start basket analysis in order to deter-
mine refilling time as a function of screen open area. Screened compartments were
initially not included in the analysis. A single step procedure was used to compute
refilling time. A 5.58" (14.2 cm) standpipe was used to minimize trapped vapor
volume.
The LH 2 basket was assumed to have a triangular vertical cross section. The section
was a right 45 ° (0.78 rad) triangle with a leg of 26.8" (0.68 m). Surface area was
computed as a function of height. Cross sectional area was computed as a function of
height. Flow equations were formulated.
Q = VLdA s
dVolumeQ= dt , where volume as a function of height was
plottedand time was incremented by integratingQ = VLdAs in small increments of h.
Results obtained are tabulatedin Table 3-6.
Table 3-6. LH 2 Start Basket Refilling
Time
Screen Open RefiLling Time
Area (%) {seconds)
12.5 10.9
25 5.45
50 2.72
100 1. 36
satisfactorily.
The screen separating the bottom compart-
ment from the top compartment (14 mesh)
will trap 0.28 ft 3 (0.008 m 3) in the m_tom
compartment under worst case refilling
conditions. This will impede refilling
slightly over that indicated by Table 3-6,
but not significantly enough to prevent
refilling.
Screen open area is anticipatedto be 29%
based on calculations in the System Design
task. Thus, refillingshould take place
The outer screens finallyselected for the basket surfaces were 40 ×
200 and 50 x 250 mesh- The 40 x 200 mesh screen on the top compartment willallow
slightlybetter refillingthan predicted in Table 3-6. Use of 40 x 200 screen allows a
reduction in standpipe heightto 4.32" (10.97 cm)
3.3.3 START TANK REFILLING. Several options were considered for refilling the
start tanks including hydrostatic refilling, and pumping the fluid from downstream of
the boost pumps back into the start tank. Hydrostatic refilling without venting the
start tank to below the maln tank pressure could not be accomplished in the required
refilling time. Venting the start tank to below the main tank provided sufficient
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pressure head for accomplishing refilling and was a simpler, less complex solution
than pumping the fluid from downstream of the boost pump into the start tank.
Start tank re_ling is accomplished by venting the start tanks to 5 psi (34.45 kN/m 2)
below the main pressure prior to refilling. The pressure differential between the
start tank and main tank is maintained by venting during refilling. For the LO 2 tank
refilling should occur in less than 13.5 seconds using the valves shown in Section 5.5.
For the LH 2 tank refilling should occur in less than 3 seconds using the valves shown
in Section 5.6.
3.4 FEEDLINE TRANSIENTS
During the operational duty cycle of an acquisition device, it will be expected to sup-
ply liquid to the boost pump during the main engine start sequence and to contain the
Liquid at main engine shutdown. Pressure surges in the system caused by valve or
pump opening or closing must be analyzed to determine if capillary device retention
will be degraded.
Initially a complex start transient analysis was envisioned using the computer models,
M_iN (Reference 3-8) and HAMMER (Reference 3-9). The program MAIN is applic-
able to start transients and uses frictional pressure drop in the lines and flow accel-
eratLon pressure drop to generate pressure histories in the feed system. The pro-
gram HAMMER analyzes transient shutdown by integrating the equations of one-dim-
ensional unsteady flow of a compressible liquid using the two step Lax-Wendroff
finite-difference technique.
A simpler model was also identified that modelled pressure changes by considering
a compressible fluid travelling in an elastic pipe.
Equations were formulated for "slow" and 'Yast" opening valves in Reference 3-9.
The Limitation of this analysis was the lack of correction for the pressure loss atten-
uation of friction within the pipe, bends, redncers or turbomachinery. This factor
will smooth start and shutdown pressure surges.
As a first cut at the transient flow problem, pressure changes in the feed system due
to flow acceleration were examined for the start and shutdown sequences. The pres-
sure change due to acceleration;
a gc A dt _c A at
where,
I = the length of duct having cross sectional flow area, A
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-_ = the rate of changeof flow rate
go = a dimensional constant
lbm ft __k_m m32.2 = 9.81
lbf sec 2 kgf sec2
Maximum anticipated pressure transients were computed using Equation 3-5 for each
of the start sequence flow periods. Pressure changes due to acceleration are given
in Table 3-7.
L. "
Table 3-7. Start Transient Pressure Changes
Event
Open engine shutoff valve
to chill and flU sump
Boost pump startup
Engine turbopump startup
AP - psf (N/m 2)
Fuel
1.67 × 10-3 (0.08)
1.46 (69.8)
2.38 x 10-1 (11.4)
Oxidizer
6.4 × 10-3 (0.31)
3.0 × 10-1 (14.35)
3.18 (152.2)
For the LO 2 and LH 2 channels, pressure retention capability is 76.2 psf (3.64 kN/m 2)
and 11.4 psf (0. 545 kN/m 2) respectively. These are well in excess of the anticipated
start transient pressure changes in Table 3-7. Retention requirements during the
start sequence are relatively insignificant compared to the steady state period (chan-
nels are sized for full main engine flow pressure drop under full main engine thrust).
The start basket screens do not have to retain liquid during the start sequence; liquid
will spill over the outlet under thrust. Thus, the retention requirements of the start
baskets and channels will not be affect_ by pressure changes due to acceleration.
For shutdown, maximum pressure changes due to deceleration wiU be approximately
32 psf (1.53 kN/m 2) for the LH 2 system and 18 psf (0.86 kN/m 2) for the LO 2 sy._tcm.
This could cause some bacldlow of liquid into the basket particularly for the LII2
system. (Average pressure changes due to deceleration during the shutdown period
willbe 5.3 psf (0.25 kN/m 2) for LH 2 and 28 psf (0.13 kN/m 2) for LO 2.) The lines
should be filledwith liquidduring thisperiod so the flow through the system should
be liquid. Also, the recirculatton systenl, subcoolers and other obstructions should
attem, ate these pressure surges considerably.
The problem of pressure surges during linechiUdown is a possible sigatfle_ntpro-
blem when flowing subcooled liquidintoan initiallywarm duct. The magnitude of
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analysis required to address this problem was beyond the scope of this study. Work
required in this area is briefly discussed in Section 6.7.2.
3. 5 VIBRATIONS
The acquisition device will experience vibrational loading due to main engine firing,
attitude control system firing, and due to functioning of auxiliary equipment (boost
pumps, Shuttle equipment, etc. ). The vibrations can impose accelerations on the
acquisition device or induce resonance at the acquisition device natural frequency that
can degrade screen retention capability.
An analysis was performed to determine the vibrational spectrum in the region of the
acquisition device and to compare it to the nstural frequencies of capillary device sec-
tions. Vibrational acceleration was added to acceleration due to thrusting in order to
determine total imposed acceleration on the acquisition device.
During main engine firing periods, only the LO 2 and LH 2 channels must retain liquid
and prevent gas ingestion. During other periods, both the start baskets and the chan-
nels must maintain their retention capability.
For the screen to prevent gas ingestion, the total pressure difference across the
screen, including vibration acceleration effects, must be less than the screen bubble
point.
--< 1.0
BP
and
APt = + p (go+g (r=s)) h
where
= total pressure differential across screen
BP = screen retention capability (lmbble point)
AP. = vapor pressure differential across screen
1
p = liquid density
go = gravity.eld
g(rms) = root mean square of input vibration acceleration
h = hydrostatic head
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Vibration measurements in the vicinity of the acquisition device environment were
taken on the Centaur H202 bottle, a main engine gimbal mount, and the LO 2 boost
pump flange during main engine firing and boost pump operation. At selected time
psriods, this flight data was analyzed for power spectral density (g2/frequency vs
frequency) of random /ibration, sinusoidal vibration peaks, g (rms), and overall vi-
bration levels, g (rm_), (Reference 3-10). However, the analyzed data cannot be used
directly as the acquisition device vibrational environment because vibration response
is very location-sensitive and no measurements were taken at the location of start bas-
ket attachment to the propellant tanks. The closest measurement was made at the
main engine gimbal mount (approximately 6 inches (15.24 cm) from LO 2 start basket
attachment) where overall vibration levels were measured as high as 6.9g (rms).
These vibrations attenuate considerably with distance from the gimbal mounts. It
would be overly conservative and beyond the capability of the retention device to try
to design the screens to operate in this environment. To compute vibration levels at
the screens, an analytical model should be developed to include both the acquisition
device and the path from gimbal mount measurement location to the device attachment
location. This type of analysis is beyond the scope of the current study.
A comparison was made between the computed natural frequency of an acquisition de-
vice screen/perforated plate and measured sinusoidal vibrations occurring during
main engine firing, to check for possible resonance. Lack of analyzed flight data dur-
ing Centaur attitude control system operation Limited the comparison to main engine
firing periods.
Recent testing showed that the natural frequency of a screen/perforated plate with li-
quid on one side can be computed by the equation for a simply supported thin rectangu-
lar perforated plate with 1/4 the total liquid mass acting as an effective point mass at
the midpoint (Reference 3-11). The 1/4 factor was based on the kinetic energy impart-
ed to the liquid when the screen/plate was deflected. The expression for the natural
frequency of the first mode of the screen/plate without the liquid was given by
2 t +yt sp s
(3-6)
and
D •
E* t 3
12 (1 - v .2)
where
g = acceleration
t = thickness of the perforated plate
P
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t s ffi thickness of the screen
a = width of the screen/plate
b = length of the screen/plate
7p = density of the plate
Ys = density of the screen
D* = flexural rigidity of the perforated plate
E* = 0.265 E
E = Young's modulus
v* = 0.37v
v = Polsson's ratio
The acceleration term, g, in the above equation is the sum of the acceleration field
and either a pure sinusoidal vibration (as during testing) or the sinusoidal part of
sine-random vibration (as during actual operation).
Maximum Centaur acceleration, occurring at a ttme when the acquisition device
(channeLs) must function, takes place at the end of the next to last burn. According
to the Centaur mission profiles of Tables 1-1, 1-2 and 1-3, this maximum accelera-
tion is apprv_mately 2.37 g's at the end of the 4th burn of the 5-burn low earth orbit
mission. Equation 3-6 can be used to compute the natural frequency of the screen/
perforated plate in the LO 2 and LH2 channels as a flmctton of slnusoidal vibration
levels at the most critical flight time (mnYtmum acceleration field) by assuming that
g=2.37+g(rms)
The first mode of natural frequency of the LO 2 channel was calculated (without con-
sidering Liquid in the channel) as a function of sinusotdal g (rms) and is shown as the
left-hand curve of Figure 3-5. Considering Liquid effects would lower the natural fre-
quency and move the curve further to the left.
The stmasoidal part of stne-rnn__dom vibratory excitations measured in the LO 2 tank aft
bulkhead region, as tabulated In Reference 3-10, are shown as plotted points on the
right-hand side of Figure 3-5. The separation between the LO 2 channel natural fre-
quency curve and the measured environmental values indicates that resonance is not
likely to occur. However, .a more extensive natural frequency analysis in which the
total device is modeled should eventually be performed for assurance against prema-
ture screen failure due to resonance.
If vibrational analysis had shown that a problem existed with either hydrostatic head
pressure or natural frequencies, then relatively simple modifications could be made
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Figure 3-5. Sinusoids/ Part of Sine-Random Excitation -- for LO 2 Tank Channel
Natural Frequency at End of 4th Burn -- Measured Values During Cen-
taur Main Engine Firing.
to the acquisition device design to avoid the problem. Softening of the attachment to
the propeUa_tanks by springs, bellows, etc., would reduce screen vtb_tton levels.
Other alterations might include changing the size of the unsupported screen/plate area,
the plate density (perforations),the fle_ural rlg_dlty(material),or the thickness.
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3.6 CAPILLARY DEVICE SIZING
Capillary device volume must be sufficient to contain all propellants required for; the
start sequence and propellant settllngt thermal conditioning between burns, and residual
fluid to prevent vapor puUthrough. Within the capillary device there will be channels
or screened tubes that will stay.fuU of liquid during the entire mission. These chan-
nels will be designed to prevent any vapor that may be present in the capillary device
from entering the subcooler and sump region.
3.6.1 START BASKET SIZING -- LO2. Table 3-8 shows volumetric requirements
for the LO 2 and LH 2 start baskets. Start sequence volume was determined by feed
system chilldown and propellant settling requirements. Thermal conditioning volu-
metric requirements are discussed in Section 4.2. The following paragraphs discuss
configuration requirements and the determination of channel and residual volume.
Table 3-8. Start Basket Volumetric Requirements
Requirement LH 2, ft 3 (m 3) LO 2, ft3 (m 3)
Start Sequence
Sump and Pump Chill and Vent
Sump and Pump Fill
Boost Pump Starmp
Engine Chilldown
Settling (Main Engine)
Thrust Barrel Filling (Main Engine)
L 64 (0. O46)
2.18 (o. o62)
5.60 (0. 158)
ii. Ii (0. 314)
9.54 (0.27)
30.07 (0.85)
o. 02 (0.006)
1. 53 (0. o43)
L 57 (0. o44)
O. 83 (0.023)
1.41 (o.o4)
1.28 (0.036)
6.64 (0.19)
Thermal Conditioning
Subcooling Flow
Conditioning Flow
Channel Volume
Residual Volume
Trapped Vapor (Bottom Compartment)
Total
z. 53 (0. o43)
z3.6 (0.364)
2. 17 (0.061)
O. 97 (0.027)
o. 28 (0.008)
48.62 (1. 37)
0.30 (0. 0084)
1.29 (0. 037)
0. Z8 (0. 0051)
0.12 (0. 0034)
8.53 (0.24)
The LO 2 basket is constrained by the thrust struetu_ with a radius of 24.73" (0.63 m).
The basket radius is thus 22" (0. 56 m) in order to permit installation within the thrust
barrel and over the thermal subcooler. The thermal subcooler, a heat exchanger in
the LO 2 sump, is discussed in Section 4. 1. Basket height is held to a minimum in
order to permit refllJing on the fourth burn of the five-burn mission. In order to
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efficiently resist settling loads, the top of the start basket is configured as a six-
degree (0. 104 rad) cone. The basket thus consists of a cylindrical section topped by
a cone, as shown in Figure 3-4.
An iterative procedure was used to size the basket since channel dimensions are de-
pendent upon start basket geometry and start basket volume is dependent upon channel
volume.
Before settling thrust is initiated, approxim_ely 1.3 ft 3 (0.036 m 3) of the start basket
will contain vapor. The channels have to maintain contact with the Liquid in the basket
during this time in order to provide low g outflow. Thus the channels must extend up
into the basket away from the outlet to maintain sufficient liquid contact area to per-
mit liquid outflow without ingesting vapor. Upon initiation of thrust, liquid in the bas-
ket will begin to be settled. Several worst case conditions were assumed in sizing
the channels. One condition assumed that the maximum unsupported head existed,
with ullage initially positioned over the outlet. The other startup condition assumed
that all the flow is through one channel with no unsupported head. Four channels
were assumed of 325 x 2300 screen. A high retention capability screen is required to
minimize residuals during the final stages of draining.
Channel sizes were evaluated parametrically for both cases, computing flow pressure
drop as a function of channel to tank surface area ratio. Channel height was based on
the competing factors of increasing the height to minimize screen flow pressure drop
and reducing the height to minimize hydrostatic pressure. Pressure loss analysis
was also performed for the period just before start basket refilling commences, and
the final draining period (in order to determine residuals). The pressure loss analy-
sis compared the screen retention pressure to system pressure losses, where
s c e
AP_, the screen retention pressure capability - DB P
where,
¢ = a dimensionless constant depending upon the individual screen and fluid
being used
= the surface tension
DBp = the bubble point diameter of the screen (for 325 x 2300, DBp = I0/_)
AP h, the hydrostatic pressure difference = Pg hgc
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where,
AP s,
P = the fluid density
h = the differential head supported by the screened channel
g = the acceleration
gc = a dimensional constant
2
the screen pressure loss = A/_ V + BPV
S S
!
i
where,
A and B = viscous and inertial constants determined in Reference 3-I2
= the fluid viscosity
P = the fluid density
V = the free stream velocity of the fluid approaching the screen
S
£L PV 2
c
£_Pc' the channel pressure loss ffi D--H 2 gc
where,
f = the friction factor for the screened channel, determined from Reference
3-12
L = the Length of fluid travel in the channel
D H = the hydraulic diameter of the flow cross section
V = the channel fluid velocity
C
gc ffi a dimensional constant
'_Pb' the pressure loss due to turning into and out of the channel
2
NKEC pV
C
,.%
where,
K, E, C axe determined from graphs similar to those in Reference 3-13
K is a pressure loss coefficient depending upon the bend radius
E is an aspect ratio factor depending upon the width and height of the channel
C is a correction factor based on the turn angle
N is the number of bends
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2
PV
c
&Pe' the expansion pressure loss from the channels into the subcooler = Ke 2 gc
where,
A = the channel cross section area
c
A = the subcooler cross sectional area
sc
The LO 2 start basket installation is discussed in Section 5.1. Screen open area of
50% was assumed due to perforated plate area blockage. Channel cross section was
selected to be 14.12" (0.36 m) × 1/2" (1. 27 cm). Four channels are required. The
channels run parallel to the aft bulkhead out to a radius of 18" (0.46 m), thenthey turn
vertically and stop at Sta. 2204.24. Vertical height is appraximately 4.35" (11.04cm).
The subcooler in the LO2 sump and bottom of the tank reduces liquid volume in the bas-
ket considerably in this region. Residual calculations performed are cited in Section
6.2. Channel residuals are 0. 124 ft 3 (0. 0035 m 3) and pool residuals are 0.32 ft 3
(0. 009 m3). Overall residuals depend upon pullthrough suppression in the thermal
subcooler. The tank and channel residuals given in Table 3-8 are worst case residuals
at burnout. Start basket sizing would not require this much residual volume because
the other sizing periods have more severe requirements for thermal conditioning and
settling. Thus, using worst case residuals, therntal conditioning and settling volu-
metric requirements are conservative since all these requirements do not occur dur-
ing the same time period.
Other screen meshes were examined for the screened channels, such as 200 x 600 and
165 x 800. The crucial factor in selecting the higher retention capability 325 × 2300
screen compared to these lower flow pressure loss candidates was the support require-
ment for maintaining the channel region extending vertically into the tank full of liquid
during the final stages of draining. The 325 × 2300 screen can hold approximately
2.3" (5.84 cm) of unsupported head (with a safety factor of 2) while the other screens
will hold less than an inch of unsupported head under full thrust during the fifth burn.
The lower retention capability screens cannot be designed both to extend up into the
basket to maintain contact with the liquid during thermal conditioning, and to retain
sufficient head under main engine acceleration to yield low residuals.
The startbasket outer screen must resistthe loads indicatedin Table 3-9. Using a
safetyfactorof2, a 69 micron screen willbe required should the startbasket be com-
pletely surrounded by vapor during OMS thrusting. A 50 x 250 (1WP) mesh plain
dutch weave screen, DBp = 65 microns, willbe used for this startbasket cuter screen
(1WP indicatesthat each shute wire passes alternatelyover and under I warp wire).
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Table 3-9. Centaur D-1S Acceleratlons Affecting Acquisition System Design
Thruster
i i
Shuttle Orbiter OMS
ShuttLe Orbiter RCS
Centaur APS
Centaur Main Engine
Thrust
lbf
2 @ 6000 = i
12,00O 1
2 @ 900 =
18001
24
30,000
(N)
(53,400)
(8,010)
(107)
(133,500)
, ,,,,
,Vehicle Wt. Extremes
lbm (kg)
210,7002
218, 1003
2 I0,700
218, I00
 ,69s 4
49,4135
11,9676
36,0427
(9 5,600)
(98,930)
(95,574)
(98,930)
(5, 760)
(22,414)
(5,428)
(16,363)
Acceleration
Limits
gfs
5.70)<10 -2
5.50"_0 -2
8.54)<10 -3
8.25x10 -3
1.89x10 -3
4.86_0 -4
2.51
O. 83
i. "Orbiter i01, Preliminary Design Review (PDR), Introduction, Volume i,"
Rockwell InternationaL Space Division - Downey, NAS9-14000, 4 February 1974.
2.
_tsed on OMS deployment weight, from SD72-SH-0120-17, "Space Shuttle Mass
Properties Status Report," 2 February 1974, and teLecon with Tom Edmunds,
Rockwell International Space Division, 5-1-74, using Centaur D-IS weight of
42,000 lb (19051 kg).
, Based on OMS deployment weight, from _)72-SH-0120-17, "Space Shuttle Mass
Properties Status Report," 2 February 1974, and teLecon with Tom Edmunds,
Rockwell InternationaL Space Division, 5=1-74, using Centaur D-IS weight of
49,400 lb (22,408 kg).
4. Centaur D-1S weight before fifth burn of low earth orbit mission. (Minimum
vehicle weight during APS thrusting. )
5. Centaur D-1S weight before first burn of planetary mission.
6. Centaur D-iS weight after RRh burn of tow earth orbit mission. (Minimum
vehicle weight during main engine thrusting. )
7. Centaur D-1S weight after first burn of low earth orbit mission (maximum
vehicle weight at the end of a burn for refilling calculations).
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This is a conservative selection since OMS accelerations will tend to settle the main
tank liquid over the outlet. The tank will be full at this time except for the initial
ullage of 4 to 5% used for the missions of interest. For reference, sizing to shuttle
ACS conditions would require a bubble point of 152 microns for the LO2 start basket_
based on lateral loads. (The lateral dimension is 44" (1. 12 m) compared to the ver-
tical dimension of 14.5" (0.37 m). )
3.6.2 START BASKET SIZING -- LH_. The LH2 start basket (design details are dis-
cussed in Section 5.3) is placed over the LH2 stump in the bottom of the tank. The
basket extends circumferentially around the tank between the intermediate bulkhead
and the LH 2 tank side wall. A gap of approximately 30 ° (0. 52 rad) in the basket struc-
ture is required to allow entrance of the fill and drain Line into the tank.
Within the start basket is a channel of 325 x 2300 Dutch twill weave stainless steel
screen designed to remain full of liquid during the entire mission. The channel feeds
a thermal subcooler, a heat exchanger designed to provide boost pump NPSH, which
is described in Section 4.1. Basket height is held to a minimum to keep retention re-
quirements down,as well as to aid in refilling when only a small amount of fluid re-
mains in the tank. Basket height was determined to be slightly greater than 30 inches
(0.76 m).
The LH 2 basket screen selectionand internalconfigurationwas driven by the dual
requirements of providing sufficientwetted screen area ofthe channel to permit ini-
tialstart sequence flow to occur withoutingestingvapor intothe channel and minimum
channel height so thatchannel retentionrequirements during main engine thrust can
be minimized. To illustrate,attempting to size a singlechannel to maintain contact
with the liquidpool (under worst case conditionsof thermal conditioningusage), and
the subcooler inletwould resultin a channel retentionrequirement of about 5 microns.
This would require the use of multiple layer screens.
A simpler solutionis to dividethe startbasket intoscreened compartments. An upper
compartment allows vapor to enter to replace liquidused for thermal conditioning. A
lower compartment, with a greater retentioncapabilitythan the upper compartment,
does not allow vapor to enter from outsidethe basket. The lower compartment willbe
maintained fullof liquidprovided thatthe upper compartment contains sufficientvol-
ume for thermal conditioningplus the liquidrequired to maintain sufficientwetted area
between the two compartments. The channel can be sized to minimize residuals since
itwillbe surrounded by liquidduring the initialstart sequence.
The outer basket top screen was selected to be 40 × 200 (1 W-P) mesh screen (single
warp) with a bubble point of 84 microns. This dictates a standpipe height of 4.32"
(0.11 m) to minimize trapped vapor during refilling. The outer basket bottom screen
willbe 50 x 250 (i WP) with a bubble point of 65 microns. The screen separating the
two compartments willbe 14 × 14 mesh. Except for the 325 × 2300 stainlesssteel
channel screen, all screens used willbe aluminum.
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The 14x 14 mesh screen between the two compartments is configured into a flat
membrane with circular screen tubes extending into the upper compartment every
30 degrees. These tubes maintain sufficient flow area so that the total pressure drop
of vapor entering the 40 × 200 mesh screen plus the Liquid pressure drop in flowing
across the 14 × 14 mesh screen from the top to the bottom compartment does not ex-
ceed the retention capability of the 50 x 250 mesh bottom compartment screen. The
14 × 14 mesh screen is sufficient to resist Centaur attitude control system accelerations.
Channel sizing was based upon minimizing residuals during burnout. In/t/ally 200 ×
600 screen was considered for the channel because of itslow pressure drop vs reten-
tion characteristics. The severe retentionrequirements using 2.5 g's at burnout,
however, dictatedthe use of the higher retentioncapability325 × 2300 screen. A
comparison of the two channels indicated channel surface area would be greater for
the 325 × 2300 channel. Thus, channel residuals will be greater for the 325 × 2300
screen but this will be more than offset by lower pool residuals for this screen com-
pared to 200 x 600 screen. Calculations using pressure loss expressions described
in Section 3.6. 1 indicated the use of an 8 ft (2.43 m) long x 3 in. (7.62 cm) wide x
13 in. (0.33 In) high channel feeding directly into the subcooler. Channel residuals
will be 2.17 ft 3 (0.061 m 3) and pool residuals will be O. 97 ft 3 (0.027 m3).
3.6.3 START TANK SIZING -- LO2 AND LH2. Start tank venting will not be required
between main en_ne burns (see analysis, Section 4.4). Thus, start tank volumetric
requirements are the sum of: start sequence volume, main tank settling volume,
screened channel volume, liquid volume required to prevent vapor entering the screen-
ed tubes (channels)during the mission, and ullagevolume requirements based on anti-
cipated pressure rise rates. LO 2 and LH2 start tank volumes axe 8.45 ft 3 (0.24 m 3)
and 36.84 ft 3 (1.05 m3), respectively.
At the initiation of the start sequence, some ullage volume will exist in both the LO 2
and LH 2 start tanks. For the LO 2 start tank, this is because pressure rise will e_-
teed allowable Hmits for small ullage volumes, since pressure rise increases rapid-
ly as the ullage goes to zero. For LH 2, this will also be a factor but an additional
factor is that total heating between burns will vary and initial ullage volume will have
to be sized based on worst case conditions. Thus, even if the LH 2 start tank can be
self pressurized to a full condition, this cannot be relied upon unless complicated
sensing and mixing equipment are used. For these reasons, screen elements are
required in the start tanks to assure that liquid outflow will exist during the start se-
quence and main tank settling. Pleated screen elements were used similar to those
used in Reference 3-14. A matrix of lengths and tube diameters were examined.
Pleated screen filter elements were selected with three times me surface area of
cylindrical tubes. Tubes chosen were evaluated for pressure loss based on bend
losses, channel pressure losses, hydrostatic head and screen pressure losses. A
primary selection criteria was that the pressure loss in the channel when fully
submerged be less than one-half the total screen retention capability.
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For LH2, two tubes were analyzedextendingoutwardfrom either side of the outlet.
Tubeconfigurations evaluatedwere diameters of 3" (7.6 cm) 4" (10.2cm), and5"
(12.7 cm); and tube lengths of 1 ft (0.3 m), 2 ft (0.6 m), 3 ft (0. 91 m) and 4 ft (1.22 m).
Tubes were placed horizontally in the start tank for sizing purposes. The selected
screened tubes for LH 2 were two 5 in. (12.7 cm) I.D. by 2 ft (0.61 m) long tubes.
Four LO 2 configurationswere evaluated consistingof four tubes extending out fromthe
outletin a horizontalpositionspaced at 90 degrees. Tube sizes considered were 1 ft
(0.3m), 2R (0.6m), 3ft(0.91m) and4 ft(1.22m)1ong, and 3in. (7.6 cm), 4 in. (10.2
cm) and 5 in. (12.7 cm) in diameter. The selocted screened tubes for LO 2, based on
pressure loss comparisons were four 3 in. (7.6 cm) L D. by 1 ft(0.3 m) long pleated
screen tubes.
Residuals were computed for each configuration. For LH 2, the channel residuals
were found to be 0.55 ft3 (0.016 m3). Pullthrough at finaldraining was predicted to
occur 1.18" (3.0 cm) above the bottom of the screened tubes. For the LO 2 pleated
screens, the channel residuals are 0.2 ft3 (0.0057 m 3) and pullthroughheightwas
predicted to be 0.6" (1.52 cm) at the end of the fifth burn of the low earth orbit mis-
sion. PuLlthrough heights were based on horizontal placement of the pleated screen
elements. In practice, as indicated in Sections 5. 5 and 5.6, the screened tubes had
to be canted to fit inside the start tanks and maintain clearance with the start tank
wall. Based on this revised placement and calculations approximating the puUthrough
height and residuals (described briefly in Section 6.2) overall residuals were determined.
3.7 WICKING
Wicking screens were selected for start basket outer barriers. Work done in Refer-
ence 3-15 demonstrated that screen wetting and retention when subjected to evapora-
tion could be maintained more readily with Dutch weave screens (wicking) than with
square weave screens (nonwicklng). This attribute of wicking screens overrides the
possibility that refilling can be retarded by premature screen wetting caused by wick-
ing.
Incident heating that causes screen dryout when using passive thermal conditioning
(wicking flow) could occur due to convection or conduction heat transfer around the
startbasket surfaces when surrounded by vapor. Anticipatedmaximum heat transfer
coefficients of 0.6 Btu/hr-ft2-°R (3.4_1 watts/m2K) for both GO2 and GH2 will occur
due to forced convection heat transfer during mixing of stratified fluid. Maximum
wicklng distances from the liquid pool will be 6 and I. 5 feet (I. 8 and 0. 5 m) for LH2
and LO 2 respectively.
Equations derived in References 3-16 and 3-17 were used for predictingthe distrlb-
uted heat flux that can be intercepted by wicking flow in a screen. Using an assumed
AT of I°R (0.55K), a uniform heat transfer coefficient of 0.6 Btu/hr-ft2-°R (3.41
watts/m2K) would cause screen dryout at a distance from the liquid pool of 0.4 feet
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(11. 4 cm) for LH2 and 0.8 ft (25 cm) for LH 2. Thus, wicking flow provided by screen
alone is unacceptable for capillary device thermal conditioning.
Wicking using screens and perforated plates was found, in Reference 3-18, to give
order of magnitude increases over wicking by screen atone. The equation formulated
in Reference 3-18
Q n
Pgc hf_ o'K (a + b)
9.
L_
was used to compute the heat flux that can be intercepted by wicking flow with a
screen/plate in zero gravity. Where,
Q
p=
hfg=
O'--
K=
a =
L
incoming heat flux, Btu/sec-ft 2
liquid density, lbm/ft3
gravitational constant, 32.2 Ibm ft/lbf sec 2 (9.81 kgm/kgf-m/sec 2)
heat of vaporization, Btu/lb m
liquid surface tension, ll_/ft
screen/plate wicking constant, ft [typically 5. 0 × 10-5 ft (15 m.lcrons)_
screen depth, ft; b ffi separation of plate and screen, ft
Ca + b typically = 6.6 × 10-4 ft (201 mtcrons)_
plate/screen distance which will be wetted by wicking, ft
liquid viscosity, lbm/ft-sec
For AT's of I°R _0.55 K) heat transfer coefficients of 45 and 167 Btu/hr-ft2-°R (255
and 948 watts/m_K) were found for LH 2 and LO2 respectively at a distance of 1 ft
(0.30 m) from the Liquid pool. These calculs_ons are encouraging but more data is
required for determining low gravity wicktng rates for non-zero gravity. (Data from
Beference 3-18 waa for screens and non-perforated plates. ) An assessment should
also be made of the local heating rates that could exist in areas where temperature
differences could be greater than I°R (0.55K).
3.8 FILLING
Filling of the start baskets and start tanks on the ground is most easily accomplished
by backfilling through the outflow Line and outflowing and inflowing until the system is
full. This can be done for the LO2 start basket and start tank since the fill and drain
Line is located in the sump.
For the LH 2 tank, with the tank fill and drain Line entering the tank adjacent to the
e_piLlary device, this is not possible. For the LH 2 tank a slow fill should be employed
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sothat the channels can be filled prior to being externally covered with liquid. The
fill rate can then be increased. A similar procedure could be used in the LH 2 start
tank with the refill valve and vent valves open.
The start tanks could use helium pressurant to condense trapped vapor in the channels
if the preferred procedure (mentioned above) is unsuccessful. The cooling coils could
be used to purge the channels for the start baskets employing active cooling.
3.9 ABORT
Abort considerations discussed in Reference 3-19 indicated that the baseline abort
mode for the Centaur D-1S is to dump both propellant tanks and land empty. The
minimum abort dump time will be apprc_mately 260 seconds.
Any pressurant required for abort will be carried in the payload bay of _ntfle. Be-
cause of this pressurization requirement, the existing helium diffuser will be retained
in the LH 2 tank. For the LO2 tank, a simplified LO 2 bubbler would be employed.
These would be required both for the start tank and the start basket. The LO 2 abort
dump line is a 3.5" (8.89 cm) L D. line located in the LO 2 sump. The LH2 abort
dump line is a 4.25" (10.8 cm) I.D. llne located on the side of the LH 2 tank away
from the sump. LH 2 capillary devices will not affect the abort dump draining since
the start tank and the start basket are configured to not interfere with the fill and drain
Line.
The LO 2 start basket and start tank are between the fill and drain outlet and the tank
propellant. According to the calculations performed for Reference 3-19 abort Line
sizing, the capillary device pressure loss during abort could increase the overall
dump llne system pressure by 3 or 4 psi (20.7 or 27.6 kN/m 2) with no line size ino
crease required. Pressure loss will be weU below this Limit for the start tank. For
the start basket, calculations were performed to compute the pressure loss in the
start basket,channel and subcooler. At a pressure loss of 4 psi (27.6 kN/m2), only
82 Ib/sec (37 kg/sec) could be passed, compared to a requirement of approximately
100 lb/sec (45.4 kg/sec).
For these flow conditions, a 200 × 600 pleated screen is required to seal between the
channel and subcooler. This screen (with a flow area to projected area ratio of 3 to
1) supports the channels in a full condition between burns while resisting the penetra-
tion of vapor formed in the subcooler.
As a supplement to the flow through the start basket and subcooler, the bypass line
that vents the sump to the tank was used. Several line sizes were examined for an
18" (0.46 m) long line with a 90 ° (1.58 rad) single bend. A line size of 1.5" (3.81
cm) L D. was selected. This can pass a flow of 35 lb/sec (15. 89 kg/sec) atthe maximum
pressure drop of 4 psi (27.6 kN/m2). At the required total flow rate of 100 lb/sec
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(48.4 kg/sec_) the additional pressure loss upstream of the dump system will be 3 psi
(20.7 k_N/mZ). Approximately 70 lb/sec (31.8 kg/sec) will pass through the start
basket and subcooler and 30 Ib/sec (13.6 kg/sec) through the bypass line. Thus, no
changes will be required in the abort system with the start baskets or start tanks.
3.I0 PROPELLANT UTILIZATION
The propellant utilization (PU) system uses capacitance probes in the LH2 and LO 2
tanks on Centaur in order to sense the amount of mass in each tank. This information
is used to automatically adjust the mixture ratio to the engine.
The capacitance probes are functional only during main engine thrust. Between burns
in low gravity the capacitance probes,consisting of concentric aluminum cylinders _re
filled with liquid due to the dominance of surface forces with the wetting cryogens.
(The LH2 probe consists of a 2" (5. 08 cm) diameter cylinder inside a 3" (7.62 cm)
diameter cylinder and the LO 2 probe consists of an outer 2-1/2" (6.35 cm) diameter
aluminum support tube with a 2" (5. 08 cm) diameter and 1-1/2" (3.81 cm) diameter
inner aluminum cylinder. Both probes extend over nearly the entire length of each
tank. Normally the PU probes are not activated until five seconds of main engine burn
time has elapsed. This is to allow the liquid level in the probe to translate from the
low gravity fullstateto the liquidlevel in the tank. The TC-2 flightindicatedthatthis
time period should be closer to ten seconds.
Start basket operation results in vapor entering the start basket between burns. Dur-
ing a start sequence liquid will spill from the baskets. Subsequent liquid collection
during settling may wet the start basket causing vapor to be temporarily trapped until
refilling can take place. As indicated in Section 3.3, LO 2 refilling will be accomp-
lished in 5.8 seconds and LH 2 refilling will be accomplished in 5 seconds for the
worst case refilling burn. For the reflllingthat takes place at the lowest g level (after
the first barn) refilling should be accomplished in less than 10 seconds. The small
vapor volume in the standpipes is the only volume trapped in the start baskets after
refilling. Thus, if the use of the PU system is delayed until 10 seconds after the main
tank fluid is settled, the start basket will have no impact on the normal operation of
the PU system.
For purposes of checking out start basket performance during flight operation, it will
be advantageous to use liquid level sensors in the start baskets. These capacitance
probes should be used on the first few Centaur flights incorporating the start baskets,
until their performance is well documented. These capacitance probes will be largely
for data taking purposes. On a flight test they could be used to monitor whether the
start baskets win be able to successfully perform the next start sequence. The
probes will not be tted into the PU system.
Z
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SECTION 4
TASK HI, THERMAL ANALYSIS
Thermal analysis was performed in the areas of thermal subcool/ng, start basket and
starttank thermal conditioning,tank pressure control,and boost pump thermal condi-
tioning, Major emphasis was placed on the criticalareas of; thermal subcooling to pro-
vide boost pump NPSH and startbasket thermal conditioningto prevent screen dr/out.
4.1 THERMAL SUBCOOLING
As indicated in the decision tree of Table 2-12 and the corresponding discussion, the
use of thermal suboooling is criticalto the ut_zation of start baskets because of the
high weight penalty ofthe cold helium pressurization system otherwise required.
Inorder to provide satisfactoryboost pump operation, sufficientsubcooling must be
supplied to prevent cavitation. The subcooling must be sufficientto interceptheat in-
put to the fluidentering the boost pump as well as to provide boost pump NPSH. These
requirements are 4 Btu/sec (4.2 kW) and 0.12 psi (0.9 kN/m 2) for the LI_ boost pump
and 4 Btu/sec (4.2kW) and 0.72 psi (4.96 kN/m 2) for the LO 2 boost pump. Inthe ex-
istingCent._tr, pressuraat is used to #ubcool the liquid flowing to the pumps and _vap-
press boiling. For the start basket application throttled fluid is used to remove heat
from this fluid to achieve subcool/ng.
4.1. I START BASKET SUBCOOLING. Several thermal subcool/ng schemes were con-
sidered that operated by cooling the capillarydevice contenta before an engine burn in
order to achieve boost pump NPSH requirements. This type of system consists of a
startbasket wrapped with cooling coilswhose functionis to subcool the liquidcontained
in the start basket sufficientlyto provide boost pump NPSH. For thistype of system,
an_ trapped vapor in the contained volume of the start basket causes saturated liquid to
be present in the basket. (The amount of saturef_d and subcooled liquid depends upon
the mixing occurring in the basket. ) Since delivery of saturated liquid to the boost
pump is unacceptable, means were explored for elJm_n-_tng the presence of saturated
vapor and liquid from the basket prior to the subeooling period.
Vapor can be present in the basket from the followingsources: vapor entering to re-
place liquidused for thermal conditioning,vapor trapped during refilling,and vapor
entering during spilling. Saturated liquidcan enter the basket during engine firing
from the followingsources: collectedliquidimpinging on the capillarydevice and
spilledliquidwarmed by comlng in contact with the tank wall. Means were explored
for eliminatingeach source of saturated vapor and liquidfrom the startbasket.
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Thermal conditioning fluid removal can be isolated from the remainder of the start bas-
ket by impervious walls. This would essentially leave one part of the start basket to
feed the outlet and the other to feed the thermal conditioning cooling coils with no com-
munication between the two compartments.
Spilling could be prevented, for the start sequence described in Section 3.1, during the
low thrust periods by restricting the vapor flow into the top of the start basket. Spill-
ing and vapor ingestion prevention are discussed in Reference 4-1, Section 2.2.2. Va-
por ingestion through the side screens should be prevented if liquid in the main liquid
pool is to remain subcooled. Preventing vapor ingestion requires the side screens to
have surface tension retention capability in excess of the hydrostatic head of the con-
tained fluid and forces the use of multiple barrier, fine mesh screens. This reqnire-
merit, and the difficulties that would occur in hydrostatically refilling the device, make
spilling and vapor ingestion prevention undesirable.
PreventLng vapor from being trapped during refllllng depends upon the screen retention
requirement between settling burns. The top screen on the start basket should be sized
to resist the worst combination of contained fluid height and disturbing acceleration. ]_
this retention requirement is low enough, the Bond number of the screen will be unstable
under high "g" refilling and no vapor will be trapped. Unfortunately this will not be the
case for the Centaur D-1S since the vehicle must withstand _uttle OMS firing acceler-
ations, as shown in Table 3-9. These accelerations dictate screen retention require-
merits of approximately 84 microns for LH 2 and 68 microns for LO2. This is well with-
in the stability Limit (Bo = 0.45) of 1850_ for LH2 and 1200/_ for LO 2 at 0.83 g's.
Thus, unless a refill valve is used, vapor will be trapped within the device during re-
filling.
Condensation of trapped vapor might be accomplished with vent fluid cooling. Since the
basket will generally be surrounded by vapor, this would be a difficult and lengthy pro-
cess. Condensation of trapped vapor would periodically cause a vapor pressure reduc-
tion in the start basket that would result in warm vapor entering the basket from the
surroundings.
Impingement of warm fluid on the basket during the settling process is one of the main
disadvantages of thermally subcooling the start basket contents. During collection,
warm liquid will come into contact with the start basket. This liquid will enter the
basket and be delivered to the engines. If the start basket contents are overcooled be-
low the NPSH requirements, then mixing of this warm fluid with the "overcooled" fluid
could still satisfy NPSH requirements. This would require a significant increase in
cooling requirements in addition to an increase in capillary device volume to assure
that subcooled liquid has been collected by engine thrust before the capillary device is
depleted.
A combination of the dffficulties encountered due to spilling, liquid impingement dur-
ing settling, and vapor entrapment during refilling, caused consideration of a thermal
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subcooling scheme that subcools the liquid as it flows into the sump.
4. i.2 HEAT EXCHANGERS FOR SUBCOOLING (THERMAL SUBCOOLERS). Heat ex-
changers were analyzed for supplying boost pump NPSH by cooling the liquid flowing to
the boost pump. This thermal subcooLing concept eliminates main tank pressurization
and requires pressurization only for auxiliary systems such as the attitude control sys-
tem. This option utilizes a heat exchanger to deliver subcooled Liquid to the boost
pump. The heat exchanger concept, shown schematically in Figure 4-1, uses throttled
vent fluid, as shown thermodynamically in Figure 4-2, to cool the hot side fluid flowing
to the boost pumps.
THRO'n'LE
VALVE (_®
PROPELLANT
TANK
COLDSIDE (_
THERMAL
;UB-
THROTTLED COOLINGFLUID
VENTED TO VACUUM OR
PUMPEDBACKINTO TANK
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Schematic of Thermal Subcoollug
T
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FLUID TEMPERATURE
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$
HEAT TRANSFER IN HEAT EXCHANGER
i
Figure 4-2. CooLing Fluid Thermodymm_c States
Sufficient heat must be transferred to remove any heat transferred to the hot side fluid
from the warm boost pump and bearings, provide boost pump NPSH, and counteract
any pressure drop caused by the thermal subcooler itself.
Screened channels provide Liquid flow to the hot side of the exchanger. The cold side
fluid is also extracted from the screened channels and throttled to a lower pressure
and temperature before entering the subcooler. Multipass parallel flow heat exchang-
ers were utilized. Several configurations were examined for both the LO2 and LH 2 sub-
coolers. The objective in designing the heat exchanger surface was to provide high
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heat exchanger effectiveness coupled with a low pressure drop. The heat exchanger
surfaces provide sufficient heat transfer for overcoming pump heating and NPSH re-
quirements as well as system pressure drop. NPSH requirements are 0.72 psi (4.96
kN/m 2) for the LO 2 boost pump and 0.13 psi (0.90 kN/m 2) for the LH 2 boost pump.
Heating was assumed to be 4.0 Btu/sec (4.22 kw) from each pump.
Heat exchanger sizing was based upon cooling at both the minimum (boost pump and
sump chilldown) and maximum (main engine) flow rates using cooling fluid throttled to
five psia (34.5 kN/m2 ). This throttle pressure was chosen to give a high AT between
the hot and cold side as well as to provide sufficient AP for driving the cold side_ flow
through the heat exchanger. For the LO2 subcooler, the inlet conditions are 5 psia
(34.45 k_N/m 2) and 145.8 R (80.9K) for the cold side fluid, and 31 psi (213.6 kN/m 2)
and 176 R (97.6K) for the hot side fluid. For the LH 2 subcooler, the inlet conditions
are 5 psia (34.45 kN/m 2) and 30.8 R (17.1K) for the cold side fluid and 20 psia (137.8
kN/m 2) and 38 R (21K) for the hot side fluid.
Heat Exchan[[er Sizing
Heat exchanger heat transfer requirements were determined from analyzing boost
pump NPSH, incidentheating to the hot side fluid,and subcooler hot side fluidpres-
sure loss requirements.
The cooling requirement, for NPSH only, is _ = m Cp (AT/AP) (NPSH); where r_ is
the flow rate, Cp is the liquid specific heat, _T/_P is the slope of the vapor pressure
curve between the conditions of interest and Q is the heat rate to be removed from the
fluid flow to the boost pump. At main engine steady state flow rate conditions, LH2
boost pump NPSH of 0.13 psi (0.9 kN/m 2) is equivalentto heat removal of i.38 Btu/
sec (1.46 kW). LO 2 boost pump NPSH of 0.72 psi (4.96 kN/m 2) is equivalentto heat
removal of 12 Btu/sec (12.7 kW). Heat inputto the fluiddirectlyfrom the boost pump
due to bearing heating was conservatively assumed to be 4.0 Btu/sec (4.22 kW) for
both LH 2 and LO 2. To obtainthe totalcooling requirement, any pressure drop in the
subcooler and duct, AP L, must be included plus any heat inputto the fluid,_n, after
itleaves the subcooler and before itenters the engine turbopump. The totalheat input
removed in the subcooler should thus be
Qremoved = xh C A__T (NPSH + +p AP APL) Qin (4-1)
Which, for LO2, for example is Qremoved = 16.7 (APL) + Btu/sec where AP L is in
psi and Qremoved is in Btu/sec.
The heat exchanger to remove this heat input was determined by iteration since the re-
qulrement of heat transfer is dependent upon the pressure drop which is dependent upon
the hot side flow path and fluid velocity. Thus for each condition, a set of hot side flow
areas or plate spacings were considered in order to determine the total pressure drop
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and total heat transfer area as a function of hot side flow area. Minimum heat ex-
changer surface area was determined by examining the plotted results. For the LO 2
subcooler, for example, the heat exchanger configuration was divided up into converg-
ing and diverging flow paths between parallel plates. Fins were placed between the
plates to increase the heat transfer area. Pressure loss _nd heat transfer calculations
were done incrementally by breaking each flow path into at least three sections, com-
puting the flow velocity, heat transfer coefficient and friction factor and applying these
over the section length and area to obtain the total heat transfer and pressure loss per
flow path.
The total number of paths, n, was then found from
Qremoved = _ C AT (P _-_ NPSH + + APscreen +
duct + nAP(subcooler per pass) )
+ _tn = nQp (4-2)
where _. is the average heat transferred per pass. An average Q. was used because
the heat-transfer was slightly different in the converging and diver_ng passages. The
m,f
exchanger with the minimum number of passes was generally the optimal exchanger
for the geometric constraints (fitting into the LO 2 sump or LI_ sump region) imposed.
Another way of expressing Equation 4-2 is to convert the AP per section into a heat
transfer rate;
Qremoved = r_ C _TpAP (NPSH + AP screen) + Qin = n
+ duct
where Q is the net heat transferred (subtracflngthe heat transfer required to overcome
n
the presSUre loss) per hot side flow passage.
4. 1. 2. 1 Therm_ Analysis. The thermal analysis is a heat balance between the hot
and celd sides of the heat exchanger. On the hot side, forced convection laminar and
turbulent heat transfer equations for flow over a fiat plate were used. For forced
convection, laminar flow, N pr • 0.6,
1/3
NNu L = 0.664 NRe L NpT was used, Reference 4-2.
For forced convection turbulent flow, the correlation used was
NNUL = 0.036 (Npr) 1/3 [N 0.8[ ReL
0.8
- NRecR + 18.44 (NRecR)1/2 ] Reference 4-2.
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where
All
NNu L
NRe L
Npr L
NRecR
h is the
L is the
V is the
is the
k is the
CptS the
properties are
is the Nusselt number, hL/k
is the Reynolds number. PVL/,
is the Prandtl number, _C /k
P
is the transition Reynolds number (400.000 or 500.000)
heat transfer coefficient
characteristic length
fluid velocity
viscosity
thermal conductivity
specific heat at constant pressure
evaluated at the mean film temperatnre.
On the cold side, for quality less than 0.9, Kutateladze nucleate boiling heat transfer
coefficients were assumed (Reference 4-3). The cold aide heat transfer was determined
by calculating the heat transfer rate per unit surface area and wall to fluid temperaatre
difference:
]1.5: 1. 7 ×10-7 rm'3.%, c ×
ASC [0.555 (ATwc)]2" 5 (I*s%;-"st )p VCJ
0.0173 kic
(0. 01603 pi C )1" 282 (6.894 x 104 PCi )1" 75]
(arc)°"_ (14.88_tc )°"620 J
In the foregoing equation, the following uaits applg:
Q, Btu/hr
ASC, ft 2
ATwc, ° R
Cpl C, Btu/lb-°R
k/c, Btu/hr-ft- °R
Plc' lb/_3
PCI' m/tin 2
(hsv-b_), Btu/Ib
%c _d_n,,Icm
PtC' lb/R-sec
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ASC
Cpi C
klc
PCi
_Twc
hsv
= total cold side heat transfer surface area
fficold side. liquid specific heat
= heat transfer rate
= cold side liquid thermal conductivity
= cold side inlet pressure
= temperature difference between wall and cold side fluid
= specific enthalpy of saturated vapor on cold side
hsj = specific enthalpy of saturated I/quld on cold side
PlC ffi cold side Liquid density
_IC = surface tension of cold side liquid
/_IC = cold side liquid viscosity
Heat transfer across primary surfaces (across plates separating hot side from cold
side fluid) was determined by heat balance:
ansferred = hH A (TH - TW) ffih c A (T w - TC)
where,
TH-T C is known and (T H-TW)+ (Tw-TC) ffiT H-T c
T H is the hot side temperature
T C is the cold side temperature
h H is the hot side heat transfer coefficient
hC is the cold side heat transfer coefficient
A is the heat transfer area
TW is the wall or plate temperature
Hot side and cold side heat transfer were cross plotted to find TW and thus Q trans-
ferred. A typical cross plot for LO 2 is shown in Figure 4-3.
In order to increase heat exchanger efficiency, flnz were used on the hot side between
the primary surfaces to increase the heat transfer area. Heat transfer to the finned
surfaces were lower than to the primary surfaces because the fin temperatures were
higher than the primary coolant surface temperatures.
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Figure 4-3. Typical LO 2 Heat Balance.
Heat transfer to the fin was determined with a heat balance computing the incident heat
input from the hot side fluid to the cold side fluid as a function of the temperature of
the fin at the midpoint between the primary surfaces, the hot and cold side heat trans-
fer coefficients and the conduction along the fin. Fin heat transfer was found to be
between 25 and 30_ of primary surface heat transfer on a unit area basis.
4. 1.2.2 Pressure Loss Analysis. Pressure losses in the thermal subcoolers were
determined from existing correlations. For pressure loss in screens at the inlet to
the subcooler, Ref. 4-4 was used. For frictional pressure loss, expansion, contrac-
tion and bend losses, equations and graphs similar to those in Ref. 4-5 were used.
Screen pressure loss was determined by
AP =A_V+BOV 2
s
where
A and B are empirical constants
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is the fluid viscosity
p is the fluid density
V is the freestream velocity upstream of the screen
Pressure loss in bends were found from
Apb=  pv2/2gc 
where
K is a pressure loss coefficientdepending upon the radius ratio of the bend and
the aspect ratio of the duct or passage cross section.
E is an aspect ratio factor also depending upon the aspect ratio.
C is a correction factor for other than 90 ° angle turns.
V is the velocity in the duct or passage.
Frictional pressure loss was found from
APf = (fL/DH) (O) (V2/2 gc )
where
L is the length of the section.
DH is the hydraulic diameter of the section.
f is the friction factor determined from a Moody diagram, such as found in
Reference 4-6.
Expansion losses were found from
AP e = K e (PV12/2 gc)
where
V 1 is the velocity More the expansion and Ke = [1 - (A1/A2) ]
where A 1 and A 2 are the areas before and after the expansion, respectively.
Contraction losses were found from
AP =K C (PV22/2g c)C C C
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=
where
V 2 is the exit velocity
Kc is a function of the area ratio A1/A 2 between the entrance and exit
C is a function of the entrance rounding.
c
On the cold side of the heat exchanger, pressure loss was determined using a method
developed by Martinelli and Nelson, Reference 4-7. This method described in detail
in Appendix D-I, Reference 4-3, computes the pressure loss for two-phase turbulent
flow using experimentally derived parameters dependent upon the fluid vapor to liquid
density ratio, liquid to vapor viscosity and fluid quality. The experimental coeffi-
cients are used to convert the single-phase pressure loss with either liquid or vapor to
the two-phase pressure loss. A computer program, written for the HP 9100 calcu-
lator, was used to compute pressure loss for both LI_ and LO2 configurations.
4.1.2.3 Heat Exchau_r Sizing. Total subcooler pressure drop as a functionof the
number of heat exchanger passes was determined. Pressure drop at the inletand
exitof the subcooler due to screens, expansions, and contractions (APduct + screen)
was determined. Heat exchanger per pass was determined for each configuration
examined.
The number of heat exchanger passes required was found from
| ..... •
!+
The heat exchanger configuration yielding the mt.4m,., heat exchanger surface area
(or minimum number of heat exchanger passes) was selected. For the LO2 subcooler
this configuration consisted of four passes on the hot side with 0.5 inch (1.27 cm)
plate spacing. In order to minimize hot side surface area, five cold side passages
are used. The LO 2 subcooler was placed in the LO 2 sump. Hot side pressure loss
was app_ely 1.4 psi (9. 65 kN/m2).
Attempts to design a heat exchanger to fit into the LH2 sump were unsuccessful due
to the limited space in the sump compared to the required heat transfer area. The
subcooler was therefore designed to fit in the bottom of the tank, inside the capillary
device. A single hot side passage with fins was used. In order to minimize hot size
surface area, the hot side was completely surrounded by cold side fluid with a two
pass, parallel flow/counter flow cold side arrangement. An equation similar to
Equation 4-3 was solved for heat exchanger length as a function of plate spacing and
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hot side geometry. Calculations indicated that a single pass, 13 in. (33.02 cm) high
x 6 ft (1.82 m) in circumference, with 1 in. (2. 54 ore) plate spacing will be adequate.
Fins run circumferentially along the exchanger, spaced i in. (2.54 cm) apart. Hot
side pressure drop is 1. 2 psi (8.4 kN/m 2). Cold side configuration consists of two
passes of 1 in. (2.54 cm) × 13 in. (33.02 cm) ducting along the outer walls of the sub-
cooler, Insulation may be required to limit the heat transfer from the cold side fluid
to the surroundings on the cold side surfaces away from the subcooler. Cold side
configuration consists of a series of vanes spaced 4 in. (10.16 cm) apart directing the
flow, maintaining an annular two-phase flow pattern.
Hot side flow rates at steady state engine flow are 57 and 11 lb/sec (25.9 and 5 kg/sec)
for LO2 and LH2 respectively. Subcooler cold side flow rates were determined from
where,
mH
C
P
AT H
is the steady state engine flow rate
is the Liquid heat capacity
is the amount of subcooling produced in the subcooler plus the temperature
equivalent of the subcooler system pressure loss
is the enthalpy available for cooling (in the nucleate boiling regime) using
two-phase throttled fluid
is the cold side flow rate
Subcooler cold side flow rates are 752 lb/hr (341 kg/hr)and 240 lb/hr (109 kg/hr} for
LO 2 and LH 2 respectively. Cold side pressure loss was determined using these flow
rates, the Martinelli-Nelson two phase pressure loss correlations and singie phase flow
pressure loss correlations similar to those used on the hot side. Vanes are used on the
cold side to induce annular flow patterns keeping l/quid on the wall in order to promote
nucleate boiling. For the LO 2 suboooler, cold side pressure loss will be approximately
1 psi (6. 89 kN/m2). For the LH 2 configuration cold side pressure loss will be approxi-
mately 1/4 psi (1. 72 kN/m2).
The subcool/ng obtained from the total tank head under main engine thrust conditions
is insufficient to provide boost pump NPSH plus subcooler pressure loss. The sub-
coolers should thus be operative dur_g all boost pump operating periods in order to
assure that boost pump NPSH requirements are met.
Between burns no attempt will be made to keep the subooolers full. An inlet screen
between the subcooler and the screened channels prevents vapor from flowing into
the channels. Prior to initiation of a main engine start sequence, subcooler cold side
flow will commence. This will chiUdown the subcooler hot side surfaces and permit
the subcooler to provide adequate boost pump NPSH during the entire start sequence.
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Successful conceptual design of the thermal subcooler completed the affirmative reso-
lution of the three major decisions in the decision tree in Table 2-12. The primary
system studied was a start basket, with a dry pump and propellant duct, using therm-
at subcooling for providing boost pump NPSH. The alternate configuration, chosen
for preliminary design, in addition to the thermally subcooled start basket, was
chosen to be the bypass feed start tank. This was based on selecting the next best sys-
tem (Table 2-]2) that would be significantly different from a start basket.
In order to reduce subcooler system weight penalty, and to make the system insensi-
tive to the number of main engine burns, a vacuum pumping system for returning the
subcooler fluid back to the tank can be used. This system, conceived principally for
the start basket thermal conditioning fluid, uses a surge tank and vacuum pump des-
cribed in Section 4.3.
4.2 TANK PRESSURE CONTROL WITH THERMAL SUBCOOLING
The use of thermal subcoolers to replace tank pressurization means that tank pres-
sure profiles will be altered from the baseline Centaur D-1S pressure profiles. The
principal thermal subcooling option is to dump the subcooler flow overboard. With
this option, no fluid is added to the main propellant tank after launch. Analyses
were performed to evaluate the reduced tank pressures that would occur during the
five-burn mission to determine if tank pressures would be above allowable limits for
main engine restart.
The PRISM program was used to determine the pressure history in the LO 2 tank dur-
ing the five-burn low earth orbit mission. HYPRS was used for the LH 2 tank. (Both
programs are used to predict pressure history during operational Centaur flights.
Neither program has been formally documented. ) The objective of the study was to
determine what the minimum tank pressures would be in both tanks when using therm-
al subcooltng to replace the pressurization system In supplying boost pump NPSH.
For this purpose, minimum heating rates from Reference 4-8 were assumed and homo-
geneous thermodynamic conditions were used for both tanks. (Wlth the assumption of
thermodynamic equilibrium in the tank, no venting would be required since no net
evaporation would be oecuring at the screen surface. ) A no-vent condition also cor-
responds to the passively cooled start baskets discussed in Section 3.7. Pressure
histories for this case, shown in Figure 4-4, indicate that the tank pressure will
drop below the tank pressure (19 psia (130. 9 kN/m 2 for LH 2 and 29 psia (200 kN/m 2
for LO2) normally used for starting the boost pumps. Boost pumps have been success-
fully operated during engine burns at tank pressures as low as 13 psia (90 kN/m 2) for
the LH 2 tank and 24 psia (165 kN/m 2) for the LO2 tank. The tendency for cavitation
increases as the tank pressure decreases but this can be accounted for in proper
thermal subcooler design. (In addition, it should be noted here that the subcooler
designs generated to date have used the nominal tank saturation temperature in per-
forming heat transfer calculations. The reduced saturation temperature of the inlet
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fluid below these nominal condLttons, as shown Ln FLgure 4-4, will result in reduced
temperature differences between the subcooler hot and cold side fluid and thus increase
subcooler heat transfer area requLrements. ) In summary, the tank pressure conditions
requLred for utilizing thermal subcooling appear to be acceptable for boost pump start-
up but they are below the range encountered in Centaur flight experience. Future
thermal subcooler calculations should incorporate reduced hot side inlet pressure into
the heat transfer requirements.
For conditions of nonhomogeneous tank thermodynamic conditions between burns, pres-
sure rise will be higher than shown in Figure 4-4 for the no-vent condition between
burns. For venting, as would occur with an active thermal conditioning system, tank
pressure reductions would be experienced between burns because of excess fluid vent-
ed due to condensation heat loads on the start basket (see Section 4.3). This might
create unacceptably low pressure conditions for engine restart. Pumping fluid back
into the tank rather than dumping overboard will eliminate these unacceptable condi-
tions. Pumping start basket thermal conditioning fluid back into the tank will result
in pressure profiles similar to those shown in Figure 4-4. (They may be slightly
higher due to additional vacuum pump power added to the tanks.) If thermal subcooling
fluid is pumped back into the tanks, the steep pressure decline duringengine firing will
be reduced somewhat. The effect will not cause a net pressure increase during out-
flow however, since, for LH2, the engine outflow rate is 57 lb/sec (29 kg/sec) and the
subcooler outflow rate is 240 Ib/hr (109 kg/hr). This is equivalent to a main engine
volume outflow rate of 2.5 ft3/sec (0.07 m3/sec) for LH 2, and a pumped coolant vol-
ume inflow rate of 2.10 ft3/sec (0.06 m3/sec) for GH2.
4.3 START BASKET THERMAL CONDITIONING
The objectives of start basket thermal conditioning are to prevent dryout of the start
basket outer screens and to prevent vapor formation in the screened channels feeding
the subcoolers. Dryout of the screens must be prevented because capillary devices
for wetting fluids operateby keeping vapor outof the contained liquid space. If screens
dry out, vapor can enter freely, allowingthe wetflngfluid to migrate from the screened
enclosure. Vapor formation inthe start basket will occur due to pressure changes, or
incident heating or fluid removal. Screened channels wlthinthe start basket preventva-
por from entering the subooolers and capillary device thermal conditioning system. In
order to obtain satisfactory subcooler and capillary device thermal condiUontng, the
channels must be maintained fullat all times. In order to prevent heat input tothechan-
nels from causing vaporization inthe channels, the capillary device cooLing system is
designed to maintain the screens slightly below saturation temperature.
Several methods exist for thermal conditioning the capillary device as described in
Section 2.3. Pressure conditioning for cooling was determined to have too great a
weight penalty because of the requirement for cold gas pressurization with an unsettled
propellant. Total tank conditioning (vapor cooled shields) was found to be incompatible
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with internal heat sources such as intermediate bulkhead heat transfer. The primary
concept selected for capillary device thermal conditioning was the use of cooling coils
attached to the start basket screened surfaces containing throttled vent fluid. Chan-
nels inside the start basket provide coolant liquid to a throttle valve where it is throt-
tled to a lower pressure and temperature. The two-phase mixture is then passed, in
cooLing coils, around the periphery of the start basket, acting as a heat sink in remov-
ing the heat incident on the start basket surfaces. This concept was studied in detail
with design drawings presented, for LO 2 and LH 2 capillary device active thermal con-
ditioaing systems, InSectlons 5.1and 5.3. The high vent fluid and cooling coil weight
penalty of this method caused passive thermal conditioning to be considered. A brief
analysis of wicking for preventing screen drFout, as described in Section 3.7, appear-
ed promising for saving both vent fluid and cooling coil weight.
Conditioning of the basket must be accomplished during the entire mission; ground
hold, launch, cargo bay orbital coast, Centaur main engine burns and Centaur orbital
coast. During periods of high acceleration, when liquid is bottomed in the tanks,
start basket screen drying is not a problem since liquld will cover the outlet. Any
vapor that forms in the basket .during these periods will be vented out through the top
of the basket. The exception could be vapor trapped below the channels feeding the
subcoolers. This vapor coutd cause vaporization in the channels which would be un-
acceptable. Thus, while the start basket screens only need to be conditioned under
low gravity (unsettled) conditions, the area adjacent to the channels needs to be con-
ditioned st all times.
The start basket thermal conditioning analysis consisted M exnmt-tn_ the possible
heat transfer modes that could exist around the start basket. Forced convection due
to mixing, free convection (both for liquid and vapor surrounding the basket), and
condensation were examined for both LO 2 and LH2 over the range of possible accel-
eration conditions.
Condensation heat transfer coefficients were computed from Reference 4-9,
(k 3 p2 _,_1/4g
hm= 0.943 \ x / for 1,_mtnn_. condensation on a vertical wall.
Whe re,
h is the heat transfer coefficient
m
g is the acceleration
k is the llquld thermal conductivity
p is the liquid density
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A is the heat of vaporization
is the liquid viscosity
x is the distance from the leading edge to the location of interest
AT is the temperature difference between the saturated Liquid and the start
basket surface
p
Free convection heat transfer coefficients for vertical planes were computed from
hmX 0.68 (Prf 1/2 Grf 1/4)
-- = , Reference 4-9,
kf 0. 952 + Prf
where
subscript f is the fluid of interest (liquid or vapor)
Prf is the Prandfl number, _f Cpf,
where Cpf is the specific heat at constant pressure
x g _f _T
Grf is the Grashoff number, _/
where £f is the coefficient of volumetric expansion
_T is the temperature difference between the fluid and the
surface. Other properties are as defined in the con-
densation heat transfer expression.
Forced convection heat transfer coefficients were determined from the laminar flow
heat transfer relationship
where
h x
m (pr) l/3k - O.664 (Rex)i/2 , Reference 4-2.
Re x is the Reynolds number, p Vx
where V is the fluid velocity.
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Other quantities are as defined above. The fluid velocity was based on mixer flow
velocities determined for the baseline Centaur D-IS thermodynamic vent systems.
As shown in Table 4-1, condensation heat transfer during Shuttle payload bay condi-
tions (worst case unsettled accelerations) will provide maximum heat load to the start
basket screens. Screen drying will not be caused directly by condensation since this
will tend to deposit liquid on the screen. The thermal conditioning system, consisting
of coiled tubes containing throttled vent fluid wrapped around the start baskets, will
receive the greatest heat input during condensation. It is possible that small areas
of superheated vapor could exist around the basket while condensing heat transfer is
dissipating the thermal conditioning cooling capacity over the remainder of the basket.
Thus, superheated vapor could cause screen drying if thermal conditioning cooling
capacity has been exhausted by condensation. In order to be conservative, the cooling
coils must be designed to handle condensation over the entire basket.
Table 4-1. Start Basket Heat Transfer Coefficients -- _huttle
Payload Bay Conditions
Fluid
G_2
Heat Transfer Mode
h ,Btu/hr-ft 2- s
• (watt/m2_K)
Free Convection 0.3 (1. 70)
Forced Convection (V = 0. 21 R/see (0. 064 m/see)) 0.6 (3.41)
Condensation, Vertical Wall, Laminar Flow 384 (2180)
Free Convection 14.2 (80.6)
Forced Convection (V = 0.21 R/see (0.064 m/see)) 34.2 (194)
Free Convection 0.4 (2.3)
Forced Convection (V = 0. 11 ft/see (0.033 m/see)) 0.6 (3.41)
Condensation 158 (897)
Free Convection 7.3 (41.4)
Forced Convection (V = 0. 11 R/see (0.033 m/see)) 7.5 (42.6)
To prevent start basket screen drying, the thermal design criteria was to cool the
screens to below the saturation tempersture corresponding to the minimum tank pres-
sure between burns. The thermodynamic vent system for the baseline Centaur D-1S
vehicle was designed for a 1 psi (6.89 kN/m 2) pressure band. For hydrogen this cor-
responds to a temperature band of 0.37 R (0.21K) and for oxygen a temperature band
of 0. 73 R (0.41K). The hydrogen screen temperature will be maintained at 0.5 R
(0.28K) below the maximum hydrogen saturation temperature while c0rygen screen
temperature will be maintained 1. OR (0.55K) below the m,_m_rm oxygen saturation
temperature. Cooling coil spacing and incident heat transfer to the basket were
determined using fin equations (Reference 4-1) for continuous cooling coil attachment,
The major geometric variables used in Equations 4-4 and 4-5 are illustrated in
Figure 4-5.
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T(a/2 ) = T H -
(TH - TC)
cosh(N a/2) (4-4)
- TC)
K t N Ta_h(N a/2)
W e
w
a/2 (4-5
where:
N = _/Iif/(Kwte)
K = effective conductivity
W
t e = conduction thickness of the
structure to which cooling
coils are attached
hf = average incident heat trans-
fer coefficient
A b = total surface area of basket
T = coolant temperature
C
a/2 = half the distance between the coils
= total heat input to cooling fluid
|WIROMIIT 11M_AATUM WOUN| TUM
COLLECTION SURFACE
Figure 4-5. Continuous Cooling Configuration
The effective conductivity for the screen/plate coml_nations used as the start basket
capillary barriers were taken as the sum of the plate and screen conducttvlfles in the
direction of the heat flow path. Conductivity testing of Dutch weave screen materials
on a Convair IRAD program, Reference 4-10 was extrapolated to the screens and
temperatures of interest. A conductivity of 35% of the conductivity of a solid metal
sheet of identical thickness was conservatively assumed to be the screen thermal con-
ductivity. The perforated plate, with 50_o ope_ area was taken to have a thermal con-
ductivity of 50% of the solid material conductivity.
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Local heat sources due to penetrations, sump heating, and intermediate bulkhead-
tank wall intersection heat shorts were studied to determine if any additional cooling
provisions were required. Calculations indicated that under worst case conditions,
condensation heat loads would exceed conduction heat loads from warm vapor that
could exist in the sump or intermediate bulkhead-tank wall area. preliminary calcu-
lations of conduction along struts and supports indicated that no problem should exist
that could not be easily solved by wrapping a cooling coil around the strut or by alter-
tng the thermal resistance between the penetration and tank wall. (Reducing the con-
ductivity or increasing the attachment point area. ) These observations indicated that
condensation heat loads could safely be used for the level of detail called for in this
study. Additional work may be required to refine support configurations for manu-
facturing level drawings.
Equations 4-4 and 4-5 were used with condensation heat transfer coefficients for
boost, cargo bay and orbital heating. (Thermal conditioning during boost conditions
is only required below the channels where vapor formation in the start basket could
potentially cause vaporization inside the screened channels. )
In order to nmintain vented propellants within realistic Limits, a control system was
used to control the vent flow rate in accordance with the "g" level conditions. This
would require an adjustable shutoff valve and throttle valve that would adjust the cool-
ant flow rate and coolant temperature to provide cooling for handling condensation heat
loads at the existing acceleration. Even with this type of system, calculations indi-
cated that the high heat load caused by condensation resulted in an e_cessive weight
penalty ff this fluid was dumped directly overboard (as much as 809 pounds (367 kg)
for the five-burn mission, as shown in Section 6. 3).
Several solutions were examined for reducing the payload penalty due to excess vent-
ing as well as for reducing thc capillary device volumetric requirements since all
cooling fluid is taken from the start basket. Complete mixing of the tank contents
would prevent superheated vapor from existing in the tank and would m_nimtze capil-
lary device thermal conditioning system requirements, prevention of superheated
vapor by complete mixing is unrealistic for the LH2 tank because of the narrow spac-
ing betwee_ the capillary device and i]Z_ermediate bulkhead and the high heat flux into
the tank in this area. Also continuous complete tank mixing during relatively high
acceleration conditions is impractical because of excessively high mixer weight and
power requirements.
Configuring the channels so that bubbles formed during boost would not come into con-
tact with the channels would allow boost heating conditions to be neglected. This is
potentially possible because Liquid surrounds the basket during boost thus preventing
start basket screen drying. Heat input to the basket will form vapor in the basket
but buoyancy forces will cause this vapor to be vented out through the top screens.
Vapor could, however, be trapped under the channels used to feed the subcooler and
supply thermal conditioning system fluid. This vapor could cause vaporization in the
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channel that could not be vented due to the high retention capability of the channel. In
order to prevent this, channels could be configured so as not to trap vapor beneath
them. This appears likely to increase residuals. Since only a small portion of the
basket surface must be protected during boost conditions, a separate cooling loop for
this region would be preferable to altering the channel configuration.
The most promising active cooling method considered relies upon condensed vapor
surrounding the basket to replace thermal conditioning flow exiting from the basket.
The conditioning flow is then pumped back into the tank. Using condensate to fill the
basket between burns prevents capillary device volumetric increases overthat given in
Table 3-7 ff proper means ofsenalngthe cooling capacity of the thermal conditioning
fluid can be utilized. If fluidis vented at a rate corresponding to handling condensation
heat transfer and condensation does not occur or occurs over only a small fraction of
the basket, insufficient liquid may surround the basket to replace the Liquid used for
thermal conditioning. A method of sensing the temperature of the conditioning fluid after
it exits fromthe area around the basket should be used to control the cooling flow r_te.
This method can employ a known heat sourceto superheat the vapor acallbrated amount
and sense the coolant temperature to increase ordecrease the flow rate accordingly.
Flow rate is thus adjusted automatically to provide the required cooling. This mini-
mizes vented fluid weight penalty for an open loop system as weU as mlnimizing capil-
lary device volume (capillary device volume will still have to contain sufficient addi-
tional liquid to supply cooling llquld for the longest period between burns when subject-
ed to the highest incident heat transfer, other than condensation). This corresponds
to forced convection heat transfer between burns 1 and 2 for the 2-burn synchronous
equatorial mission. Corresponding start basket volumes for these conditions are
9 ft 3 (0.25 m 2) for LH 2 and 0.6 ft 3 (0.017 m 3) for LOT. Table 3-6 shows start basket
volumes for thermal conditioning of 13.6 ft 3 (0. 384 m 2) for LH 2 and 1.29 ft 3 (0.037 m 3)
for LO 2. Since the designs for the start baskets were nearly completed when this cal-
culation was done, the start basket volumetric requirements were not reduced. Thus,
4.6 ft 3 (0.13 m 3) and0.69 ft 3 (0.0Z m 3) of extra cooling capacity exists inthe LH 2 and
LO 2 baskets for possible inefficiencies inthe coolingflow rate feedback control systems.
The feedback control system adjusting the flow rate to correspond to outlet tem-
perature reduces basket volumetric requirements but does not reduce fluid penalty
since potential worst case conditions of condensation must be assumed. In order to
reduce the weight penalty due to venting conditioning fluid, a closed system was stud-
ied using a pump to circulate the conditioning fluid back into the tank. This type of
system also simplifies the conditioning on the ground and during boost periods when
vacuum conditions do not exist around the vehicle for conveniently venting the tanks.
A small evacuated surge tank would be used to start the system.
Calculations were performed to size the pumps required for this purpose. Pump
weight, battery weight to supply pump power, tube weight and added boiloff due to
pump power were considered in the parametric analysis to determine optimum tube
spacing and flow rate for the LO 2 and LH 2 capiUary devices. Pump weight was found
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to be relatively invariant compared to tube weight over the range of variables consider-
ed. Pump sizing was based on pumping coolant flow rates (over each mission period of
interest) back across the throttling pressure range used. Pump power requirements
were determined using equations from Reference 4-11 for pump and motor efficiency
vs fluid power/total input power for LH2. The overall pump efficiency equation recom-
mended in Reference 4-11 for pumps between one and 20 watts power output was _t =
0. 155 (Po)1/3, where Po is the liquid power output. For LH 2 electrical power input,
Pi=_Z. For LO 2 pumps, motor efficiencles may be reduced due to the use of canned
stators. A curve of power input for a canned stator versus power input for an uncanned
stator, from Reference, 4-12, was used to determine LO2 pump input power. The vac-
uum pumps will have relative specific speed of less than 500.
Pumping coolant flow back into the tank makes the active thermal conditioning system
relatively insensitive to total mission time. Only boiloff and battery power due to
pump operation, which are a relatively small penalty (see Section 6.3), would increase
with increased mission time.
Maximum allowable tube spacing was computed for worst case heating conditions. For
regions directly under the channels, these tube spacings corresponded to condensation
heat transfer coefficients at boost "g" levels. For other areas, the Shuttle OMS accel-
eration levels were used. Equations 4-4 and 4-5 were used with the AT between the
saturated hot side fluid and the midpoint on the screen between adjacent cooling tubes
taken to be 1. 0 R (0.55 K) for LO2 and 0.5 R (0.28 K) for LH 2. Coolant flow rates
were determined from
mc = Q/_h (4-6)
where dh Is the enthalpy change of the coolant in the tubes attached to the start basket.
Flow rates are shown in Table 4-2.
Table 4-2. Start Basket CooLing Flow Rates
Ground and
Fluid Location Boost Cargo Bay Orbit
,|
LH 2 Basket Bottom
Basket Sides
Total
LO 2 Tank Bottom
Basket
Total
*Flow rate in Ib/hr (kg/hr)
On the side of the LH 2 basket,
LD.,
*562 (255)
m Q
562 (255)
i, ,i
394 (179)
394 (179)
106 (48)
320 (145)
426 (193)
60 (27)
152 (69)
212 (96)
35 (16)
76 (34)
111 (50)
i
18 (S)
46 (21)
64 (29)
adjacent to the channels, the tubes are 0.75" (1.91 cm)
spaced at 1. 44" (3.66 cm). The remainder of the basket has 0. 75" (1. 91 cm)
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L D. tubes, spaced at 2.4" (14. 63 cm). In order to maintain low LH 2 coolin_ tube
pressure drop, parallel flow paths were used.
Separate loops are used for the LO2 basket screened surfaces and the tank wall form-
Lug the bottom of the start basket. The screened surfaces have tubes of 5/8" (1.59 cm)
I.D., spaced at 1.2" (3.05 cm); while the tubes on the tank wall are 3/8" (0.95 cm),
spaced at 1. 2" (3.05 cm). Cooling coil pressure losses were determined using the
Martinelli Nelson two-phase flow pressure loss analysis (Reference 4-7) cited in Sec-
tion 4.1.2.3.
For cooling requirements subsequent to boost,reduced cooling flow rates will be ob-
tained by adjusting cooling system shutoff valving as a function of exit temperature and
"g" level. The throttle temperature would also be reduced to prevent overcooling.
These calculations were performed and are reflected in the flow rates of Table 4-2.
The throttle temperature was adjusted to satisfy Equation 4-4 for reduced heat trans-
fer coefficient. The heat input was then computed according to Equation 4-5 and con-
verted to a flow rate using Equation 4-6. Boiloff and battery weight due to pump pow-
er requirements were based on using a pump designed for boost conditions and oper-
ated at off-design conditions during non-boost periods. Pump flow requirements are
based on flow rates given in Table 4-2. For slightly more pump boiloff and battery
weight, a constant flow rate cooling and pumping system could be designed. Weight
penalties for dumping fluid overboard were also based on using these coolant flow
rates.
4.4 START TANK THERMAL CONDITIONING
In order to simplify thermal conditioning for the LO2 and LH2 start tanks, attempts
were made to keep the start tanks locked up between burns. After refilling the start
tanks from main tank fluid, the start tanks willbe burped 3 psi (20.7 kN/m 2) with
cold helium in order to suppress boiling in the screened enclosures between burns.
An analysis was perfomed to determine the maximum total heat input into the start
tanks prior to each engine burn and the corresponding pressure increase in order to
establish start tank thermal conditioning and venting requirements.
Worst case heat transfer to the start tank was assumed. Incident heating in the LO 2
start tank aft bulkhead area was determined by examining the detailed calculations
used in References 4-8 and 4-13 for the condition where Centaur is in the Shuttle car-
go bay with the doors closed. Assumptions were made to adjust these heating rates
based on the position of the start tank in the sump and alterations in the duct and valve
configuration. Within the main tank, the main tank contents are initially warmer than
the start tank and heat transfer to the start tank was assumed to be by condensation.
The worst case heat transfer conditions occur when the Centaur is in the Shuttle cargo
bay. An average g level of 5.25 × 10 -4 gWs was calculated for this period using
Shuttle aerodynamic drag and a duty cycle assuming RCS thrusters were operative
5% of the time between OMS burns. Using main tank fluid to start tank surface
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temperature differences of 2 R (i.IiK) the condensation heat rates intouninsulated
LH 2 and LO 2 start tanks were computed to be 6650 and 1606 Btu/hr (1.95 and 0.47
kW) respectively. Pressure rise rates calculated from the empirical correlations of
Reference 4-14 indicatedthese heat rates were too high. The LO 2 starttank uses a
portion of the main tank aftbulkhead and is therefore limitedto a maximum pressure
of 48 psla (331 kN/m2). The LH 2 starttank is designed by settllngloads and can take
37 psi (255 kN/m2).
Pressure profiles in the start tank will be: refilling at 5 psia (34.5 kN/m 2) below
main tank pressure (26 psia (17.9 kN/m 2) for LO2 and 15 psia (103 kN/m 2) for LH2),
burp by 3 psi (20.7 l_N/m 2) (29 psia (200 kN/m2) for LO 2 and 18 psia (124 kN/m 2) for
LH2) , pressure rise between burns (48 psi (331 kN/m 2) max for LO 2 and 37 psia
(255 kN/m 2) max for LO2), and vent down again to 5 psia (34.5 kN/m 2) below the main
tank aftermain tank liquidis settledand the starttank outflowvalve is closed.
In order to reduce start tank heating, insulation was added to the start tank. A i/4-in.
(0.64 cm) depth flex-core flherglass honeycomb insulation layer outside the LH 2 start
tank and inside the LO 2 isogrld dome was selected for analysis. A stainless steel
skin over the exposed honeycomb surface in each tank (similar to the Centaur inter-
mediate bulkhead design) will prevent leakage of liquid into the insulation. The honey-
comb in each tank would be evacuated to space, insul_on weights will be approxi-
mately 61 lbs (27.7 kg) for the LH2 tank (including 49 Ibs (22. 2 kg) for the steel skin)
and 15 lbs (6. 8 kg) for the LO 2 tank (including 10 lbs (4. 54 kg) for the steel skin).
With this insulation, condensation heat rates, for temperature difference of 5 R (2. 78K),
were found to be 74 Btu/hr (21.7 watts) into the LH 2 start tank and 11 Btu/hr (3.22
watts) into the LO 2 start tank. Heat is also transferred into the LO 2 start tank across
the common aft bulkhead. Individsal areas considered in the heating rate calculations
were: supply duct and valve heating, sump heating, line and wire support heating, and
the effect of opening the cargo bay doors. The analysis, based on Reference 4-13,
deleted penetration heating from the thrust structure since the start tank Lies inboard
of the thrust barrel. Heating from a pneumatics panel located between the sump and
thrust barrel was eliminated by moving the panel o_ of the thrust barrel. The
resulting heat rate across the aft bulkhead was 141 Btu/hr (41.3 watts ) for a total
average heat rate in the cargo bay of 152 Btu/hr (44. 5 watts).
Pressure rise rates were computed from Reference 4-14 equations for low g-_vity
conditions:
= SlQ/MsFor LH 2 At
Fo=LO2 --at 1450 (Q/MS)L 14
T
T
z
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where
A_p is the pressure rise rate in psi/hr
At
iS the incident heat rate on the tank in Btu/hr
M is the total mass in the tank
S is the percent ullage volume
For an initial ullage of 5%,pressure rise will be 10 psi ( 68.9 kN/m 2) for LH 2. This is
well below the allowable _P of 17 psi (117 kN/m2). For LO 2 pressure rise rates are
volume selected to keep the maximum tankmore severe and initial ullage _ of 16% was
pressure below 48 psi (331 kN/m2). The calculations indicated that nonvented start
tanks were practical for both the LH 2 and LO 2 tanks.
4.5 BOOST PUMP THERMAL CONDITIONING
The initial baseline boost pump thermal conditioning concept was to keep the boost
pump and sump filled with liquid between burns. Methods identified for this purpose,
discussed in Section 2.3, were wrapping the drive shaft area with cooling coils and
purging the turbine rotor with cold helium. Effort was expended in identifying the
sources of heat to the fluid contained in the boost pump and sump. In addition to the
heat input, a major area of interest was the temperature of the gearbax lubricant
when the pump is static and filled with cryogen. Sources of low temperature lubri-
cant were identLfled for possible lubricant replacement in the event lubricant temper-
atures fell below allowable limits of -25 F (-32C).
Only the LH2 boost pump was analyzed. This was done because an existing thermal
model was already set up for the LH 2 boost pump and the LH 2 boost pump was felt to
be more difficult to cool than the LO 2 boost pump.
The existing thermal model (Reference 4-15) was used on the Convair thermal analyz-
er program (Reference 4-16) for the configuration shown in Figure 4-6. The objec-
tive was to run a complete mission profile for the low earth orbit mission. After
several runs it became obvious that the running time of this model would be much
longer than the resources allotted to this subtask would permit. For this reason,
a simplified boost pump thermal model was developed to permit complete mission
simulations. The model combined some of the nodes of the existing thermal model
to simplify the representation of the turbine, gearbox and boost pump. A run was
made to simulate a warm gearimx and turbine with a cooled pump volute in order to
obtain gearbox lubricant temperatures and pump heating rates. Figure 4-7 gives the
results for the five-burn mission. Pump heating rates were a maximum of 20 Btu/hr
(5.8 watts) and minimum lubricant temperature was 9 F (- 13C) which is well above
the minimum of-25 F (-32 C).
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COOLANT IN
COOLANT OUT
Figure 4-6. LH 2 Boost Pump Showing Possible Location of Cooling
Coils
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The analysis revealed some shortcomings in the recommended cooling schemes for the
boost p.tmp. Heat could enter the contained liquidalong the rotting shaftusing the
cooling coils or turbine purging methods. Inorder to assure that no heat would enter
the boost pump along the shaft, either gearbox purging or driveshaft purging (see
Table 2-8) would be required. Both these concepts involve complex changes to the
boost pump that would probably disqualify the acquisition system on the basis of com-
plexity. For this reason, acquisition concepts employing uncooled boost pumps were
explored in more detail.
In the course of the boost pump thermal conditioning study, several low temperature
lubricants were identified for replacing the gearbox lubricant. For future reference,
these were low temperature solid film lubricants including ElectroKlm 2006, 2306,
and 2396 (Reference 4-17), and Everlube 811 (Reference 4-18).
z
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SECTION 5
TASK IV, SYSTEMS DESIGN
Preliminary designs were made of both a start tank and a start basket for both the LO 2
and the LH2 tan 
The start baskets for both fluids are basically similar in that they have an outer screen
cooled by liquid from screened channels inside the start basket. Also, each has an In-
ternal suboooler fed from the same screened channels.
The start tanks are not cooled but are insulated to prevent excessive heat input and
pressure rise. Pleated screen channels are provided at the tank outlet to prevent
vapor outflow and to reduce residuals.
In the start basket configurations, all fluid for the engines passes through the basket
and suboooler throughout engine operation. While in the start tank, bypass valves are
employed so that only the initial starting fluid is provided by the start tank.
5.1 LO 2 START BASKET
The LO 2 start basket is shown in Figure 5-1 as installed in the Centaur LO 2 tank.
Minor modifications to the engine thrust cylinder are required in the form of a support
ring between the upper plate and the cylinder sidewalls to provide a support for the start
basket.
T
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The cylinder and cone construction is basically an outer shell of perforated alumlmam
sheet with. 625" OD by. 035" wall (1. 59 cm x. 089 cm wall) aluminum tubing brazed
to the outer surface. Brazing is the preferred method of attachment of the tubing _o
the perforaf_ shell if the assembly is small enough to be dip brazed stnce it gives
less distortion and greater contact area than welding. Aluminum screen, 50 x 250 mesh
(IV_P),Issl_Cwelded to the inner surface of the perforated shell (see Figure 5-2, view
A-A)
Since the normal flow through the screen is from the outside in, the optimum placement
of the screen is on the outside surface of the perforated sheet. The close spacl_ of
the cooling tubes on the outside surface of the perforated sheet, however, leaves no
practical way to attach the screen on the outer surfsne and still properly seal the
basket, Thus the screen is inside the basket spotwelded to the perforated shell, A
base ring (Figure 5-2, Sec. G-G) attaches the top cone section to the cylinder sidewall
and also provides strut attachment. The cooling tube configuration is shown in
Figures 5-1 and 5-2.
F....... _'_ _]_QE BL_.?;K NOT _" "'-"_'
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The start basket is made up of three basic sections; 1) attachment struts and inner
support ring, 2) cylinder and outer cone assembly and 3) inner cone assembly and vapor
trap. An attachment ring is welded to the LO 2 tank (Detail C, Figure 5-1) with the
start basket bolted to this attachment ring. A Teflon seal is used between the attachment
ring and the basket to prevent leakage. The inner cone assembly is attached to the outer
cone and cylinder assembly by screws with the screen used as the seal between the two
cone sections. Screws are used so the basket can be disassembled in the LO 2 tank for
access into the main part of the tank. Access is accomplished by removal of the sump
and subcooler (the screened channels remain in place) and removal of the inner cone
which allows access to the attachment struts. The three long -5 struts and this inner
support ring can then be remove_' to allow access to the thrust cylinder cover. Assembly
is in the reverse order. The cooling tube spacing is 1. 20 inches (3.04 cm) between
edges of the brazed joints (Figure 5-3, Sect. H-H). The tubing around the cylinder sec-
tion does not wind continuously around the perforated cylinder but is in two sections
(Figures 5-1 and 5-2, Sect. J-J) of 180 degrees (_ radtans). This allows for differen-
tial expansion during brazing of the tubing to the cylinder and prevents gaps between the
tube and the perforated sheet. The top cone inner and outer sections are connected by
screws and a removable section of tubing (Figure 5-2, Sect. F-F). Cooling coils of
.375" OD by. 025" wall (. 95 cm OD by. 064 cm wall) CRES tubing are attached to the
exterior of the LO 2 tank below the basket (Figure 5-3, Sect. H-H) to prevent heat input
through the tank wall. The tube spacing is the same as the larger interior tubing, 1.20
inches (3.04 cm) between brazed joints.
The cone inner section has a standpipe to minimize trapped vapor at the top. The
standpipe has a 50×250(1 WP) screen as its top surface (Sect. K-K, Figure 5-2)
and is cooled by fluid from the capillary channels prior to the fluid cooling the basket
exterior (Figure 5-3, Sect. H-H).
A thermal subcooler and screened channels (Figure 5-3, Sect. H-H) are installed
inside the basket. The screened channels supply fluid for cooling both the start basket
and the LO 2 tank skin below the basket. The capillary channel construction is
opposite th_ of the basket in that the screen is outside the per£orated sheet. In this
case there are no cooling coils to prevent placing the scrsen/backing plate combination
in the normal order for flow from the outside to the inside of the channels. The
325 x 2300 CRES screen is not spotwelded to the perforated sheet. The screen is
attached at the edges by seam welding to the solid aluminum sheet welded to the
edges of the perforated sheet (Figure 5-3 Sect. E-E and Sect. N-N). The upper edge of
each screened channel has a solid sheet for Joining but is designed to minimize vapor
entrapment,
5-4
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Each screened channel is attached to a common ring which is attached to the
subcooler by bolts. A seal is provided by a matching taper between the subcooler
and the channel ring. Slots are provided in the channel ring for flow from the
channels to the subcooler.
In order to prevent pressure build-up in the sump during no-flow conditions, a bypass
line and valve are provided between the sump and the main tank. This line will
prevent screen breakdown in the inlet channels. This line and valve are not shown
on the drawings.
5.2 LO2 THERMAL SUBCOOLER
The subcooler used in the start basket is shown isometrically in Figure 5-4. A
conventional top and sideview are shown in Figure 5-5. Operation of the suboooler
is as follows: Hot side fluid enters through the slots in the tapered ring into a
manifold and thence into the finned area hetween the -2 and -3 plates. A screen
(200 x 600 mesh) is provided between the manifold and the flow area between the
plates (Section M-M, Figure 5-6). When the fluid reaches the center of the
finned area, it passes through holes in the plate (Figure 5-7, Section B-B) to
the area between plates -4 and -5. The fluid then moves to the outside edge
of the plate and passes through holes (Figure 5-7, Section D-D) to the area
between plates-6 and -7. It then moves to the center area to holes (Figure 5-7,
Section F-F) and down to the area between plates -8 and -9. From here it
passes to the outer edge and out into the sump.
Each of the areas that hot side fluid passes through on its way through the
subcooler is a finned area in which heat is being extracted.
Fluid for subcooling is provided fron_ the manifold. Four tubes feed the volume
above the -12 orifice. The pressure drop across the orifice is 26 psid (179
kN/m 2) at a mass flow rate of 752 Ib/hr (341 kg/hr). This provides the cold
side fluid for subcooltng. In this flow path, the cold fluid enters at the top in
the center (through the -17 tube). Baffles on the -2 plate force the fluid to
move over the surface of the plate in a spiral path. Holes at the outer edge
(Figure 5-6, Section A-A) allow the cold side fluid to pass to the level between
plates -3 and -4. On this level, the fluid is spiraled in an opposite direction
from the outside edge to the center (Figure 5-6, Section C-C) where it passes
through channels and a central hole in an area between plates -5 and -6. At
this level the flow is similar to the first area between plates -11 and -2, moving
toward the outside edge. At the outside edge, it passes through channels (Figure 5-6,
Section E-E) to an outer manifold and down to an area between plates -7 and -8. This
5-6
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process is repeated until the fluid reaches the bottom area. Here, it is funneled into
an outlet tube, through a sump pass-through and then either dumped overboard or
pumped back into the main LO 2 tank.
Construction of the subcooler is intended to be by dip brazing. The individual plates
are most efficiently made by numerical control milling. This allows the individual plates
to be stacked together and the entire assembly to be dipped. The -13 manifold and -25
inlet screen are added later by welding. TI_ exit tube has a bellows welded in to allow
for movement between the sump wall and the subcooler. A pass-through (Figure 5-1,
View D-D) allows the sump to be installed with the suboooler in place and the pass-through
to be connected after sump installation. The pass-through seals can also be changed
witIx_ removing the sump or subcooler.
Tbs top surface of this subcooler has fins for structural support since this plate will
have approximately 26 psid (179 kN/m 2) across the surface.
The overa]/dimensions of the subcooler are: 24.00 in(0.61m) dla by 8.00 in(0.2m) deep.
5.3 LH 2 START BASKET
IH2 start basket details are shown in Figures 5-9 thru 5-11. The basket is designed to
fit in the bottom of the LH 2 tank in the area above the intermediate bulkhead (Figure 5-11
Sect. D-D) and extend cirmnnferentisUy around the outer portion of the tank for 330
degrees (5.76 radians). A gap is left for the fill and _ line entrance into the tank.
The basket assembly is attached only to the tank sidewall. There are no connections
between the basket and the intermediate bulkhead. Space between the basket and the
bulkhead allows for expansion of the bulkhead and for movement of the basket (due to
thermal contractions and expansions, acceleration forces, etc.) There are eight struts
to hold the inner edge of the basket, eight brackets at the basket outer top edge and
seven pin Joints at the outer lower edge of tl_ basket plus a tramition connector at the
basket outlet to hold the basket in place.
The basket construction is similar to the IX) 2 start basket in that the screen surface is
covered by a perforated sheet and cooling coils are attached to the perforated sheet.
In this case, however, the cooling ceils are extruded with attaching flanges (Figure
5-11, Detail V) and are spot welded to the perforated sheet (Figure 5-10, View L-L).
Spot welding is used because large panel size makes dip brazing unfeasible. Furnace
brazing can be accomplished on large pieces, however, the different shapes, tubing
versus perforated sheet, will expand at slightly different rates and cause gaps in the
brazed Joint. The distortion with spot welding should be minimal.
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The spacing between the cooling tubes is. 69 inches (1. 75 cm) in the area of the sub-
cooler and channel (Figure 5-11, derail W) and 1. 65 inches (4. 19 cm) in other areas.
The tubing size is . 75 inch OD by. 030 inch wall (1. 91 cm OD by 0.076 cm) with a. 75
inch (1. 91 cm) wide flange. Tube spacing between tube roots is given in Section 4.3.
The curved surface ._f the ba:ket (over the intermediate bulkhead) is held in shape by the
use of a formed bulkhead (F_gure 5-11, Sect. D-D) at each c_ the strut locations. The
lower basket panel is bolted _ each of these formed bulkheads. A stiffener, mounted
on the basket top, transfers toads from _he _O.._=cd bulkheads into the tank brackets and
struts. A coarse divider screen is insm/led inside the basket approximately 9 inches
(0.23 M) below the top surface to make the basket into two compartments (Figure 5-11,
Details V, X). Aluminum 14 mesh square weave screen is used. Screen tubes, of the
same material, are located in the divider to keep the lower compartment filled with
liquid (Figure 5-1i, Sect. D-D, Figure 5-12, Sect. E-E).
The basket is designed to be made up in panels (top, outside, lo_er, right end and left
end) and riveted and welded together. The rivetingis for strength and the welding seals
the Joints.
Cooling fluid is brought from the screened channels to a manifold on the lefthand end
panel (Figure 5-10, View B-B) where, in order to prevent excessive pressure drop
through the cooling loops withou_ having overly large coolt_ tubes, fourteen cooling
loops are usedto cool the top, outside andlower panels. The vent manifold is mounted
on the right band end panel. Each cooling loop requires the fluid to make three passes
along the basket surface; from the supply manifold to the right hand end, back to the
left hand end and back again to the right hand end to the vent m--ifo!d. Each cooling
loop has its own individual orifice since the line lengths are not equal between loops.
Separate cooling loops are provided to cool each end panel (Figure 5-9, 5-10, Sect. B-B,
Sect A-A).
The vent fluid will either by plumbed to a vacuum surge tank and vacuum pump and back
into the LH 2 tank or dumped directly overboard downstream of the start b_sket.
A stainless steel transition section is welded to the tank outlet to provide a transition
between the alumimam basket and the steel tank. The transition section is bolted to
the basket cutlet. A modification to the fuel sump is required in that the pump bypass
will be rerouted straight up from the top of the sump to a point above the basket
before it enters the main tank. Since this can be accomplished with the same elevation
on the bypass outlet and practically the same llne length with only a minor change in
bends, the pump should not require requalification.
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In order to prevent pressure buildup in the sump and subcooler and subsequent screen
breakdown and drying out, a sump bypass line with a shutoff valve is installed between
the sump and the main tank. The valve can be opened to relieve pressure in the sump
durtug non-operating times and dosed when start basket operation is desireH. The
Line and valve are not shown _n the drawings.
5.4 LH 2 THERMAL SUBCOOLER
The LH 2 flow from the start basket is passed through a thermal subcooler prior to
entering the basket outlet transition section (Figure 5-12, Sect. E-E). The subcooler
consists of a hot aide finned flow passage, a cold side flow passage with baffles and a
screened inlet. Flow for the subcooler cold side is drawn from the screened inlet and
expanded through an orifice (Figure 5-13, Sect. Z-Z). Baffles then help the fluid to
cool the entire surfaue of the hot side flow passage (Figure 5-13, Sect. Y-Y). The
cold fluid passes down the entire inside length of the subcooler, around the end and back
to the inlet before it is vented out or pumped back into the main tank.
The screened channel is separated from the subcooler by a screen so that when there
is no flow, the screened inlet will not empty. During fluid flow, the fluid passes through
the inlet screen into the hot side of the subcooler. The hot side is sectioned into
thirteen sections by fins which help transfer heat from the hot fluid to the cold side.
The hot fluid only makes one pass along the length of the subcooler. At the outlet end
the finsdirectthe flow downward toward the outlet(Figure 5-13, Sect. AA-AA).
The subcooler is made of both solid _],,mt,,m sheet and milled aluminum plate stock.
The entire assembly is welded closed. The screened channel is of an angle framework
constructton with screen baclctng of perforated sheet (Figure 5-13, Sect. AC-AC,
Detail AE). Angle bracing in the center prevents the sides from collapsing during
fuel flow. The screened _h,,,_1 has a clearance of 1. 00 inch (2.54 cm) all around to allo_
flow from all directions to enter the inlet.
The screened channel to the subcooler is 96 inches (2.44 m) long. The subcooler is
72 inches (1.83 m) long from the screened inlet to the center of the fluid outlet.
The overall length of the subcooler is 82 inches (2.08 m)
5.5 LO 2 START TANK
The LO Z start tank is basically a spherical dome mounted in the base of the LO 2 tank
with a lower cover plate to isolate the LO z sump from the start tank. (Figure 5-14,
Sect. A-A). A feed line with four screened inlet tubes provides flow during start
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tank through a three-way feed valve into the LO 2 sump. A main tank feedline
(Figure 5-14, 5-16 Sect. D-D) provides flow for the engines after engine start. A
start tank raft]/llne(Figure 6-15 Sect. D-D) and a vent line (Figure 5-16, Sect. B-B)
provide means of refilling the start tank when required. Flow through these lines is
controlled by valves which are mounted outside the LO 2 tank for safety. The refill
valve mortared outside tim tank causes an additional line weight penalty compared to
mounting the valve inside the tank.
The LO 2 tank spherical dome is of al,,m_,,,m and is an isogrid design to minimize weight
and maximize strength. It is designed to withstand 10 psi (68.9 kN/m_external pressure
and 150 psi (1034 k.N/m 2) internal pressure. The aluminum isogrid dome is attached to
the CRE S tank by means of bolts and a seal (Figure 6-15, Sect. G-G).
The start tank is tnmalated from ttm main tank by a fiberglass honeycomb (Flexcore)
an inner spring bulkhead liner (CITE S). A vacmlm li_ to tim space between the inn-
er Liner and the lsogrid dome is used to evacuate tim honeycomb (Figure 5-16,
Sect. C-C). The inner liner is designed with a spring ring so that internal pressure
will hold it against the honeycomb. The pressure load is transferred through the
honeycomb into the isogrid dome.
The cover between the start tank and the sump is also an isogrld dome. It is similar
to the upper isogrid dome except it will not withstand as high an external pressure and it
is not 1.m,l.t_l(Figure 5-15, Sect E-E). It is bolted to an __e_ch_ct ring at the tank
outlet (Figure 5-15, Sect H-H).
The start tank feedline is shown in Figure 5-16, Sect C-C &Figure 5-14. Four pleat_
screentubes are attached to an inlet manifold on the inlet endof the feedline to minimize
the residuals left in the tank at tank depletion. The feedline is a CRE8 tube welded into the
tank. The ends of the inlet screens arebolted tothetank wall to provide stability for the
entire structure. Thefeed tube is routed to athree-way valve outsldethe LO 2 tankwhich
allows flow from either the starttank orthe maintank to flowthrough to the sump.
The start tank vent line (Figure 5-16, Sect. B-B)is designed to vent the start tank only
when there is thrust on the vehicle. A perforated sheet acrossthetop of the vent tube and
a positive purge on the tube keeps liquid out of the vent tube when the tank is in low _*avity.
An identical approach is used on the extsttng Centaur LO2 tank vent tubeto prevent liquid
loss during venting.
The star_ tank refill line, also designed for use where there is thrust on the vehicle,
is basically aline from the bottom of the main tank to the inside of the start tank with
a shutoff valve to close off the line. (Figure 5-15, Sect. D-D). A baffled outlet prevents
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refill liquid from flowing over the vent inlet so that refill can be accomplished with the
vent valve open.
A _tquidlevel sensor, mounted inside the start tank, is used to determ_me valve operating
times to prevent overflowlng during refillor discharging gas during engine operation.
This sensor will Likely be a capacitance probe rather than point sensors to give better
readont of levels during operution.
5.6 LH 2 START TANK
The LH 2 start tank is a toroidal tank located in the area above the intermediate bulkhead
between the LO 2 and LH 2 tanks. (Figure 5-17). The tank is slanted on a 5° (0.087 r_d)
angle to promote drainage during outflow. The tank has an outflow Line with a feedvalve,
a refill line with a refill valve and a vent line with a vent valve. All of the valves except
the vent valve are mounted inside the LH2 tank for optimum line orientation. The tank
is held in plaeeby six sets of struts (Figure 5-19, Sect. C-C) which will allow some
movement as the tanks expand and contract. The feedline attachment is a hard Line
attached directly to the fuel sump. The vent llne is the only other line attached directly
to the main tank wall. This line has a bellows incorporated in it to allow relative move-
ment between the two tanks at this point.
The starttank toroidal shellwas designed for an external pressure of 5 psid (34.5 kN/m2)_
Four differentmaterials were investism_ed, al_i-um, titanium, CITES and Inoonel.
The tank gauge was calculated per Reference 5-1 (Figure 5-20) and the corresponding shell
weight calculated for each material. The alumi,,m, at 98 pounds (44.5 kg) was consider-
ably lighter than any of the other three. Thus, with its ease of construction, it was
chosen as the tank material. A fiberglass honeycomb with an alum_,,,_ vacuum barrier
is installed on the outside of the tank. The honeycomb is . 25 inches (. 64 cm) thick and
the alumtmun skin is .020 inches (0.051 cm). The alum_r,,m outer skin is sealed at all
penstrations _ the start tank and a vacuum line is provided to evacuate the honeycomb.
The start tank feed valve is a two-way valve that either feeds the fuel sump from the
start tank or from the main tank. (Figure 5-18, Sect. A-A, Detail G). A special high
flow, low pressure drop valve is required for this and a typical design is shown. The
valve shown is basically a ball-sleeve combination that allows flow from both tanks
while in an intermediate position. This prevents a momentary flow stoppage during
valve actuation.
The start tank feedl/ns has two inlet tubes consisting of pleated screens. Each screen
tube is 5 inches (12.7 cm) inside diameter by 24 inches (0.61 m) long. The screened
inletsare CRES and are ooDnected to the alumim_m inlet manifold by clamps (Figure
5-18, View F-F).
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The refill valve is a double opening ball valve to allow fluid to enter from both
directions around the intermediate bulkhead. It is situated as far down in the corner of
the tank as possible to reduce residuals. A baffle is installed in the start tank Just
above the refill line inlet to prevent flow from entering th e vent line when both the re-
fill line and the vent Line are open.
Liquid Level sensors are required in the start tank to determine when to close the vent and
refill valves during reflU and when to switch the feed valve to prevent gas discharge in-
to the sump on engine start. Thus, one sensor is located near the vent or highest part
of the tank and another sensor is located near the outflow tubes or the lowest part of
the tank. These sensors will be capacitance probes rather than point sensors.
5.7 WEIGHT ESTIMATES
An estimate of the weights of the components in each cenfiguration was made by calculating
the material volumes add multiplying by the specific volumes of the material. Since the
designs have not been fully analyzed for structural requirements, the actual, as built,
weight will likely vary somewhat from those preliminary figures. There will also be a
weight variation due to dimensional tolerances. As an example of the weigh_ estimates
performed, start basket and start tan_ hardware weights are given in Tables 5-i, 5-2,
5-3 and 5-4.
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Table 5-1. LO 2 Start Basket Hardware Weight Estimates
Component
Start basket shell
Standpipe
Base ring
Attachment ring
Seal
Upper support ring
Struts
Top ring
Start basket screen
Channel assembly
Basket total
Capacitance probe
Bypass
Assorted hardware
Hardware Weight - Lbs
11.9 (5.4)
2.2 (z)
z.9 (z.3)
2. z (z)
0.2 (o.1)
4.4 (2)
z._ (o. 8)
O. 6 (0.3)
3.9 0.. 8)
8.8 (4.0)
38.8 (17.6)
2. 0 (0.9)
3.5 __.6)
5.5 (2.5)
CoolingCoils 18.8 (8.5)
Thermal Subcooler 23.8 (!O.8)
Vacuum pumping system-
capillary device
Battery
Pump
Surge Tank
Pump System Total
1.9 (0.9
5 (2.3)
3 (1.4)
9.9 (14.5)
(kg)
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Table 5-2. LH 2 Start B_sket Hardware Weight Estimate
Component Hardware Weight-lbs (kg)
Startbasket sbeU
Backing strips
Dividers
Nut plates
Transition to tank outlet
Frame
Strips
Screen 14 x 14 mesh
" 40 x 200 mesh
" 50 x 250 mesh
Inletcbam_
Basket total
Capacitance probe
Bypass llne
Assorted hardware
58.9 (26.7)
4.l (1.9)
38.7 (17.6)
3.6 0..6)
5.0 (3.9)
3.0 (1.4)
o.s (o.4)
4.3 (2.0)
11.6 (._o3)
6.3 (2.9)
2.0 (.9)
,Immmm,mm.
138.3 (62.8)
2.0 (0.9)
3.5 (1.6)
5.s (2.5)
Cooling coils 131. 6 (59.8)
Thermal Subcooler 18.8 (8.5)
Vacuum ixunpi.g_,em-
capillary device
Battery
Pump
Surge tank
Pump System Total
9.4 (4.3)
3 (1.4)
3 (1. 4)
z5.4 G. o)
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Table 5-3. LO 2 Start Tank Hardware Weight Estimates
Component Hardware Weight I 1_S _)
Insulation
Upper dome
Lower cover
Screens
Screen outlet
Outlet tube
Vent tube
Refill line
10.8 (4.9)
25.8 (ZZ.7)
5.2 (2.4)
2.9 (1.3)
0.3 (0.1)
4.7 (2.1)
1.3 (o. _)
2.o (0.9)
Math feed line
F_es (line)
A_-_hment ri_
Valves
Bolts and base
Miscellaneous
Start tack totat
2.o (z.o)
3.2 (z. 5)
9.8 (4.4)
9.2 (1.5.3)
3 (1.4)
104.7 (47.5)
Capacitance probes 2.5 (1. 1)
, =
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T_ble 5-4. LH 2 Start Tank Hardware Weight Estimates
Component H_are Weight Ibm (kg)
. i|
Start tank
Bands
Stru_
Insulattcn
Inlet screen
Brackets
Transttor
Baffle
Feed Valve
Inlet vatve
Rem/Ltne
Struts
BeL]ows
Flanse
Miscellaneous
Start tank totat
97.7 (44. 4)
9.6 (4.4)
7.5 (3.4)
61.3 (_.8)
5.3 (2.4)
1.6 (0.7)
5.0 (2.3)
1.5 (0.7)
7.s (3.5)
s.o (3.6)
1.o (0.5)
0.4 (o,2)
o.s (0.2)
0.7 (0.3)
(6.2)
221.5 (100.6)
Capa_i_mce probes 2. 5 (1. 1)
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SECTION 6
TASK V, SYSTEM COMPARISON
Comparisons were made between the capillary acquisition systems designed in Task IV
and the baseline peroxide settling system and warm helium pressurization system.
in addition to the actively cooled start bas_ets, passively cooled start baskets ustng
capillary pumping to replace the cooling coils were considered. The system options
compared were:
Option 1 - Baseline system - pressurization system plus sstfltng system.
Option 2
Option 3
- Start baskets using passive capillary device cooling (wtcking) and
subcooters for providing boost pump NPSH with subcooler coolant
flow dnmped overboard.
- Start baskets using passive cooling and subcoolers for NPSH with
coolant flow pumped back into the tank.
Option 4 - Start baskets using cooling coils for capillary device cooling and
subcoolers for NPSH with all coolan_ flow cktmped overboard.
Option 5 Start baskets using cooling coils for capillary device cooling and
subcoolers for NPSH with all coolant flow pumped back into the
tank.
Option 6 Start baskets using cooling coils for capillary device cooling and
subcoolers for NPSH with cooling coil flow dumped overboard
and suboooler flow pumped back t_:o the tank.
Option 7 Start baskets using cooling coils for capillary device cooling and
subcooters for HPSH with coolinA_ coil flow pumped back t_o the
tank and suboooler flow dumped overboard.
Option 8 - Bypass feed start tanks with cold heltum pressarizatton.
System options are described tn more detail in AppeedL_ A. These descriptions were
used to obtain relative reliability comparisons for the e_ht system options. Compari-
sons were also made on the basis of hardware weight, payload penalty, recurring
costs, power requirements andfltgh_ profile flexibility. The following secttons
desQrtbe the tndividual comparisons performed for the three missions of interest.
The comparisons include all subsystems and processes that were affected by
acquisition system selection (See AppendL_, A for example).
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6.1 RELIABILITY
Reliabilityvalues were obtained for the eightsystem options for the synchronous
equatorial and low earth orbitmission profilesshown in Tables I-I, 1-2 and 1-3.
Individualcomponents required for each optionwere tabulatedand reliabilityfor
each system was assessed usIng estimated failures per million hours of operation.
Identical prediction techniques as used for the Centaur D-LS in Reference 6-1 were
employed. The failure rate model follows a negative exponential function. The
exponent of the function is the sum of the failure rates multiplied by an envircmmental
factor (boost,coast, main engine burn) and the mission time. Table 6-1 gives the
relativereliabilityfor each optionfor each of the three missions examined. Mean
missions between failuresare also given. The baseline system is the most reliable
mainly because the baseline pressurization system is largely redundant and there-
fore does not degrade system reliability appreciably. Bypass valves degrade the
capillary system reliability.
Table 6-1. Relative Reliability
Five Burn Two Burn One Burn
Option R xx MMBF x R MMBF R MMBF
0.999522
0.999411
0.999214
2092
1698
1272
0.999585
0.999488
0.999317
2409
1953
1464
0.999721
0.999659
0.999541
0.998440
0.997655
0.997497
0.997497
0.997497
641
426
399
399
39@
0.998644
0.997962
0.997824
0.997824
0.997824
737 0.999089
491 0.998655
459 0.998538
459 0.998538
459 0.998538
3584
2933
2179
1098
743
684
684
684
(x) MMBF =
(xx) R =
Mean missions between failures, which is another measure of
reliability.
Reliability.
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8.2 HARDWARE WEIGHT
Hardware weights determined for each of the eight system options for each of the
three missions are shown in Table 6-2. Hardware wetghts for the capillary systems
were determined from weight analysis of the drawings and descriptions of Section 5.
The weight of the passively cooled start basket was taken to be the weight of the start
baskets (using active conditioning) with cooling coil weight deleted. Assorted hardware
weight includes bypass lines and valves, and liquid level sensors. The vacuum
system weight includes batteries, pumps, Lines and surge tanks. The thrust cylinder
weight penalty is caused by increased settling loads during main engine thrust
settling. The settling system hardware weight penalty consists of one peroxide
bottle with bladder and fittings, and four settling rockets with fittings and Lines.
The pressurization system hardware weight penalty consists of pressure bottles,
solenoid valves and lines.
As previously stated, components that are identical for all eight options are not
included in the comparison. Table 6-2 indicates that the start basket options have
lower hardware weight for the five burn mission than the baseline system. The
start tank hardware weight ts quite high due to tankage and valve requirements.
Options 2 and 3, the passively cooled start baskets are also lighter than the baseline
system for the two burn and one burn missions.
6.3 PAYLOAD WEIGHT PENALTY.
The most meaningful weight comparison that can be made ts to compare the equivalent
payload weight of each option for the three missions of interest. This is done in
Tables 6-3, 6-4 and 6-5 using payload sensitivity factors given tn Table 2-1. Hard-
ware weight penalties are included as well as liquid residuals, chtlldown penalty,
boiloff penalty for pumping fluid back into the tank, pressurant usage, peroxide
usage, start tank venting penalty and the penalty for occupytng tank volume that
would otherwise be available for containing propellant. Two additional system
options were considered. For the two options that damp capillary device coolant
flow overboard, weighted average accelerations are used for comparing heat transfer
coefficients. These options, 4a and 6a, adjust the flow rate using a sensing system,
to satisfy t_ident heating requirements during the missions. OptLons 4 and 6,using
n_ml_m dtsatrbi_ accelerations to dstermtne heat transfer coefficients and vent
rates, vent at a constant flow rate in orbit.
Liquid residuals for the baseline Centaur D-IS system were determined using
burnout accelerations for each misston. For LH 2, curves of LH 2 mass in the tank
versus burnout acceleration from Reference 6 -9- were used. For LO2,restdaals
were based upon the head required to _ve the proper boost pump NPSH at burnout.
For the start baskets, residuals were computed for the tank and channels. These
restdnals were equal to the liquid in the tank at the time of penetration of vapor ,
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Table 6-3. Acquisition System Equivalent Payload Weight Comparison Ibm (kgm)
S Burn (Low Earth Orbit Mlsstan Profile)
Op_a
Weil_]st ]_,ft_/ FteNB41_ 3 2 5 1 T 8 _ 4a _ G 4
. . J "
Capillary Devise L|! 1 138o3 _i 136.3 138.3 - 138.3 =21.S 138.3 138.8 138.3 138.3
L_ U.S ,'ias.s _s.s - 3s.8 x04._ 3s.8 08.s _s8 38.a
Col_ L_ - - 135.4 - 131.4 - 131.6 132.6 131.@ 131.6
L_ 18.8 18.8 18.8 18.8 18.8 18.8
A.norted lhtrdware 11 11 11 - 11 S 11 11 11 11
Sui:oooler LH 2 18.8 18.8 18.8 - 18.& - 18.8 18.8 18.8 18.8
L_ 23.8 23.8 23.8 23.8 _J.8 ?3.8 23.8 23.S
Dumped Fluid, Subcooler Lfl= - 38 - - 38 - 38 - 38
L02 I19 119 119 lli
Dumped lvluLd,C_p_j • Li|I ...... =63. 4 263. 4 41S 41S
Device Cooltn z I0 2 154.9 I_. I 3J4 394
L_ 21.=
Via. System, St_:cootor LH 2 S.S . .... S.S - S.t o
(Pumping Coolant Back LO 2 11 11 11
to the Tank) b_iudes
Doiloff + _tt_ry + Hard.are
vM. sTs_, Capalary L_rz ....
De,ioeCooUaC
{vae. s_._. s.J_-.oo_r_ - - ss.s -
Dd CapUlaz7 Oev_ LO_ lS. il
Vat. Penalty Due to Nat 30. | 30. I 61. 7
Loadtn$ Fluid neomu_ of
vat Vbqd, smKt by Added
Hszdwmm
PJnldual l_y|oad Pelal_y _'e LH I _I.$ 21.3 ILl 80
114. S 114. 6 114. S 84. 6
AChflhlovmPenaJ.t_duoto 1014.1 1014.1 1014.1 9_9.8
Start Sequem=e
"rhnm_ a_.rel BUv_ 11. = 11. I 1_. =
11.1
11oi 3_T 51.4 60.3 _L. 4 SO.3
I1. 3 70 21. = 21. = 21.3 21.3
114. S 132o S 114.5 114.51 114. S 114. S
i
1014.1 1014. 1 1014. I 1014.1 1014. I 1014. 1
11.= 11.1 11.3 11.= ILl 11.=
Seltlln¢ S_umt laaludlq - - la.l -
Peruzlde P_ylood PenalW
_ Sysmm e4 414 e4 4,51 I_I
Tot_ l_SOl.S 164_.0 I_7._ 174o.s lS49.9
:imP) @4_ ('z_l) lO8_) (_)
1408. 8' 1648, T'e
'(6,391 (702)
* Assumu_ _ool_r reuu_ p.ll m_h.
"Wont osse us:ptions (subcoel_r does not ret_rd pU_.
0_: I. _ I)-18
_. Stare tmslcet, p_Ivu oooUn¢, mltmoolev dumped overboe.cd.
:l. Stert basket, pusive cooling, pumpad suboooler.
4. sta_ baskS, _rnud condiCloednlC (T¢) _ suboooier dumped, a_t_s _olbs_.
4s. Uses vm_ rnte =djum_i to suit "_' level, o_J.vo _oolin_
S. Start bo_ct, TC and subcoolor pmupod back In_o the tank, 8atLve eo_z_
S. Start txtskot, TC tumpml, su_.-ooi_r I_mpod, _=Uvo cooling.
8s. Uses ve-_ r_t_ :_lj.stud to suit "g" level, aeUve eooUng.
7. Start basket, TC l)tmq_-_l,subeooler dumped_, :=et_v_ coolinK.
8. Start tank bypmJs feed.
. m
• r8 e4,
1_3. 4 loe?. s
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2231. 8 2483.'t 2_22..5
,(1013) (1128) (1191) ,
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Table 6-4. AcquisitionSystem Equivalent Payload Weight Comparison Ibm (kgm)
•2 Burn (Synchronous Equatorial Mission ProfUe)
OiX/oe
Weight Penalty Element 3 1 2 5 T 8 _a 4a G 4
Capillary Devioe LH 2 138.3 - 138.3 138.3 138.3 221.5 138.3 138.3 138.3
I,O 2 38.8 38.8 38.8 38.8 104.7 :;8.8 38.8 38.8
Cooling Co/Is LH 2 - - - 131.6 131.6 - 131.6 131.6 131.6
IO 2 18.8 18.8 18.8 18.8 18.8
Assorted Hardware -11 - 11 11 11 5 11 11 11
Subcooler LH 2 18.8 - 18.8 18.8 18.8 . 18.8 18.8 18.8
I,O 2 23.8 23.8 23.8 23.8 23.8 23.8 23.8
Dmnped Flu/d, Suboooler - 28.4 - 28.4 _ - - 28.4 28.4
88.8 88.9 88.9 88.9
Dumped Field,Capillary LH 2 .... 194.4 194.4 313.5
Dev/ee CooUng LO2 114.2 114.2 305.2
Dmnped Field,Start Tank LH2 .... 8.0 - -
LO2 6.3
Vao. System, Subcooler LH2 5. ? .... S. ? -
(Pumping Coo/_t Back I,,O2 10.T 10.7
to the Tank) Includes
Boiloff * B',*t_r7 _- Hardware
Yee. System, C_)/llary LI| 2 .... 18.8 - - -
Device Coollag LO 2 11.8
Vac. System. Subcooler LH 2 - - - 14.3 ....
and Cnplllary Devico LO 2 18.9
Voi. Penalty Duo to Not 42.3 42.3 72.1 71.8 81.7 71.7 70.3
Load/ng Fluid Because of
Vet. Displaced by Added
Hardware
Residual Peyload Penalty "e L3q 2 22. 7 96. S 22. ? 22.7 22. 7 69.8 22. 7 22.7
10 2 118 80 115 118 115 127.4 115 115
_'hiUdown Penalty due to 399.4 381. 2 399.4 399.4 399.4 399.4 399.4 399.4
SULrt Sequence
Thrust Barrel Rev/s/ons to . 11.2 11.2 11.2 11.2 11.2 11.2 11.3
Reduce Refllllog Time
Settling System Including 108.8 ....
Perex/de Payload Pen=.lty
PrusurtzaUoa Systmn 04 308 64 64 64 319 04 64 64
Total 901.7 984.2 1002.8 1098.7 1212.0 1298.0 1390.1 1489.5 1799.6
(409) (447) (455) (499) (550) (589. t) (631) (676) (771) i (817)
"" Worst oame asomnl_/OnS (subcoolcr does not retard pullthreugh).
OpUcm: 1. lluelfne D-IS
2. Start basket, passive coaling, subeooler dumped overhoaz_/.
3. Start basket, passive cooling, p_unped subcooler.
4. Start basket, thermal cot_dlt/onmg (TC) and subcoaler dm_ped, active oool_
48o Uses vent rute adjuJted t_ s_t "g" level, active cooUng.
8. Start basket.TC and subcooior pumped b_ck into the tank, aoUve cool/rig.
6. Start baskct.TC dumped, sui)¢oalcr pumped, active e_oL_g.
68. Uses ve_ rnta adjusted to suit "_' lover, ncUvc cooling.
"l. Start basket, TC pumped, subcooler dumped. _*'Live CooUDg.
8. Start tonk_ss fecal.
23.7
118
399.4
11.2
Table 6-5. Acquisit/on System Equ/valent Payload Weight Comparison lb m (kg m)
I Buro (PIaac/ar7 Mhwico Profl/e)
i
Op_oa
_ Wotgh_ Peemlty Element 3 1 1 2 S Go ? 4a I 6 8" 4
Cap/Uary l_vice LH2 138.3 - 138.3 138.3 138.3 1_)8.3 138.3 I 138.3 221.5 138.3
LOs 38.8 38.8 38.8 38.8 38.8 38.8 32.8 104.f 38.8
CooUaC CoUa LH2 - - - 131.6 131.4 131.6 131.4 131.6 - 131.6
LO 2 18.8 18.8 18.8 18.8 18.8 - 18.8
Asxormd _ 11 - 11 11 11 11 11 11 S 11
Subcocfer LH 2 18. 8 - 18. $ i8. 8 18. $ 18. S 18. 4 I8.8 - 18.8
LOS :S.8 13.8 ::.8 ZS.8 _.S _I.S 23.8 _.8
Dumped Fh_/d, Subooo4er - - 23.1 - _.1 23.1 - 23.1
72.5 T2.$ 72.5 ?LS
FZu/d ,Cap//_ry LI(2 .... 29.8 - 29.8 70 70
Device cooling LO2 17.S 17.6 81 81
Dumped Flu_S_art T_k _ .........
Vsa. System, Suhaco[er LH 2 S. 6 - - 6.8 - - 8.6 -
(Pumping CooLant _ L02 : 10. 6 10. IS 10. 4
to tim Tank) _nciudn
Bo/loff * B_ter7 * Hardware
Vso. S_, C_:flUarF LH 2
VoL Pewnl_ Due to
Load_g Flu/d Beam_m of
VoL _ by Added
Hardware
Resldu_ P=yloadP_flt_** LH 2 23
LO 2 : 115.9
aChilldow. Penxlty due to 1H
Start Sequence
Thn_ Barrel Rcv/x/ons to 11.2
Radu_ Refll/In I T_e
Perm_de Payload ]hmaity
lh_mm'laaU_m $yxUma
Total 403.8
(315)
..... M,1 - - -
10
- - - 11,? ......
)2.4
48.s 4_I.I ?9.4 ?9 5'8.'/ TT.3 11t 34.9 W.3
23 :IS _._
116.9 115. $ 126. 3
186 184 184
11.2 11.3 11.3
M 3_ M
?IT. '_ 7TR.$ 884.9 9t3.? 976.6 _1001.4 10_.4 1054.3' 1108.1
(39e) . L3SI) r40_ _419t ; (443) 1(465) ¢466_ _480_ I _502_
101 23 7,3 2:1
93 118.f) 115.9 115.9 11S.9
1"/3 186 186 184 186
11.:_ 11.3 IA.3 11.3
S_.l ....
94_.t M 44 64
2_
115.2
11.
"' Wont ceae UaumpU_ (sul_oolar dramnot r_ms_l_). .
OpUo_t 1. Bue1_D-_S
2. Start bul_t,, pustve _oUn_, mdmoolsr dumped ovez'bon.z_
S. Start bcekat, pus/re eaol/nG _ sabeaole_.
4. Start b_Ikot, tblnn_ omsdlUon/ng (TC) and s_e_ dumped, i_/ve oooi_.
4L UI@_ V_P,t _ _lJt/_t_ to Itl/t "_! lovei. _oUve oooUng.
S. Sto_rt baxkot,TC and subcooier i_mtpcd back Into the tank, activm ceoUn_
6. Start buko_.TC dumpad, subcuoler pamp_d, aaUve cool_ng
U_ veal: rnta zdJustcd to su{_ "E" love, re=five _ooUn_,
?. Start tmsket, TC pump_l, subcoober dumpod, o_Uve cooUn_.
8. Start tank bypass f-.cd.
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into the screened channels feeding the subcoolers. After vapor ingestion into the
channel, the worst case assumption is that this vapor will instantaneously enter the
boost pump. For the start baskets the residuals shown are the channel volume,
subcooler volume, sump volume and tank pool residuals. For the LO 2 start basket,
since baseline residuals are determined by NPSH, the maximum residuals will not
exceed the baseline residuals plus the tank residuals at pullthrough into the screened
channel. Minimum residual quantities were also computed for the start baskets
assuming that the vapor ingested into the channels is retarded in the subcoolers and
that draining proceeds below the channels and subcoolers. Actual residuals will be
bracketed by the "worst case" and "minimum" residual numbers, probably closer to
the "worst case." The minimum residuals for LH 2 correspond to the tank residuals
plus the sump volume. For LO 2 the minimum residuals are the tank residuals alone.
LO 2 sump residuals will be zero, using the baseline method of residual calculation,
since NPSH will be supplied by the subcooler.
The start tank residuals were computed in a manner similar to the start basket
residuals. Liquid level in the start tanks at vapor ingestion into the screened tubes
was determined for both LO 2 and LH 2 tanks considering the screened tube area and
the angle of the screened tube with respect to the tank bottom. L|quid levels were
converted into tank residuals. Total start tank residuals were the sam of the start
tank pool residuals, screened tube residuals, refill line residuals, samp residuals,
main tank outlet line residuals, start tank outlet line residuals and main tank pool
resichaals.
Chllldown penalties are based upon the data quoted in Table 3-1 for chilldown
penalty. Chilldown penalty is higher for the first burn of any mission because of
the higher Centaur D-1S propellant feed system temperature experienced in the
cargo bay of Sbuttle. The chllldown penalty for this burn for the baseline Centaur
D-IS will be 179 lb_81 kg) of LO 2 and 89 lb m (40 kg) of LH2. For orbital heating
conditions, the chilldown fluid used for the basel[ns Centaur D-1S ts 165 lb m (75 kg)
of LO 2 and 72 lb m (33 kg) of LH 2. These chllldown penalties assume a start sequence
where the propellant is settled to fill and chilldown the sump and boost pump. Equiv-
alent payload weights were determined for each of the three missions.
For the start baskets and start tanks, engine shutoff valves have to be opened to
chilldown and fill the pump and sump. Chilldown fluid for the pump and sump must
be assessed as extra weight penalty for the capillary devices. For the cargo bay
conditions this will he 7 lb m (3 kg) of LO2 and 14 lb m (6.4 kg) of LH 2. For orbital
conditions this will be 2 Ibm (0.9 kg) of LO 2 and 5 ibm (2.3 kg) of LH 2. These
weight penalties were added to the baseline system chflldown weight and converted
to payload weight for the three missions.
The bolloff penalty for pumping fluid back into the tank was determined from the
pump fluid power requirements for pumping subcooler flow and or capillary device
cooling flow back into the tank. Payload penalty was determined by converting the
6-8
power input to the bofloff rate and applying the appropriate time period (time between
burns for capillary device cooling, burn time for subcooler operation) and payload
sensitivity factor.
Pressurant usagewas based on the data presented in Table 2-6 for the five burn mission.
Additional weight not included in Table 2-6 is included for pressurant diffusers for
the cooled sump, and cryogenic valves and other equipment for the start tank. Data
for the other missions was generated using scaling factors developed for evaluating
Shuttle based Centaur pressurization systems as used in Reference 6-3.
Settling system weight penalty ts based oa requiring three peroxide bottles and 493
Ibs (224 kg) of peroxide for the 5 burn mission. Removing the settling function
permits one bottle to be removed from the vehicle for each of the three missions.
The second bottle is offloaded in varying degrees for the three missions. For
example, for the five burn mission 493 lb m (224 kg) of peroxide is required including
twelve pounds of residual per bottle. Each bottle contains 218.5 lb m (99 kg) of
peroxide including 12 Ibm (5.4 kg) of residual. For the 5 burn mission, approxi-
mately 214 Ibm (97 kg) of peroxide will be required for settling. The third bottle,
containing 56 Ib m (25.4 kg) of fluidC44 lb m (20 kg) usable] is chargeable to settling
plus 170 lb m (TV kg) in the second bottle.
The start tank ventiug penalty ts based on ventiug the start tank down from maximum
pressure to refilling pressare and malnt_niug at the refilling pressure until the
start tauk is full. Calculations assumed routing vapor only while in the settled
condition in reducing LO 2 tank pressure from 40 to 26 pst a (276 to 179 kN/m 2) and
LH 2 tank pressure from 17.6 to 15 psi (121 to 103 kN/m_). A penalty equLvaleut
to the mass of one start tank volume of vapor was taken for both the LO 2 and LH 2
tank for the refllI[ug period.
Hardware occupying tank volume reduces the amou_ of fluid that can be carried Ln
the tanks. Small changes in mix, re ratio created by changes in the relative quantities
of LO 2 and LH 2 loaded can easily be accommodated by the propella_ utilization
system. Thus e_ass volume peualty in the LH 2 tauk will mt be accompanLed by a
correspoudlug offloadlng in the LO 2 tank. The volume of each component in each
tank was determined by assessing the volume penalty. The start tank volume penalty
included the volume taken up by the solid elements (screen, plates, etc. ) of the start
basket add suboooler aud the total volume of the ooolluug coils, and pumping components
(for the LH 2 tank). No volume penalty was taken for pressurant dlffnsers and bubblers
stn_e all co_rattons will require some type of pressura_ fittings for abort. The
start tank volume peualty included the solid volume of the start tank in_lation, tank-
age, screens, valves and Unes and the total volume of the helium bottle stored in the
LH 2 tank. Volumes for both tanks were nmlUplied by the Ikluid density to obtain the
total pay[oaci weight peua[ty for volume displaced by each system option.
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6.4 RECURRING COST
Recurring costs were determined for each system option using existing Centaur system
costs as references. These costs, shown in Table 6-6, include production, installation
and inspection. (They do not include research and development, qualification or flight
verification costs. These costs are included in the development plan of Section 6.7).
Cost estimates [ndLcate that the start baskets not requiring pumping of coolant back
into the tank will he lower in cost than the baseline system.
6.5 POWER REQUIREMENTS
Power requirements for each of the opttons requiring power are shown in Table 6-7.
Power for valve actuation and feedback sensor control is neglected. Power requirements
are due to pump operation for pumping coolant fluid back into the tank.
6.6 FLIGHT PROFILE FLEXIBILITY
Flight profile flexibility was assessed for the options consLdered. Start sequence time
is shorter for the capillary devices. Also weight comparisons appear to inoreasingly
favor the passively cooled start baskets for missions having a higher mmber of burns.
Conversely, for the baseline system, shorter main engine burns can be achieved compared
to the capillary device because of the need to settle and refill the capillary device during
main engine firing. (Short engine burn times areltkely to be impractical because of
excess chtlldown propellant lost).
Overall, the capillary devices can provide greater flight profile flexibility because of
the shorter start sequence time andtheir greater applicability to multiburn missions
(greater than five burns). Potentially, start sequence time can be reduced to the engine
chilldown time with capillary devices and subcoolers tf the boost pumps can be removed
and the propellant ducts can be maintained full of liquid up to the engine shutoff valves.
6.7 RECOMMENDED DEVELOPMENT PLAN
This section presents technology, hardware, flight qualification and flight test
preparation programs for the most promising capillary acquisition systems.
6.7.1 PROMISING CAPILLARY ACQUISITION SYSTEMS. Comparisons of the eight
acquisition system options indicated that capillary acquisition systems offer greater
potential flight profile flexibility than the baseline settling system. The passively
cooled start baskets (Options 2 and 3) compared favorably to the baseline system on
the basis of hardware weight and equivalent payload weight for the five burn mission.
The weight advantage will increase for missions with greater than five burns.
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Table 6-6. Relative Recurring Costs*
Cost Element
in Thousnnds of Dollars
ii i! i i p-e_a
o
- 40 - - 40 40 40
- - 12 - - 12 12 12
- - 4 - 1.5 4 4 4
- - 3 - 1.5 3 3 3
- - 6 - - 6 6 6
- - 30 - - 30 30 30
- - 20 - - - 20 20
- - 10 - - - 10 10
- 4 - 4 4 4
- 4 - - 4 4 4
- $ - 5 6 5 5
- 8 - 5 5 5 5
.... 25 25 25
.... 35 35 35
110 25 130 110 25 _ 25
51 - 51 - -
161 168 151 203 212 228 228
I
Basket 1,1"I2
LO:
Char_bs LH 2
Lo2
Subcooler LH 2
LO_
Cooling Coils + Sensing LH 2
LO2
Wicktng Provisions LH 2
LO 2
Pzss_ and Bypass LH2
Lines LO2
PU Probes LH:I
LO_
vat.N= Pumping system L_
LO_
Va/ws for Start Tank Llf 2
LO 2
Start Tanks LH 2
LO 2
Pross_ System
Sett_l_ System
Total Cost
40
12
4
3
8
30
8
6
4 -
4
S -
S
25 ).tO
- 51
152 161
Opt_oM: L Baseline D-1S.
2. Start I_sket, psssive eoolins, subcooler dumped overboard.
3. Start buk_, passive oooUng, pmnped suboooler.
4. Start basket, thermal oond_ontng (TC) sad subo0oler dumped, active coollnl.
Uses vent rate adjusted to su/t "i" Iavel, o_ctive _Oolln_.
5. Start basket, TC and suboooler pumped back into the tank, active eoollnl_.
8. Start basket, TC _unped, subc_oler pumped, acttve tooting.
e_. Uses vent ram adjusted to suit "i_' lever, active cooling.
7. Staz't basket, TC pumped, subcooter dumped, moCtve cooling.
8. Starttank bypass feed.
* Coats include production, insta/la£inn, and inspect/on.
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40
12
4
3
8
30
20
10
4
4
5
5
30
40
I
25
238
Table 6-7.
Power requLrements in watt-hrs
5 burn mission
Total
2 burn mission
Total
1 burn missLon
Total
Power Requirements
OPTION
i 3 5 6 7
LH 2 26 477 26 450
LO 2 19 108 19 89
45 585 45 539
LH 2 20
LO 2 14
368
88
20
14
349
74
34 456 34 423
175
58
18
13
157
44
LH2 18
LO 2 13
31 233 31 201
All other options do not require electrical power. Power requirements are
included in Tables 6-2, 6-3, 6-4 and 6-5 according to one Ibm of battery weight
per 48 watt-hours. Power for valve actuation and feedback sensor control is
neglected.
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Capillary device system reliability is slightly less than the baseline system reliability.
Start baskets not using the pumped coolant system are estimated to have lower cost
than the baseline settling system. The poter_isl flight profile flexibility, weight and
cost advantages of Option 2 (the passively cooled start basket with coolant dumped
overboard) make this co_}_tration.worthy of additional attention.
Option 3 offers greatest potential payload weight advantage. This option consists of
passively cooled start baskets using vacuum pumping systems to return subcooler
coolant to the tank. A major advantage of this configuration Is its insensitivity to the
number of burns required. This is because the subcooler operates over the entire
mission burn time regardless of the number of burns. (The only variable affecting
subcooler coolant vacuum pump operation is the start sequence time which will
increase as the number of burns increases. This wtll increase pump induced boil-
off and battery weight). These advantages are somewhat offset by reduced reliability,
increased cost and increased power requirements compared to Option 2.
Both passicely cooled start basket configurations (Options 2 and 3) have advantages
over the baseline Centaur D-IS hydrogen peroxide settling system which may be
of potential benefit for multiburn advanced mission requirements. The potential
benefits of these two options warrant additional investigation. The following sections
describe the development program recommended for these start basket configurations.
6.7.2 TECHNOLOGY STUDI_S. A review was made of the recen£ ltterahtre to gather
recommended technology programs for developing capillary acquisition devices, in
addition to these reports (References 6-4 to 6-10), recommended work solving tech-
nology gaps uncovered in Tasks II & ]II was included In the development plan. The
preliminary recommendations of HAS3-17814 "Low G Fluid Transfer Technology,"
were scanned to assure that all required technology programs were included. Table
6-8 gives a brief description of each technology program, the source of the recommen-
dation, the application of the program to the passively cooled start baskets for Centaur
D-IS, a classification of the program into analysis, design, fabrication or testing
and a classiflestion of the Importance of handing the program. The importance of each
program is classified into one of the foUowt_ five oategories:
1. This is a critical program. Centmzr D-IS passively cooled start baskets
could not be employed without this program.
2. Substantial design, fabrication or testing improvements are possible if tiffs
program is implemented.
3. A program currently tn progress may close this technology gap.
4. Some design, fabrication or testing improvement is possible ff the program
is implemented.
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Table 6-8. Capillary Acquisition Device Technology Requirements
Potential Technology Program
Passive cooling - Use capillary ptenping
to thermally conditlo_ enreen surfaces
to prevent dr'yo_.
Thermal subcoolhtg - Use a heat
exchanger with throttled task flu/d as the
coolant to suhcool the maln engine flow.
Vapor flow aerog8 a wetted screen -
Determine the anpabiUt_ of capillary
herr/era to maht'.a_ reUmLten while
sub)acted to vapor flow.
Line chilldown pressure transients -
Determine the affect of flowing subcoof
ed fluid into an initially warm
propella_t duct.
Drsining and pullthrough with screens
and subcoolere. Analyze drsining in
cheJmeis and subcoolcrs. Use techniques
devclopod.fn NAS8-21465 for analyzing
screen pullth_ eupprensloa enpubifiry
Emplrlcal|y evaluate capillary device
drelnlng and ad)ust the mmJysia based on
the da_ obt._med.
Settling and Rofllllng - Determine entttin
and ontlsetlon pb_om-M with capillary
device start enq_mnon thrust. Determtoo
refilling time for ¢spifiary dsviees.
Vibration - Detannine the vibrational
spectrmn to be experienced at the
capillary device durthg aetttal mission
ooodlUoM. Detormhte if any deaf,p1
modifications are requited to minimize
vtbratfom_ problems.
Effect of preanure changes and heat
transfer var/atioml on sermm wetting -
Determine the effeot of changes In tank
pressure end incident heating an captll_
device screen dryout, include U_ effect
of mixJng and dinturbancee.
Vacuum pm_p syatmn for saving pub-
cooler cold side fluid (ooly required if
OpUon 3 ia seiacted).
Screen repelr techniquen - Develop
repair techaJquen that are eompat/ble
with oxidizers.
Spacing of xcrsen layers
Screen tmlx_t loads due to 8ottlinlg
Source of
_mm o
NAS3-17802
NAS3-17802
NAS3-17802
NA.q3-17802
NAS3-17802
NA$8-27685
(Ref. 6-5)
NAS8-21405
(ReL 6-4)
NAS3-17802
NAS8-27685
(Ref. 6-g)
NAS3-17S02
NAST-200
(EeL 6-7)
NAS8-21465
NAS3-17802
NAS3-17802
N.A,S3-17802
Ar_iicaUoa to Advanced
Versions of Centaur
Capillary dovtca screen
cooling,
Replacement of the
Centaur press ur L?_tion
(and hnoet pump) system.
Capillary device screen
cooling. Vapor must
enter the hnsket to
replace evaporated liquid.
Start sequence with an
initially wenn duct.
Cap/Itary device dro_nta_
Interxctloa of the sub-
coolers and screemM
channels.
Settling predictions under
mata engine thrust levels,
! RefllUng time predlcttoon
I for anpfllary devimm.
: Capillary devtee strut-
era/design md mounting.
Capillary dseleo enreen
cooling. Intersetien
between the war sysmm
end caplLtary device.
Saving aubenotor flu/d
f:mn t._g dm:q_
overboard.
Screen r_palr without
having to disansmnble
sections of the eapifiary
device.
May be asefttl for pro-
riding capillary pump*
lng for sermm ccolh_
Structural deal_n of the
start baslu_J md the
LO 2 thrtmt tart-el are
directly affected.
Prosrmn Requirements
Analysts, grmmd test. low-g
prototype test/rig.
Analysts, deni_,ant_ ground
demonatretion cryogenic testing.
Analysis and ground tenting.
Drop tower tests for selected
co_tflguratlon and flow rates.
Analysis. ground test and
develcqlment of techniques to
minLmize presmttro surles.
Analysis. _ tenttog and drop
tower troUt.
Analysts sad rrmmd testing.
Low g t_ting for verLt_lstion.
Instrtmlcntathm of a Centaur flight
vehicle. Analysis of Shuttle based
Centaur flight profile. VIbratiooal
analysis of the capillary devices.
Redesign of mqqmrta and mmmting
provlalmm, U required.
Analysis, t, rmmd mst_g. Low g
testing for vertflcsUon.
Anal)ale, denilln, fabrtm_L_a,
greend ts_
Menm_ dovalospmemt end
matorlala rmeareh study.
Analysis end testing of pmtslve
cooling. Menufaemr_g
development.
Analysin and iffound ummg. Low
g test/ng for _r/flm_tlen. C_t
this progrma in oonjtmctien with
the aettifng mu/refilling study.
Analytical. drop tower testtag.
low g aircraft or orbital tests.
* See text, Sm_tioe 6. 7.2 for expianatten of categories.
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Table 6-8. CapiLlary AcquisitionDevice Technology Requirements (Continued)
PotsatJsl Te_b_ Prollnnm
FtLm tmbble pomz t_lmqQe.
[(e_ o( the eup//lary duvfce by
warm preuuru_ _ - DelermLuo t/tim
rolmsttou dec-adatlon of scremus
subjected to watmmpresemrsnt.
i Tan_ thenmody_q_ios mindthormal
crustal for sm_ tlmsrs _t._l
with z tlwrmodym_fo Teat system.
Thermal expensioa - Determine tim effeot
of therm&l exV4meioa aad ooatrao_ou on
the chmranaee beCweee the ospittsry
devtee and tan_ wa.lll.
Preamms drov _ +,, z cimwol ,+,.-
to mass tuJe_l_,
Pam4 sysum flow 4ym_tos -
_mlmratlne the effeat o( shmdows sad
stmr_p prejml_ 1;xqma_msta. _mmmd
by v_ves msd protoN, on system
Source of
rtac_:mm -
eud_ims
NA_-I?S0|
NAS3-17802
_mo mark
done tn
NA_-
I_6M
!N,_.qS*S'/_
rot_nCto_ capability.
Dissimilar me_d Joining.
tncludtn8 bx_zbt•, w_ md d_]hmion
Ixmdla• tmehnkl_m for ahmsmum mid
Utmslmm.
Tlmrmal oO_llllm_y - l)mmrmme me
tl_rma/om_,ttW_, of mmd
_rmm/per[ot"mmd pia_ a,mm_bl.ttm_
Low S_mY (filial smt) r_tlLtnl
• rrum Fomh_ - _ earv_tt_
sor_o formln• uml=_lUe dm,el_mt.
Lm_ term mas'q_ - Det_rm_
.fleet o¢ lou_ term stoz'Nle on
tonsil.
NA/13-1TB01
NAS_I-_I41MI
(ltoL (I-4)
_ll_r snd
Cmkmll_
(tt_. G-to)
3
App/ic=llc_ to Advancm/
Versions o( C_umr
would nlbJW bubblm point
tostinK o[ _ complttm
s_rmm assembly.
81mpl_ fyinZ fln_
ohe_umt p_m,
Cold pro_urlnt
or thermal subeoolL_
slmuld be usod with cryo-
italic e,-_illo.ry (Iovlces.
MJ_tnt provide some Idmm
for start tmsk_ therma/
_oWro| twtn_ I_miw
C_au'y _too/tm_
olmu-msm_.
cap_ do_
drl)JLU_l_
to _ amd mbmdowss
trm_nt_ do a_
to be. pr_Lmm.
Joining atalnimm ,toed
_roeea to aiumdnum
bMkup m_termls md
_lumtnmn backup to
8toei r_mkwafts.
Jo_E.
Nmse. _sly rmlmts_l for
mmve ooollalr _oimn_.
Woald omi_ t_ ml_al tr
the Cmmmr mm s_mi_l
In allpZ.
None
NmL Lm_ tm_
sm_s_ ts _ mq_.
Pr_lrlm Rmlutr_menUs
tmlWo
msMys_s, llrmmd tmsto.
A.adym.d.
Fnbrlo_te &c:q_llnry device, las_
in tho C_ntmur L,II2 _. _ with
LII2 and memsur* electrum=on under
the en_tr_ runp of possible
Am_ysW. _ CUUn•.
Anslysts, beuh toew
_ devotopme_.
Mm_ dmm_
Bench wsts.
Amdyste _ tomsr u_Unl.
lo_ • s_zm._t oz' orblt_ tmst_.
_mts_u,l_ dmmiot+mmc
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5. This program would be potentially useful for capillary devices but does not
apply to passively cooled start baskets or the Centaur D-1S type applicatlon_
Programs fitting into categories (1) and (2) were selected as recommended technology
programs. Cost and schedule estimates were made for each of the programs.
Several of the programs were combined to reduced overall costs. The schedules
and costs are shown in Table 6-9.
The passive cooling program consists of analysis and bench testing of capillary
pumping configurations for maintaining wetted capillary device screens. The con-
figurations evaluated will be screens, screens and plates and open channels.
Thermal subcoollng evaluation consists, initially,of analytical evaluation of boost pump
replacement. Prototype testing will then be conducted to verify system performance.
A LO 2 subcooler will be fabricated.
In conjunction with the subcooler program, a prototype channel and start basket
configuration will be fabricated and bubble point tested using a film bubble point
procedure. The capillary device and subcooler will then be assembled and installed
in the cryogenic test facility. Testing will proceed with subcooler thermal and
pressure loss testing. Capillary device outflow testing will then be performed.
Thermal testing will be conducted to determine the passive cooling capacity of the
start basket capillary pumping configuration as a function of incident heating and
pressure fluctuations caused by mixing and venting.
The settling and refilling task will include analysis of settling patterns, interaction
of liquid jets and collected liquid on screened barriers and subsequent scree._ device
refilling,and impact loads on tankage, thrust structure and capillary devices during
main engine settling. Tests will be conducted primarily with ground experimentation
using stretched diaphragms to hold the main tank storable fluid prior to settling over
a scale model start basket. Some drop tower tests will be required to verify scaling
parameters.
Line chilldown pressure transients should be analyzed with a nonequUibrlum transient
thermodynamic model. A typical propellant duct configuration should be designed,
fabricated, and cryogenically tested.
Vapor flow across a wetted screen should be analyzed to determine,for particular
screens and fluids, the vapor velocity at which the screen retention capability is
lost. Bench tests should be run for a variety of screens and fluids.
Vibration test data should be obtained by installtng accelerometers on the outside of
the LH 2 and LO 2 tanks adjacent to the proposed start basket attachment points. The
cost of this program is dependent upon the use of spare telemetry packages that should
6-16
Table 6-9. Pusively Cooled Stag Basket Development Plan
./. :'.
RO4L]GR ORDER OF MAGNIT_'DE C(_TS [
ISK
I.SK
4K
3SK
7,0K
LSK
20K
Z
=
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be available from Tttan/Cenf_r backup units. The program cost Lncludes sensor
calibratLon, installation and data redaction. The data will then be used to determLne
if retention or natural frequency problems exist due to vibratLon. DesLgn modLfLca-
tLons to the start basket supports or structure will be recommended as requLred.
The vacuum pumping system used to return coolant to the tank will be desLgned,
fabrLcated and cryogenically tested to determine the operating characteristLcs of the
system.
Screen repair techniques that are compatible with LH 2 and LO 2 will be developed.
Methods evaluated will tnctude metal patches, adhesives, brazing and soldering.
Fabrication techniques for closely controlled screen layer spacLngs wUl be developed
Ln order to permit controlled wicking paths for passive thermal conditioning.
Total costs for developing a passively cooled start basket with thermal subcoolers
will be $555,000 plus $30,000 for reporting, for Option 2. For Option 3, using a
vacuum pumpLng system the cost will be increased by $75,000. Some of these
program costs have already been committed. Passive cooling and thermal subcooler
evaluations wU/be performed on NAS3-16983, "Centaur Propellant Thermal Con-
CondlUoning Study." LLne chilldown pressure transients will be studLed on a
current NASA/LeRC procurement. These procurements will reduce the unfunded
portLon of the development program to approximately $421,000 for Option 2 and
$496,000 for Option 3 (Including reporting).
The critical programs In the mmber one category of Table 6-7 were passive coolLng,
thermal m, bcooling and vapor flow across wetted screens. In order to complete
these programs approximately $200, 000 will be requLred of which approximately
125,000 has yet to be committed.
6.7.3 HARDWARE PROGRAMS. In addLtlon to the hardware requLrements of the
technology programs, hardware must be fabricated for flLght qualLfLcatlon testing
and flight testLng. Two separate sets of hardware will be used for this purpose.
Units used for flight qualification testLng will not be flown.
Capillary devLces and subcoolers will be fabricated for both the LH 2 and IX) 2 tanks.
Two will be required for the LH 2 tank qualification and flight test programs. One
will be required for the LO 2 tank qual|fication program. The LO 2 basket and
subcooler used for technology developme-_ testing will be used for flLght testing.
One LO 2 vacuum pumpLng system wLll be required for qual[flcatLon testing. The LH 2
pumping system will nothave to be qualified since it will be similar to the LO 2
system. One LH 2 pumpLng system consistLng prLncipally of a sump and vacuum
pump will be fabricated. The LO 2 system fabricated for the technology program
testing will also be used for flight testing.
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An IX)2 bypass line, capacitance probe, passtbxough, and shutoffvalve _I be
subjected to qualification testing. Additional LO 2 and LH 2 units will be fabric_ed
for flight testing.
Total program funding for hardware programs will be $140,000 for Option 2. (:)pth)n
3 will require an additional $45,000. Reporting for production of flight system and
qualification hardware will cost $10,000.
6.7.4 _QUALIFICATION PROGRAMI A matrix of qualification testing requirements
was prepared for the components to be qualified. This matrix, shown inTable 6-10
was used to determination qualification testing costs and schedules. Components
that were similar for the LO2 and LH2 applications; pumping systems, bypass
lines, passthrough, capacitances probes and shutoff valve will only be qualified
in their LO2 configuration. Table 6-10 shows the cryogenic and noncryogenic vibration,
structural, electrical, shock, flow, temperature shock, performance, acceleration,
leakage, and life testing to be performed. Estimates were made for each applicable
test based on Centaur [US development cost estimates (Reference 6-11). Included
in the costs are writing of specifications for the test, test planning and test coordi-
nation. Qualification of _he capillary devices, subcoolers and the vacuum pump
system will commence after successful development testing of these components.
Qualification costs will be $305,000 for Option 2 plus $10,000 for reporting. Qualifi-
cation costs for Option 3 will be an addithmal $110,000.
6.7.5 FLIGHT TEST pROGRAM PREPARATION. After successful qualification
of the flight components, the components fabricated for flight test will be assembled
on the Centaur as it Is being fabricated and assembled. The time schedule shown
has the normal test tank build up of approximately two months. During this time the
capillary acquisition system components will be assembled and installed in the tanks.
After the completion of tank fabricath)n, the Centaur will be pressure tested and
sent to the final assembly area. The inspection and checkout of the capillary
acquisition system will be completed in the final assembly area.
The capillary acquisition system flight test configuration will consist of the baseline
Centaur settling and pressurization systems plus the recommended passively cooled
start baskets and subcoolers. In order to make the flight test on a mlntnmm inter-
fere_e basis, a single burn Centaur D-1T mission with no zero-g coast shoald
be used. This mission should be flown and completed with sufficient propellant
remaining to allow a functional test of the acquisition device. After the mission,
start basket retention and thermal conditioning capsbllity will be tested during a low-g
coast period. Then an engine start sequence will be demonstrated with flow from the
start baskets and subcoolers. Settling and refilling time will be measured during the
start sequence and main engine thrust settling. Additional thermal conditioning,
start sequence, subcooling and reflULug demonstrations will be made tf sufficient
residual quantities are present.
6-19
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Vehicle costs are not included since a dedicated flight is not required. A normal
mission can be performed with the flighttest configuration.
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7CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
7.1 CONCLUSIONS
The pasaively cooled start baskets appear to be the most promising capillary acquist-
stthm systems. CooLing coils required for active cooling resulted in an excessive
weight penalty when designed for v_rst case condensation heat transfer.
Thermal subcoolers appear to have sub_ hardware weight and equivalent payload
weight advantage compared to helium pressurization. Thermal subooolers (heat
exchangers using throttled cooling fluid to cool the fluid flowing to the boost pump)
were the most promising new subsystem analyzed in .this study.
A pumping system for returning coolant to the tanks, while adding complexity, offers
the advantage of reduced weight and sharply reduced payload penalty sensitivity to the
number of engine burns and total mission time.
7.2 RECOMMENDATIONS
Development of capillary devices, particularly passively cooled start baskets, should
be pursued.
Programs receiving primary attention for passively cooled start basket development
should be:
1. Use of thermal subcoolers to provide propellant feed system NPSH.
2. Use of capillary pumping (wicktng) for passive thermal conditioning to
prevent screen dryout.
3. _rm_Instl_a of screen wetting limits when subjected to vapor flow repre-
sentative of start basket thermal condl_ning between burns.
Other recommended development programs, including technology, hardware_Lght
qualification, and flLght test have been Ldentlfted Ln Tables 6-7 and 6-8.
7-1
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kAPPENDIX A
ACQUISITION SYSTEM OPTIONS
This section expands upon the componm_:s and operations required to operate each of
the systems listed in Section 6.
O_on 1. The baseline Centaur D-1S system, including the warm helium pressur-
ization system, settling motors and the hydrogen peraxide used for
settling.
The pressurization system consists of three large ambiently stored bottles of helium.
The main tank pressurization system loop is redundant with pairs of solenoid valves,
orifices and check valves provided for feeding both the LO2 and LH 2 tanks. A bubbler
is provided in the LO 2 tank for injecting helium through the liquid. The LH 2 tank con-
tains a helium energy dissipator. Three hydrogen peroxide bottles containing silastic
rubber bladders are used for attitude control, settling and boost pump operation (tur-
bine driven). Four hydrogen peroxide settling rockets are used to settle propellants
prior to engine restart.
Option 2. Passively cooled start baskets using capillary pumping (wicking) for capil-
lazy device thermal conditioning and subeoolers _eat exchangers) for pro-
viding boost pump NPSH.
Subcooler coolant flow is dumped overboard. Shutoff valves are required for the sub-
cooler cold side flow. The start baskets consist of wicking barriers to promote
capillary pumping and fine mesh screened channels to permit all liquid flow to the
subcooler. Both cold and hot side flow is delivered to the subcooler by the channels.
The cold side flow is throttled through an orifice between the channel outlet and sub-
cooler inlet. All capillary devices (both start tanks and start baskets) have the four
settling rockets removed and require only two hydrogen peroxide bottles for attitude
control and boost pump operation (for the five-burn mission). Bypass feedlines with
slmtoff valves are required for all start basket concepts in order to vent the sump
area b_k _ the tank preveming pre6suras in the samp and subcooler area from
forcing vapor into the screened channels. Liquid vapor sensors will be used in all
capillary devices to sense liquid level. Heat exchangers using throttled tank fluid
coolant, provide boost pump _ for all start baskets options (2 to 7). One small
ambient helium in'assure bottle to required for engine actuatton and attitude control
system pressurization. Fttttn_ for main tank pressurization are required for a
possible abort.
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Option 3. Passively cooled start baskets using capillary pumping for capillary device
thermal conditioning and subcoolers for providing boost pump NPSH. Sub-
cooler coolant flow is pumped back into the tank using a surge tank and
vacuum pump.
Components are similar to Option 2 with the addition of a pumping system for return-
ing subcooter flow to the tank. Downstream of the cold side shutoff valve is a surge
tank which is evacuated to less than 5 psi (34.5 kN/m 2) with a vacuum pump that
pumps (or compresses) the vaporized coolant back into the tank. A typical passively
cooled start basket for Option 3 is shown in Figure A-1.
Option 4. Actively cooled start baskets using cooling coils for capillary device therm-
al conditioning and subcoolers for providing boost pump NPSH. Cooling coil
flow and subcooler coolant flow are dumped overboard.
This option uses cooling coils fed from the screened channels within the screened start
basket. Throttling valves are used to obtain the required coolant temperature differ-
ence. Shutoff valves are required for the cooling loop for each tank. Feedback sen-
sors are required to control the coolant flow rate as a function of the outlet tempera-
ture. All other attrilmtes are similar to Option 2. Option 4 is the design described
in the start basket drawings of Sections 5. 1 and 5.3. A schematic of this system is
shown in Figure A-2.
O_ion 5. Actively cooled start baskets using cooling coils for capillary device therm-
al conditioning and subcoolers for providing boost pump NPSH. Cooling coil
flow and subcooler coolant flow is pumped back into the tank using a surge
tank and vacuum pump.
Option 5 is similar to Option 4 plus a surge tank and pumping system for pumping
both the LO2 and LH 2 capillary device and subcooler coolant flow back into the tank.
One surge tank and vacuum pump handles the Capillary device and subcooler flow for
each tank. Separate shutoff valving is required for each of the four coolant flow Lines
entering the surge tanks.
Option 6. Actively cooled start baskets using cooling coils for capillary devicetherm-
al conditioning and subcoolers for providing boost pump NPSH. Cooling
coil flow will be dumped overboard and subcooler coolant flow will be
pumped back into the tank using a surge tank and vacuum pump.
This option has lower flow and power requirements than Option 5. System compon-
ents are similar to Option 5, with the lines from the cooling coil shutoff valves to the
surge tanks deleted.
Option 7. Actively cooled start baskets using cooling coils for capillary device therm-
al conditioning and subcoolers to provide boost pump NPSH. Subcooler
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coolant flow will be dumped overboard and cooling coil flow will be pumped
back into the tank using a surge tank and vacuum pump.
The system components for this device are similar to Option 5, with the Lines from
the subcooler shutoff valves to the surge tanks deleted. This option has slightly Iow-
er coolant pumping flow and power requirements compared to Option 5.
Option 8. Bypass feed start tanks with cold helium pressurization.
This option is shown schematically in Figure A-3. The system operates by pressuriz-
ing the start tack through valve 4, The engine shutoff valves are opened to vent the
boost pumps and sumps to vacuum. The start sequence is then initiated from the start
tank flow by opening valve 1A and the main engines are chilled down and fired. The
propellant in the main tanks is settled and valve 1 is switched from position 1A to
position 1B to shut off start tank flew and initiate flow from the main tank. While
outflowing from the main tank the settled start tank is vented to below the main tan_;
pressure through valve 2 and the refill valve (valve 3) is opened. The start tanks are
vented during refilling to minimize refilling time. The refill valves are closed when
the start tanks reach their desired level, Liquid vapor sensors (capacitance probes)
are used for this purpose to minlm_ze the vented propellant. Between burns, no start
tank venting is required. The pressurization system for the start tank consists of
one helium bottle stored hi the LH 2 tank. No main tank pressurization ls requir-
ed, since all main tank outflow occurs with main engine thrust providing the necessary
boost pump NPSH. Fittings would be required for main tank pressurization during a
possible abort. Abort helium is charged to the _huttle payload bay.
The system comparisons were made considering all subsystems and processes that were
affected by capillary device deployment. For example, the pressurization system for
the start tanks use cold helium pressurization (stored at LH 2 temperature); the baseline
Centaur D-IS system uses warm helium pressurization stored at ambient conditions
[400R (222K)]; and the start baskets use subeoolers (heat exchangers that remove heat
from the fluid entering the sump) to provide boost pump NI_SIL Additional capacitance
probe elements will be used to sense liquid in the start baskets and to control refill and
vent valve operation with the start tanks in addition to the baseline propellant utilization
system. Bypass lines will be required for the start basket options in order to vent the
sump region back into the tank, preventing pressure buildup between burns from forcing
vapor into the screened channels feeding the subcooler. The LO 2 start basket will also
use the bypass line to provide flow during a possible abort dump (see Section 3.9). For
the LO2 start tank and start basket, thrust barrel refilling will be enhanced by increasing
the open area on both the sides and top of the thrust barrel. This change, and the
increased settling loads due to main engine thrust settling, will require the thrust barrel
stiffeners and forward ring to be structurally beefed up. The thermodynamic vent systems
used on the baseline Centaur D-1S will also be required for the start baskets and start
tank and thus are not included in the comparison. All subsystems that are identical for
the baseline Centaur D--1S and the start basket and start tank configurations are similarly
excluded from the comparison. A-5
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